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This case study examines the experience of residents of the Indigenous village of Embera Drua, 
Panama with 20 years of tourism. It addresses the lack of Indigenous voices in tourism literature 
by telling the story of Embera Drua through the lens of the villagers themselves. The study uses a 
mix of ethnographic observation and narrative inquiry and finds that the experience of Embera 
Drua mirrors the experience of other Indigenous villages offering tourism around the globe, 
particularly the impact of lack of community capacity on management and growth of such 
tourism initiatives.  Findings of this study are relevant to the international discourse on tourism 
as a development tool. This dissertation is available in open-access at OhioLink ETD Center, 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Each year thousands of international tourists board dugout canoes and travel through the 
Panamanian rainforest, up the Chagres River, to the small Indigenous community of Embera 
Drua.  There, they partake in a cultural tourism experience, phenomena mirrored in Indigenous 
communities all over the world.  The experience at Embera Drua includes a series of activities 
designed by the village to share a representation of Embera culture.  While they dance, eat, get 
impermanent tattoos from the juice of the Jagua, and explore the village, tourists are given a 
glimpse of both the modern-day life and the traditions of one of the seven Indigenous tribes of 
Panama.  Mowforth, Charlton, and Munt (2008) claim that "the color and diversity of its 
Indigenous human life" are the primary draws—or "selling points"—for tourists about Latin 
America and the Caribbean; that the attraction of the "exotic other" to western visitors "portrayed 
as exotic, sensuous, erotic, simple, sustainable, and naturally colorful and in tune with nature" (p. 
76) is heavily romanticized and promoted by tour operators for the tourist looking for something 
distinctly different from their own lifestyles.  It is clear that the culture, traditions and lifestyles 
of Indigenous peoples, and tribal and ethnic groups are of interest to cultural tourists and, as 
more people travel, tourism to Indigenous communities has flourished and expanded, 
representing this growing desire by millions of travelers to experience, if only briefly, a 
traditional way of life different from their own (Butler & Hinch, 1996, 2007; Müller & 
Pettersson, 2001; M. Smith, 2009; Sofield & Birtles, 2006; Weaver, 2010).  Whether this tourism 
represents an opportunity for Indigenous people to "gain economic independence and cultural 
rejuvenation" or whether it presents "a major threat of hegemonic subjugation and cultural 





is the voice of those most impacted—the Indigenous community members themselves—a part of 
that debate. 
In an effort to address the issue of those absent voices, this dissertation is an intrinsic case 
study that uses a mix of ethnographic observation and narrative inquiry in an effort to understand 
and portray the impact of tourism on an Indigenous population.  It rests within the field of critical 
tourism studies, with the intention of contributing to the larger, international conversation on 
cultural survival, and the impact of tourism—when viewed as an economic development          
tool—on those most affected:  in this instance, those on whose shores those cultural tourists 
disembark from dugout canoes in order to catch a glimpse of the daily lives of the exotic       
other: the people of Embera Drua. 
The travel and tourism industry is one of the largest and most dynamic industries in 
today’s global economy (International Labor Organization, 2012).  As a social phenomenon, an 
economic enterprise, and for use as a key development strategy, the United Nations World 
Tourism Organization (UNWTO) predicts a growth in international tourist arrivals of between 
3% and 4% in 2015, with international tourism reaching 1.8 billion total arrivals by 2030 (United 
Nations World Tourism Organization, 2015); growth in emerging countries is expected to be 
twice as fast as in advanced ones (Bonham, Edmonds, & Mak, 2006; Khuzwayo, 2012; United 
Nations World Tourism Organization, 2015).  And yet tourism's effects are more than merely 
economic:  it has the capacity to transform local communities, impacting local lifestyles and 
societal structures; it can change local culture and create new local traditions, and can both 
improve and diminish the quality of life for local residents by shaping and reshaping economies, 
lifestyles, power structures—entire cultures and the landscapes within which they reside (Crang, 





Defining tourism at first seems relatively simple.  The mission statement of the UNWTO, 
for example, defines it as "traveling to and staying in places outside [one's] usual environment 
for not more than one year for leisure, business and other purposes" (UNWTO as cited in 
Ugurlu, 2010, para.6). However, the various subsets of tourism have their own definitions which 
vary so much as to expand the definition from the specific to the very broad, making precise 
definitions that much more difficult.  Cultural tourism specifically—which includes ethnic-, 
rural-, eco-, and Indigenous tourism—is, at least in part, a tourism subset whose definition is 
dependent on the inclusion of interactions with local people to include experiencing local culture, 
history and way of life (R. McIntosh & Goeldner, 1990).  Cultural tourism, then, includes all the 
characteristics of a destination’s way of life—the music and dance, food, and arts and crafts of 
the people at the destination.  Specialized tours whose primary focus is these types of cultural 
elements are gaining in popularity, and include, for example, culinary and architectural tours.  
Identity-based attractions are those destinations in which members of a community develop and 
implement activities specifically to portray or present their identities and values—those inherent 
elements of their culture—for the purposes of tourism (A. McIntosh, Hinch, & Ingram, 2002). 
Identity-based attractions have been a major influence on the globalization of tourism, 
where remote areas, with their unique Indigenous peoples, are increasingly sought as prime 
destinations and as such are impacted to a greater or lesser extent by the diffusion of 
contemporary mass tourism (Müller & Pettersson, 2001; Weaver, 2010).  It is clear that the 
cultural traditions and lifestyles of Indigenous peoples, tribes and ethnic groups are of interest to 
tourists, and that millions of travelers desire access to Indigenous communities.  That desire, 
however, raises a number of issues which generate complex scholarly debate concerning the 





Tourism is about encounters, "encounters between people and places, and between 
people" (Crouch, 2013, p. 1).  At times these encounters can be "unbalanced, uneven, and 
destabilizing, resulting in exploitation and abuse . . . [but] can also be productive, create wealth, 
revitalize and forge alliances between distant people" (Sarmento & Brito-Henriquez, 2013, p. 2).  
For this reason, within the cultural tourism discourse, the phenomenon of tourism is portrayed as 
both a destroyer—undermining social norms and economies, degrading social structures, and 
stripping communities of individuality, and a savior—providing opportunities and economic 
benefits for the poor and disadvantaged, promoting social exchange, and enhancing livelihoods 
(Aref & Ma’rof, 2008; Clark, Johnson, Lundholm, & Malmberg, 2007; Greathouse-Amador, 
2005; McReynolds, 2014; Simpson, 2008).  Given the importance of tourism and its significant 
economic, social, political and cultural impact, it is no wonder that its effects are the focus of 
much scholarly attention and debate; it raises the question: is the increase in demand providing 
unique benefits to those destinations, or is there a more insidious process at work?  For myself 
and other researchers, an additional perhaps more troubling aspect of the entire discourse is the 
fact that the voices of those most impacted by the debate, the Indigenous community members 
themselves, are often absent from it. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this work is to bring forward the voices of the residents of Embera Drua 
in order to understand their experience with a self-managed tourism initiative in terms of how it 
has impacted their daily community life and cultural traditions.  This dissertation explores their 
experiences following the implementation of the tourism project; their decision-making 
processes regarding the tourism initiative itself; and,  as well, the impact of tourism on their 





changes to the community and daily lives of villagers since tourism was introduced.  During my 
visits to the village over the past nine years, I have witnessed an evolution in such things as dress 
and the use of community space.  These types of changes—how they are determined by the 
village tourism cooperative and how they impact the village as a whole and individual lives of 
villagers—are at the heart of my exploration: seeing the Embera Drua tourism project as an 
example of dynamic, evolving cultural processes (Bruner 1995, 2005; Theodossopoulos 2011). 
The study extrapolates from Theodossopoulos’ (2012) work on the Embera—although his 
research was not with Embera Drua—where he notes that they have been able to "claim 
authorship of their cultural practices; adapt new elements to their `cultural matrix' and 
consciously reintroduce traditions of the past in the present" (p. 593).   
The term Embera is used by the Embera people to denote a human being, an Indigenous 
person, any other speaker of Embera, or more specifically a speaker of one's Embera dialect 
(Theodossopoulos, 2013, p. 420).  
Several of these other Embera villages along the Chagres River have also implemented 
eco-tourism projects similar to that of Embera Drua; and, through the implementation of these 
village tourism programs, have experienced economic growth and the revitalization of cultural 
traditions (Theodossopoulos, 2007, 2010, 2012).   
Significance of the Study 
My hope is to add to the scholarly discourse by bringing to it the voices and experiences 
of the village members of Embera Drua who have been impacted by the decision of the village to 
open up its daily life to tourism.  My emphasis on community voice is derived from a noted gap 
in the tourism literature.  Stronza (2001) writes:  
The literature in the anthropology of tourism currently includes excellent descriptions of 





has been strangely devoid of local voices. We have learned relatively little about how 
locals themselves perceive the array of pros and cons associated with tourism. Often our 
assumptions have been that locals were duped into accepting tourism rather than having 
consciously chosen such an option for themselves. (p. 269) 
Stone and Wall (2004) observe that "relatively few assessments of ecotourism’s impacts 
at the local level have been performed” (p. 12) while Stronza and Gordillo (2008) note that even 
fewer have emerged from the experiences and perceptions of local people themselves.  Crick 
(1989) has cautioned that scholars must be careful to see who is evaluating tourism, as rarely do 
researchers hear local voices: without close attention to local voices, Crick says, "our social 
scientific work risks being descriptively poor and ethnocentric" (p. 338).  Zeppel (2006) concurs, 
suggesting that most published research provides a non-Indigenous perspective.  While jobs and 
economic growth are often the indicator of success in tourism research, non-economic changes 
are precisely the ones that can be difficult to measure, quantify, and evaluate systematically 
across sites or over time. This is partly because non-economic factors are often expressed in 
qualitative or context-specific narratives that defy easy ranking or comparison" (Stronza & 
Gordillo, 2008, p. 450).  Tourism has become an important option for economic development 
and the cultural survival of aboriginal people, yet the academic work has overlooked an issue of 
cultural sustainability and the majority of the literature on Indigenous tourism is from a non-
Indigenous perspective (Tao, 2006).  Stronza and Gordillo suggest that by incorporating local 
voices scholars may be able to understand more clearly how ecotourism plays out in specific 
contexts while also synthesizing data for more general predictions (p. 463). This is certainly my 
goal with the work I am doing in and at Embera Drua. 
This dissertation is an immersive qualitative study of Embera Drua that includes the 
perspectives of both village leaders and villagers not in leadership positions; it includes the 





not as heavily involved in the project itself, are still affected by the impact of tourism on their 
daily lives.  A personal desire is that the experiences captured in this study will be used by other 
communities contemplating a tourism project—not for information on the logistics and 
management of a successful project, but to understand the potential impact of cultural tourism on 
the lives of people who will become the subject of the "tourist gaze."  I am inspired by the 
project “Trueque Amazo´nico: Ecotourism Exchanges in the Tropical Andes,” described by 
Stronza and Gordillo (2008):  
The aim was to bring local voices to the fore in ecotourism analyses. . . . In these 
partnerships, indigenous communities link their knowledge, land, labor, and social capital 
with the investment capital, business acumen, and managerial experience of outside tour 
operators and environmental NGOs. (p.452)  
They go on to conclude:  
The Trueque Amazonico was an opportunity to learn from three kinds of partnerships. . . 
[where] meaningful narratives [in which the] benefits and indicators of success in each 
site were determined by emic, or subjective and culturally-embedded views, rather than 
just etic ones, or those defined by scholars, NGOs, conservationists, or other external 
actors” (p. 455).  
Background and Definitions 
Embera Drua and the Embera Drua Project.  The Embera are one of seven 
Indigenous tribes found in Panama whose historic lands are the lowland rainforest ecosystems of 
Eastern Panama and Western (what is now the Choco region of modern-day) Colombia.  In the 
1700s, conflict forced the Embera to migrate to what is now recognized as their homeland, 
Panama's Darién province, the jungle province proximate to the Colombian border, where they 
engaged in subsistence agriculture, hunting and fishing.  In the middle part of the 20th century, 
migration, for a variety of economic and political issues, led small family groups to move north 
and establish traditional communities on the downstream banks of the Chagres River.  As with 





availability of local resources:  essentially to find better hunting and fishing areas, or when they 
required new space for agriculture.  In the late 1960s, the Panamanian government began to 
encourage the Embera to set up concentrated communities around primary schools, as opposed to 
their more-traditional dispersed pattern of family settlements.  Then, in 1984, the Panamanian 
government created Chagres National Park within the boundaries of which there remained five 
Embera villages, including Embera Drua, Parara Puru, Tusipono, Embera Puru and La Bonga.  
The National Park imposed restrictions on the Embera's agricultural and cultural practices, 
greatly limiting their source of income and traditional livelihood.  In response, in 1996, the 
community of Embera Drua formed a tourism cooperative and began accepting visitors, 
providing boat transportation, lunch and various cultural presentations.  Since its inception, the 
tourism project has grown in size and scope and has become a popular day tour from Panama 
City, and a primary shore excursion for cruise ship passengers from Colón.  Importantly, 
management and governance of the tourism project has remained in the hands of the Embera 
through a tourism cooperative and an Embera-run nonprofit organization. 
Emberá, which translates to "people", refers to the Indigenous people of Panama and 
Colombia who have also been historically referred to as Chocó or Katío Indians.  There are 
approximately 83,000 people in Panama and Colombia who identify as Emberá.  "Drua" in the 
Chocó language means "village."  In essence, Embera Drua could generically be translated to "a 
village of Embera people" but is in fact the name given to the specific community on which this 
study is based.  The other Embera villages located within Chagres National Park also participate 
in tourism to varying degrees.   
The population of Embera Drua fluctuates.  During the research period of September 





The tribe has constructed two communal areas for cultural presentations and a craft sales area.  
There is a primary school, built by the Panamanian government, which is the only cinderblock 
building in a village of open-air houses.  These have been built on stilts and have thatched roofs 
and bark floors.  Transportation to the village is in cuyacos (also called piraguas)—long dugout 
canoes which, during the dry season, are guided along the shallow river with a long pole.  
Geography.  Panama (marked "A" in Figure 1.1 below) is the most southern country in 
Central America. It is bordered by Costa Rica to the West and Colombia to the East; to its north 
is the Caribbean Sea, and to the south, the Pacific Ocean.  Chagres National Park, established 20 
years ago, is located in the central part of the Panamanian isthmus with the Chagres River as the 
main focus of historical and economic interest.  The park has as its main objective the 
conservation of ecological processes that maintain the health of the Chagres River and its 
capacity to provide environmental services to thousands of Panamanians (National 
Environmental Authority, 2005). Watershed protection is particularly important because the 
Chagres River provides 40% of the water required for the Panama Canal operations, and 80% of 
the water for domestic use for over half of the country’s inhabitants.   
The park is divided into five types of management zones defined for the protected areas 
which correspond to the presence of critical habitats, requirements for the protection of natural 
and cultural resources, the potential use of the area by visitors, and current land use by local 
people inhabiting the protected area.  These zones include intensive use zones, special use zones, 
active cultural zones, natural regeneration zones and total protection zones.  
Embera Drua (marked "A" in Figure 1.2 below) is located in one of several active 
cultural zones.  These zones include populated areas, residential areas and Indigenous villages 





authorized by the park’s administration.  In this zone, the improvement of the local people’s 
standard of living is in accordance with the maintenance of the ecological integrity in the 
surrounding occupied areas (National Environmental Authority, 2005). 
 






























Indigenous definitions.  The World Council of Indigenous Peoples identifies Indigenous 
peoples as:  
population groups who from ancient times have inhabited the lands where we live, who 
are aware of having a character of our own, with social traditions and means of 
expression that are linked to the country inherited from our ancestors, with a language of 
our own, and having certain essential and unique characteristics which confer upon us the 
strong conviction of belonging to a people, who have an identity in ourselves and should 
be thus regarded by others.  (International Union for Conservation of Nature, 1997)   
Based on these criteria, the United Nations says that about 5% of the world’s population is 
Indigenous; that their contemporary territorial presence is in at least 70 countries; and that in 
about one-half of the world’s land area, Indigenous people are the majority group (United 
Nations Population Fund, 2008).  In Panama, the term, Indigenous, specifically describes the 
Amerindian groups—the Embera, the Wounaan, the Kuna, the Kgäbe and the Bugle—who 
identify with the term and widely rely on it for political representation (Macleod & Carrier, 
2010). 
Tourism literature contains numerous terms to identify those encompassed by the World 
Council's definition.  Within most of the articles reviewed for this study, the term Indigenous 
was used; however, aboriginal, first peoples, tribal, Indian, native, and Native American were 
also found.  In a few articles, less specific terms such as ethnic were used and encompassed the 
Indigenous tourism experience, all or in part.  In works about the economy of tourism, the term 
Indigenous, has obtained additional value and significance (Theodossopoulos, 2010).  
A definition of community is also important to understanding community development. 
For the most part, community is self-defining in that it is based on a sense of shared purpose and 
common goals.  It may be geographical in nature, or it may be a community of interest, built on 





it is a community in all ways, geographically distinct, derived from several small family groups 
and sharing as a community the operation of the tourism project.  
The initial funding and assistance from NGOs and the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) received by the Embera to begin the tourism project came 
with training and specific requirements for the formation of a tourism collective.  The democratic 
model of governance, which includes elections of key community leadership roles, is a fairly 
recent phenomenon for the Embera, emerging out of communities formed around schools in the 
1960s and 1970s.  A similar system of democratic governance for the tourism project was 
adopted at the recommendation of the USAID and consultants from the United States Forest 
Service’s Institute for Tropical Forestry, which advised the community during the 
implementation of the tourism initiative.  This makes a study that explores the nature and levels 
of community involvement in the decision-making and management of the tourism effort 
particularly interesting and illuminating.  
Tourism research: evolution of the four research platforms. Important to the 
understanding of tourism is the evolution of conflicting views on tourism in the scholarly 
discourse.  Tourism research has been portrayed by Jafari (1990) and Jafari, Smith, and Brent 
(2001) as a series of distinct platforms representing different aspects of scholarship since World 
War II, and different ways of thinking about tourism—all of which co-exist in the current 
scholarly discourse.  Studies prior to the late 1970s/early 1980s featured mostly economic 
prospects of tourism and emphasized its benefits; this is referred to as "the advocacy platform" 
(Jafari, 1990, p. 34). The advocacy platform promotes the benefits of tourism, including 





on the experience of the tourist rather than the local people or hosts, focusing primarily on 
tourism as a business. 
The book Hosts and Guests: The Anthropology of Tourism, (V. Smith, 1977), featured 
case studies that documented impacts of tourism, and introduced a "preliminary theoretical 
perspective" (Stronza, 2001) to the study of tourism, which is in direct opposition to the business 
of tourism noted above.  In 1980, a World Tourism Conference in the Philippines produced the 
Manila Declaration, a statement by assembled religious leaders declaring that "tourism does 
more harm than good to people and societies of the third world" (as cited in Nicholson-Lord, 
1997, para.15). This changing view of tourism manifested itself in research focusing on the 
sociocultural aspects of tourism, bringing scrutiny to the alleged benefits of tourism, and 
challenging the advocacy platform while raising concerns about negative impacts to the local 
environment, culture and people.  Jafari refers to this as "the cautionary platform" (Jafari, 1990, 
p. 34; see also Jafari & Aaser, 1988; Jafari & Brent Ritchie, 1981; Jafari et al., 2001).  Many of 
the negative impacts of tourism on Indigenous communities are based within the cautionary 
platform of tourism literature. 
These first two platforms—advocacy and cautionary—focused primarily on the impacts 
of tourism and thus have something in common with the study at hand (although the current 
study does not hold to a specific platform’s view of impact).  Out of the polarized perspectives of 
these platforms emerged research focusing on alternative forms of tourism that were viewed as 
sustainable, and, while not eliminating them, certainly minimized the negative impacts 
highlighted in the cautionary platform discourse. 
V. Smith again contributed to this evolving discourse by introducing the concept of the 





developed as an alternative to the predominance of problem-oriented research in studies on 
Indigenous tourism.  It was also developed as a parallel to Malcolm Crick’s (1989) four Ss of 
traditional mass tourism: sun, sex, sand, and sea (1989).  Community-based eco-tourism and 
Indigenous tourism, including that of the Embera Drua, rest within this four Hs concept, or the 
adaptancy platform as described by Jafari (1990 ). The adaptancy approach finds that tourism 
can bring positive benefits to communities, including economic development, increased pride in 
cultural identity, and acquaintance with cultural heritage and heritage practices; its focus is on 
the community itself and not on the tourists.   
The last of the four platforms is called the knowledge-based platform and its primary 
approach is to look at the totality of the research on tourism, or rather "tourism research" being 
the subject of the research. 
In addition to the four platforms discussed above, T. Wilson (2008) notes that there are 
two ways of analyzing tourism:  the neo-classical approach, which includes a cost-benefit 
analysis that welcomes globalization and emphasizes the advantages of tourism; and the        
neo-Marxist and dependency approaches, which view globalization as a new form of imperialism 
and which focuses on the costs to local people and places.  She further notes that rarely are 
regional differences considered. 
This dissertation focuses on how the local residents themselves define both benefits and 
costs from their own perspective(s).  The impacts, whether successful revitalization—destructive 
diminishment, or shades between—are defined by them, as well, based on their own experience 
and the factors they determine to be important.  It looks at whether or not village members 
disagree with the tourism initiative based on their own positionality in terms of leadership and 





The reappraisal of the impacts of cultural tourism in the tourism discourse is in part the 
result of the increased involvement of local communities, including tribal people, in the 
development and governance of their own tourism endeavors (Strickland-Munro & Moore, 
2013).  The emergence of an Indigenous tourism narrative mirrors, in the greater discourse, the 
advocacy for community involvement and local control over tourism projects (Aref, 2011; 
Ioannides, 1995; Kibicho, 2003; Marzuki, 2008).  Increasingly, tourism is seen as a major source 
of both economic growth and independence for Indigenous peoples (Ryan & Huyton, 2000).  It 
is also viewed as a step toward building new meanings for traditional practices, reaffirming 
values, and, ultimately, a means of economic empowerment and cultural independence (A. 
McIntosh et al., 2002).  In fact, Indigenous tourism is defined by Butler and Hinch (1996) as 
"tourism activity in which Indigenous people are directly involved either through control and /or 
by having their culture serve as the essence of the attraction" (p. 5).   
Indigenous tourism is that which is based on Indigenous knowledge systems and values 
which promote customary practices and livelihoods.  Such tourism is viewed as a way to regain 
rights to access, use and manage traditional land, resources and cultural property.  Bunten (2010) 
notes that  
Tourism passes on what it means to be Indigenous in two different ways: one is inwardly 
directed toward tribal members through cultural perpetuation activities, and the other is 
outwardly directed toward non-Indigenous guests. Unlike non-Indigenous-owned cultural 
tourism, workers are not expected to meet the tourist gaze, to meet tourist desires for the 
exotic and all the stereotypes that accompany it. (p. 301) 
The Embera Drua have been selected as a study site in part because of the longevity and 
growth of its Indigenous tourism initiative.  During my visits and experiences at Embera Drua, 
members of the village tourism consortium have made me aware that the village is proud of its 
economic success and the resulting community improvement projects.  I have honored the 





regrets) of the tourism project since its inception, through the voices of the individuals who lived 
through the experience. 
Research Design 
This is an intrinsic case study in that it is about a specific village, the specific tourism 
program they developed, and the specific experiences of the participating community members.  
It is bounded by both the geography of the village and a timeframe:  from the formation of a 
tourism project in 1996 to the present.  This site-based research takes place in the village over a 
period of multiple visits and includes my recorded observations of the village and villagers, both 
during times when tourists are present in the village and times when there are not.  I operated 
through the lens of qualitative observational research, which is a systematic inquiry into the 
nature or qualities of observable group behaviors in order to learn what it means to be a member 
of that group (Constable et al., 2012):  in this case, a member of the village of Embera Drua 
"doing" tourism.    
I observed and recorded village life, noting the patterns of the days:  both with and 
without tourists.  I noted the roles of villagers preparing for the canoes to come and, on days free 
from the arrival of outsiders, the need for preparation and performance.  I spent time during my 
first official research visit acclimating to village life, while also allowing the villagers to 
acclimate to me.  Every attempt was made to observe normal patterns of behavior and not have 
my presence change or manipulate village life, aiming for objectivity, while taking into account 
the views of the participants (Constable et al., 2012).  This qualitative case study is grounded in 
best practices of and guided by Indigenous methodologies (IM), of which the story is the 





cultural sensitivity has been paramount and best practices from IM forms the basis of the 
research agreement with the village in terms of the scope of my research there.   
 Primary research questions.  The overarching question is: how do the people of 
Embera Drua experience and assess the effects of their almost two-decades-old tourism initiative 
on daily village life?  Subsets of my main question include the following, which address specific 
elements of the greater discourse on the effect of tourism on Indigenous culture:   
• What role have members of the village played in development and governance of the 
tourism initiative? 
• In what ways has that involvement been a positive, negative, or neutral experience? 
• In what ways do the Embera feel that their traditions and cultures have evolved as a 
result of the tourism initiative and what was the process for that evolution? 
• Has the tourism initiative changed the knowledge and understanding of the residents 
of Embera Drua about their own culture?  
• In what ways do Embera members feel that the tourism initiative contributed to the 
revitalization of the Embera culture?  In what ways do members feel it has not? 
• In what ways do the residents of Embera Drua feel that the tourism initiative 
contributed to the economic growth and political position of the Embera in Panama? 
• What, if anything, has surprised them about the experience of doing tourism for the 
last 19 years? 
• How do residents of Embera Drua feel about portrayals of the Embera by tourism 
companies in marketing materials? What, if anything, would they change? 
• What, if anything, would residents of Embera Drua say they would do differently 





An initial observation period, during my first research trip, included note-taking and 
journaling and informal conversations to familiarize myself with the rhythm and patterns of daily 
village life.  It was then followed by ten days of interviewing, both of individual community 
members and at a village community meeting  The first set of individual interviews were 
conducted specifically with those members of the village who have lived in the village for       
20-plus years and focused on the evolution of the tourism project from its inception.  Interviews 
explored each member’s involvement in the project, the decision-making processes and key 
decisions that were made, initial expectations, disappointments, and a current assessment.  I was 
curious to learn what has surprised them, and what they would do differently if they knew in the 
beginning what they now know.  In addition, I asked many of these participants to participate in 
small group discussions in order to share their recollections on the development and evolution of 
the project.  It was my hope that the recollection of one member would trigger memories for 
others, allowing me to circle back when I learned something new after initial interviews, and 
when this did occur, allowing me to go deeper in follow-up interviews.  During my fieldwork I 
engaged in inductive analysis, which allows a researcher to start with answers, but form new 
questions throughout the research process, as propounded by the research notion that hypotheses 
and theories can continuously change depending on what the observer wants to know (Constable 
et al., 2012).     
A second set of interviews, also semi-structured and open-ended, focused on the 
presentations of culture and traditions that are done for the tourists.  Participants were selected 
based on their involvement in the development and presentation of those performances and 





incorporated and why, how the villagers experience the presentations, and in what ways it has 
impacted their village life when tourists are not present. 
At the request of the Embera Drua tourism consortium, this second set of interviews was 
videotaped.  All participation was voluntary.  The interviews were in Spanish, with an Embera 
translator agreed to by tribal leaders and accompanying me in all interviews.  The taped 
interviews will be given back to the Embera for their own use. 
Once the initial sets of interviews were completed, I translated, transcribed and did an 
initial analysis of the data collected, looking for emerging themes.  A subsequent visit to the 
village allowed me to ask follow-up questions based on that initial analysis, allowing me to dig 
deeper on those themes.  These themes and the words of the participants were then used to 
present a portrait of the tourism initiative and its impact on the Embera Drua through the lens of 
its participation in tourism found in Chapter IV. 
Importantly, this is not an ethnographic study of the Embera; rather it is a case study, 
informed by ethnography, about the impacts of a tourism initiative on a specific, Indigenous 
population.  My time in Embera Drua doing research was shorter than in traditional ethnographic 
studies.  Such brief time in the field has been scribed as “quick and dirty” ethnography and 
evaluative ethnography (Handwerker, 2011). It has grown out of changing patterns in fieldwork, 
and issues arising out of the value of more traditional extended periods of fieldwork, given that 
we live in an age of mass communication and globalizing cultures (Burns & Barrie, 2005).  The 
entire project was guided by a research agreement (see Appendix A) negotiated with village 
leaders and grounded in the best practices found in literature regarding research in Indigenous 
communities as proposed by Indigenous scholars and organizations. Research agreements 





research is conducted with their people" (Ermine, Sinclair, & Jeffery, 2004, p. 8) is a practice 
recommended when doing research involving Indigenous communities, to go beyond "simply 
stating that research should engage community members as active participants, without 
specifying processes by which such inclusion may occur" (Fisher & Ball, 2003, p. 210).  
Theoretical Framework 
Tourism impacts.  One of the key theoretical underpinnings of this study is that tourism 
can have a positive impact on an Indigenous community, taking heed of the fact that it may be 
misleading to assume a community has dominant attitudes (Wall & Mathieson, 2006).  
Historically, Indigenous peoples were often the object of tourism without having any control 
over how that tourism was implemented; however, on many recent projects, this practice has 
changed, and therefore the impacts of tourism on Indigenous cultures have also changed (Keller 
& Turek, 1999; V. Smith, 1989; Weaver, 2010).   
Eco-tourism engaged in by the tourism industry is noticeably different than that practiced 
by Indigenous organizations, which tends to be based on Indigenous knowledge and values so as 
to promote traditional practices while supporting Indigenous livelihoods. By looking at how the 
tourism initiative has impacted the Embera’s economic and political position in Panama from the 
perspective of the villagers themselves, I have explored Johnston’s (1999) theory that tourism is 
a major source of potential economic growth and independence for Indigenous peoples and 
Ryan’s (2005) idea that tourism is "a means by which these people aspire to economic and 
political power for self-advancement and as a place of dialogue between and within worldviews" 
(p. 4).  
Snow and Wheeler (2000) argue that benefits from tourism are maximized when 





that where Indigenous culture is relatively strong (i.e., less influenced by non-Indian society), 
tourism tends to cause decay; where it is relatively weak, tourism can give incentives for its 
regeneration (p. 733).  This theory is relevant given that the Embera lost many of their cultural 
traditions in the migration north, but regained much of it when the tourism project brought a 
number of those traditions back in a revitalized form. 
The theoretical position that community involvement and local control is the best and, to 
some, the only way to develop tourism projects, is deeply ingrained in current literature.  It is the 
basis of funding, and the focus of international development efforts.  Western scholars generally 
agree that active community participation in the decision-making process will benefit local 
communities (Aref, 2011; Ioannides,1995; Kibicho, 2003; Marzuki, 2008).  However, in 
developing countries, such participation is often difficult to put into practice because of structural 
and operational limitations in the tourism development process.  For Taylor (1995),  
The involvement of local residents is often regarded as the key to sustainable 
development yet these same residents are expected to be part of the tourism product and 
to share the benefits as well as they will inevitably share the costs. The ethic of local 
involvement is not challenged but this kind of communitarianism may represent a highly 
romanticized view of communal responsiveness.  (p. 487) 
This is what makes the study of Embera Drua so intriguing: unlike many Indigenous 
tourism projects, they have control of their own tourism initiative.  I selected this community as a 
study site specifically for this reason and especially because they have been operating the 
tourism project for almost 20 years.  The tourism project continues to grow, as do resulting 
community initiatives, so funders have called it a success (Bauer, Wylie, Schreiber, & Tócomo, 
2002).  From my outsider perspective it appeared that the Embera themselves found it successful.  
This case study allows those outside of Embera Drua to learn and understand what success 





do differently if they could, and, importantly, what they would encourage and caution other 
Indigenous villages to consider when implementing a similar project.  
Positionality.  For 25 years I have worked in heritage interpretation: the process of 
communicating natural, historic and cultural resources to reveal "meanings and relationships 
through the use of original objects, by firsthand experience, and by illustrative media, rather than 
simply to communicate factual information" (Tilden, 2009, p. 33).  My work was initially in the 
United States with governmental parks and open space agencies, but it expanded in 2004 to 
include an international arena within tourism and, specifically, tour guides.  This included work 
in Panama, which has continued since my initial work there in 2005 and which, as of this 
writing, I have visited more than a dozen times.  During this period, I have developed a 
relationship with the community of Embera Drua, working with representatives on a project that 
introduced representatives from the Embera, Kuna, and Kgäbe tribes to each other’s' tourism 
projects in order to enable information-sharing and training.  This culminated in a 2011 joint 
presentation at an international conference on heritage interpretation.  I have also made small 
personal donations to several community initiatives and met with the tourism cooperative to 
discuss my idea for this research project.  
I chose Embera Drua as a project site and subject of research because, based on my 
reading of the discourse, I would call it a success, and I believe that tourism has played a role in 
revitalizing Embera traditions, introducing new generations to elements of the Embera culture.  It 
was exciting to see if the villagers agreed with this assessment.  I also chose the site because of 
my personal relationship with several members of the village and the access to the village that 





My own understanding of the fullest ramifications of tourism have grown over time, from 
a naïve acceptance of all things good and exotic to a realization of the negative impacts on 
culture and traditions, to my current understanding of the many nuances found within even a 
single tourism project.    
As an advocate in my profession for responsible Indigenous tourism, I am eager to share 
the story of Embera Drua.  As a student of leadership and change, I believe this study can add to 
the academic discourse and professional tourism practice by providing community members’ 
reflections on the experiences of the tourism efforts and impact on their culture and their lives.  I 
also believe that it can inform the work of government agencies and NGOs involved in tourism 
development by providing lessons learned from this case study that can inform other 
opportunities going forward.  In my discussions with the Embera's tourism cooperative, we have 
framed this as "what do you wish you had known?" before starting the tourism project and "if 
you were writing a letter to the Embera Drua of 20 years ago, what would you tell them?"  
Perhaps this will be of value to tribes of the future as well.   
As a non-native Western researcher from an affluent North American community, I 
needed to understand the goals of and be attentive to decolonizing methodologies as advocated 
by L. Smith (1999) so that my work was respectful, appropriate and beneficial to the community.  
Smith’s understanding that "research in itself is a powerful intervention . . . which has 
traditionally benefited the researcher, and the knowledge base of the dominant group in society" 
(p. 176), is something all modern researchers should recognize and take heed of.  I worked 
closely with Embera Drua to form a research agreement (discussed further in Chapter III) to 





non-Indigenous (outsider) nature of the sources and their almost exclusive use of the English 
language.  This limitation suggests the absence of a strong Indigenous voice. 
Overview of Dissertation 
This introductory chapter has presented an overview of this case study of Embera Drua 
and shown how it will add to the discourse on Indigenous tourism by developing a portrait of the 
community experience from the perspective of the individuals who live there.   
Chapter II includes a review of literature that is foundational to this study. The first area 
of focus is the perspectives on the contradictory impact of tourism on culture, and then more 
specifically the impact of tourism on Indigenous people and cultures.  The third focal point is on 
community involvement and governance of tourism projects in Indigenous tourism.  Through the 
critical review of this literature, I have positioned the study at hand and demonstrated how it is 
situated in this discourse and what it will contribute to further understanding. 
In Chapter III, I describe the elements of this case study, informed by ethnography and 
grounded in literature on observational research and narrative inquiry.  Research was designed to 
ensure that the study was conducted in a sympathetic, respectful and ethically correct fashion 
from an Indigenous perspective (Chilisa, 2012; Crazy Bull, 1997; Denzin, Lincoln, & Smith, 
2008; Kovach, 2006; Louis, 2007; L. Smith, 1999).  As a Western, non-Indigenous scholar it was 
critical that I embrace this approach.  I used Louis’s (2007) four principles as a guide:  relational 
accountability; respectful representation; reciprocal appropriation; and rights and regulation. 
Chapter III outlines the details of the research design, participant selection, questions, specifics 
of data gathering methods and so on. 
Chapter IV presents what was learned from my observation and interviews.  The words 





like, are provided along with the data collected by field notes.  It is in this chapter that I attempt 
to generate a mini-portrait of the members interviewed and what they shared.  I will also draw a 
collective portrait of how village life has evolved and changes as a result or in concert with the 
tourism project. 
Chapter V makes meaning of the data from observation and interviews, and identifies the 
themes that emerged around the issues of designing the initiative, changes in daily life, 
challenges, successes and disappointments, and lessons learned.  An analysis of these themes 
will be informed by core elements found in the tourism discourse.  Finally, I address the study’s 
implications for the tourism profession, contemplating implications for heritage guides, for 
governmental and NGO funders, and for tribal communities.  My case study of Embera Drua 
provides insight regarding the impact of cultural tourism projects on similar communities for 






Chapter II: Critical Review of the Theory, Research, and Practice 
Tourism Research: The Field 
Tourism scholarship is a large and diverse field.   It has its own history and literature, and 
its own internal structure and operating principles (Eadington & Smith, 1992).  There are 
questions as to whether it is an academic discipline of its own (Eadington & Smith, 1992; Jafari 
& Brent Ritchie, 1981; Jovicic, 1988; Leiper, 1981) or a subset of multiple disciplines that 
includes economics, anthropology, sociology, geography, and recreation (Echtner & Jamal, 
1997; Jafari & Aaser, 1988).  Although tourism is a complex phenomenon crossing many 
disciplines, researchers tend to approach tourism studies from within the specific boundaries of 
the main discipline in which they have been trained.  As Echtner and Jamal (1997) point out, 
existing tourism theory is often fragmented and discipline specific.  
This dissertation relies heavily on tourism research that has emerged from the discipline 
of anthropology.  Important to that discipline is the "preliminary theoretical perspective" 
(Stronza, 2001, p. 264) on tourism, which was introduced in 1977 with the publication of Valene 
Smith’s (1977) Hosts and Guests: The Anthropology of Tourism.  She again contributed to the 
discourse in 1996 by introducing the four H's concept of habitat, heritage, history, and 
handicrafts (V. Smith et al., 1996).  This concept offered an alternative to the predominance of 
problem-oriented research in studies on Indigenous tourism, which focused on the negative 
social or environmental impacts of tourism on a community.  
According to Stronza (2001), there exists a two-pronged focus for most of the tourism 
studies in anthropology: first, the origins of tourism, which focus specifically on the experience 
of tourists; and second, the impact of tourism on culture, specifically the experiences of local 





and daily life of local communities, specifically the people of Embera Drua.  I will also draw on 
the scholarship of international development, of which tourism can be seen as a related subset. 
Research on tourism covers case studies of big, modern cities and small third world 
villages; massive luxury resorts and small community-based projects; tours or facilities owned 
and operated by multinational corporations and those collectively managed by a village; or as is 
the case with Embera Drua, collectively by an Indigenous village.  After a brief overview of the 
debate within tourism research, this chapter will critically examine literature about the evolution 
of tourism research, Indigenous people and tourism, community involvement, governance and 
capacity and residents' perceptions of tourism.  
Platform Model of Tourism  
As tourism has grown and diversified, the field’s research has also grown and evolved.  
Sorting through the inherent contradictory positions that arise in research is made easier by the 
platform model initially proposed by Jafari (1990) and subsequently expanded on by Jafari and 
other researchers.  The platform model defines and categorizes the evolution of the tourism 
discourse by proposing four platforms, with each platform representing different aspects of      
post-World War II tourism scholarship.  As noted previously in Chapter 1, these platforms are 
advocacy, cautionary, adaptancy and knowledge-based (discussed below in the section on 
Jafari's platform model framework), and they demarcate the changing ways of thinking about 
tourism in terms of research and scholarship.  While the platforms represent the focus of research 
as it has evolved over time, all four platforms have and continue to co-exist (Jafari, 1990; Jafari 
et al., 2001; Macbeth, 2005). 
Jafari’s (1991) platform model is a helpful organizing framework in reviewing tourism 





platforms and be simultaneously positive or negative, damaging or revitalizing.  There are many 
cases where a tourism project has had both types of impact and for various reasons.     
Jafari’s advocacy platform.  According to Jafari (1991), early studies of tourism, from 
the 1950s and '60s, typically fall within the advocacy platform.  These studies were generally 
uncritical of tourism and promoted its positive aspects including its status as a "smokeless or 
non-polluting industry" (Weaver, 2001, p. 107).  They emphasized economic benefits and 
advocated for the idea that mass tourism meant good tourism.  Studies within the Advocacy 
Platform focus on the way in which key interest groups promoted tourism’s economic value, 
from jobs to foreign exchange.  This platform largely focused on tourism as a business, 
highlighting the experience of the tourist at the destination rather than the people in the 
destination.  
The cautionary platform. The cautionary platform of tourism literature emerged as 
researchers and interest groups concerned for culture and nature/the environment began to 
seriously challenge the all-is-good-with-tourism-view of the advocacy platform (Macbeth, 2005).  
A pivotal moment in this platform's timeline was the 1980 World Tourism Conference held in 
the Philippines.  There, the Manila Declaration was produced, a statement by assembled religious 
leaders declaring "tourism does more harm than good to people and societies of the Third World" 
(as cited in Nicholson-Lord, 1997, para.15).  The cautionary platform points almost exclusively 
to the negative economic impacts of tourism, including low-paid and seasonal jobs, 
environmental destruction, and cultural commoditization.  Studies falling in the cautionary 
platform challenge the economic benefits of tourism as articulated in the advocacy discourse, 
noting that a change of economic foundation can appear to have a positive impact from a 





example, a study by Cruz (2003) suggests that Mayan people who gave up the Milpa agriculture 
system, not only lost this ancient agri-knowledge and tradition but became reliant on an industry 
that has tremendous fluctuations due to outside influences.  More directly related to my 
dissertation research, Panama’s Kuna leadership has fought to ensure that tourism does not 
detract from traditional agriculture and fishing for just this reason, choosing to depend on their 
traditional ways rather than the unpredictability of the tourism industry (Snow & Wheeler, 
2000)—essentially, not putting all of their eggs in one basket. 
  The adaptancy platform. From the seemingly polarized perspectives of these first two 
platforms emerged research focused on alternative forms of tourism.  These alternative forms 
addressed power structure and were viewed as sustainable with a mandate to minimize the 
negative tourism impacts highlighted in the cautionary platform discourse.  Community-based 
eco-tourism and Indigenous tourism, including the Embera Drua Project, rest within this 
platform.  Referred to as the adaptancy platform, this perspective paralleled the growth of a new 
type of tourism that arose during the 1990s in which many local peoples and tribes began to 
rediscover their heritage and to explore ways of celebrating it (M. Smith, 2006).  Studies within 
the adaptancy platform perspective, found that tourism brought positive benefits to communities, 
including economic development, increased pride in cultural identity, and acquaintance with 
cultural heritage and heritage practices when tourism focused on the community's ownership of 
its tourism product rather than on the experience of tourists.  This research focus was driven by 
the emergence of community-based approaches to tourism development by communities looking 
for economic alternatives to agriculture, mining and manufacturing (Zeppel, 2006).  These new 
avenues for economic growth included eco-tourism, nature tourism, and heritage/cultural tourism 





new ventures (Godde, 1998; Hatton, 1999).  Scholarly analysis found that local participation and 
the sharing of economic benefits and control of tourism are essential for success (Lash, 1990).   
Sustainability is also a major theme of the adaptancy platform.  In 1987, the World 
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) defined sustainable development as 
development that "meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on Environment and Development, 
1987, p. 43).  While sustainable tourism has been firmly embraced by the United Nations and the 
World Bank as a mechanism for poverty alleviation, the ingredients for a successful tourism 
endeavor which is sustainable and protects local cultural and natural resources is difficult; 
academic and field literature is filled with examples of well-intentioned projects that ultimately 
failed.  These experiences, documented by research, point to clear areas of concern regarding 
traditional development practices and can provide guidance for practitioners working on future 
development projects. 
It is now a widely held position in the scholarly discourse that not only should tourism 
development protect and enhance local cultural heritage as well as the environment within which 
that culture resides, but local residents need to have input in the tourism planning process and a 
greater participation in the benefits of that tourism (Haywood, 1988; Honey, 2003; Scheyvens, 
1999, 2002; Simmons, 1994; Zeppel, 2006).  By integrating tourism into the local economy 
through the use of local labor, products and resources, there is enhanced potential for tourism to 
contribute to broader notions of development (empowerment and greater self-reliance, are often 
mentioned in the research as examples of positive by-products).   
Knowledge-based platform and other suggested platforms. The last of the four initial 





the research on tourism; or rather tourism research itself as the subject of research.  Tribe (1997) 
questions the value of the knowledge-based platform, arguing that it ignores the relative 
influence of politics and values in academic research.   
 Additional subsequent platforms have been proposed by MacBeth (2005) who argues 
that the concepts encompassed by sustainable development are so important to the discourse that 
Jafari’s (1990) theory should evolve to include a fifth sustainability platform, in order to 
incorporate sustainability as a paradigm. MacBeth also suggests a sixth platform that specifically 
addresses ethics in tourism research.  
My study of Embera Drua draws primarily on research that is bundled in the adaptancy 
platform, but also draws on research from the cautionary platform.  No project nor study fits 
exclusively in one platform or another; the evolution of both research and practice on these kind 
of community-based, Indigenous tourism project continues. The study of an established project 
such as Embera Drua adds an interesting dimension to the discourse—the new tourism at almost 
20 years of age.  
Indigenous People and Tourism 
The Embera Drua tourism project is at the heart of this study.  While the project could be 
defined as cultural tourism, ethnic tourism, and tribal tourism, it is also Indigenous tourism, 
which is specifically tourism connected to Indigenous cultures, values and traditions.  Further, 
Indigenous tourism is tourism that includes tourism products owned and operated by Indigenous 
people, as well as tourism based on Indigenous land with the expressed function of presenting 
cultural identity—all controlled from within by Indigenous people (Zeppel, 2006).  Indigenous 
tourism includes "habitat, heritage, history and handicrafts . . . the 4 Hs" (V. Smith et al., 1996, 





focusing on local knowledge of culture and nature (Butler & Hinch, 1996; Parker, 1993; Swain 
& Smith, 1989; Zeppel, 2006).  
That there have been impacts from tourism on Indigenous people and lands is undeniable, 
and with the ease of travel in the era of globalization providing access to the remotest areas and 
people, those impacts have also expanded.  Cultural tourism has flourished representing a 
growing desire by millions of travelers for access to so-called primitive societies, in order to 
experience traditional ways of life.  Tourists often go in search of “unspoiled natives" surrounded 
by landscapes of pristine beauty (Butler & Hinch, 1996; Mellinger, 1994; Sofield & Birtles, 
1996; van den Berghe & Keyes, 1984); presumably, the modern tourist seeks the exotic, 
primitive and natural elsewhere because it is absent from their own worlds (Cohen, 1988; 
MacCannell, 1976).  Despite a wide spectrum of divergent opinions and experiences, tourism is 
heavily promoted by UNESCO, the World Tourism Organization (WTO), international aid 
agencies, and foreign governments as a positive part of economic and sustainable development in 
third world communities.  This seeming paradox is the result of the evolution tourism has 
experienced over the last 40 years as reflected in the scholarly discourse.   
The contradictory impacts of tourism on the Indigenous cultures of local destinations 
have been the point of a debate within the scholarly discourse for decades.  This study is situated 
within that discourse and the relevant tourism literature.  For example, Ryan (2005) argues that 
"tourism is increasingly viewed not simply as a force for the creation of a stereotypical image of 
marginalized people, but a means by which these people aspire to economic and political power 
for self-advancement and as a place of dialogue between and within worldviews" (p. 4).  Ingles 





location of the individual community, the goals of its members, the opportunities that exist for 
economic development and socio-cultural change and preservation. 
Snow and Wheeler (2000), in comparing distinct tribes in Panama, argue that the cultural 
regeneration touted as a benefit of cultural tourism is more a function of the geographic location 
and cultural status of the Native populations than a consistent benefit brought by tourism.  They 
suggest that benefits are maximized when Indigenous peoples are informed and guided by their 
own leaders and that a general rule might be that where Indigenous culture is relatively strong 
(i.e., less influenced by non-Indian society), tourism tends to cause cultural decay; where it is 
relatively weak, tourism can provide incentive for its regeneration.  This observation carries 
much weight in the discussion of Embera Drua in this dissertation. 
Negative impacts.  Critics cite commoditization, the impacts of mass production, and the 
change of use or meaning from original forms as negatively impacting traditional cultures, 
especially when events are staged for tourists in ways that manipulate cultural traditions and 
customs in order to provide a tourist-centric experience (Henry, 2000; Mathieson & Wall, 1982).  
Attempts to commercially mold a culture for tourist consumption may result in profit-driven 
changes to arts, crafts and traditions, and, over time, these cultures can become cultures of 
tourism undergoing such intensive changes at the behest of the tourist industry that the 
boundaries between what is authentic and what has been created for tourism becomes blurred 
(Craig-Smith & French, 1994; Picard, 1997).  There are multiple examples of what Picard and 
others call touristification.  In Bali, songs and dances that were in fact created by the tourism 
industry in the 50s and 60s—that is, manufactured by the tourism industry for tourists—are now, 
inconceivably, considered traditional Balinese by locals who were never taught the true origins 





the Paxto Indians, while based on tradition, were actually created as part of a cultural revival 
movement in the early 1970s and represent iconography popular to that period (Grunewald, 
2002). 
The issue of authenticity and the impact of tourism on it has been a major theme of the 
tourism discourse, especially within the cautionary platform; but it must be noted that the topic 
has evolved recently in the tourism literature.  It is now recognized that the authentic/inauthentic 
divide is misleading.  In writing about another Embera village, Theodossopoulos (2013) argues 
that "the trap of authenticity [stems from] the contradictions inherent in the idea that there is a 
singular vision of authenticity" (p. 40). Interestingly, both V. Smith et al. (1996) and Greenwood 
(1989), who initially emphasized tourism’s negative impacts on authenticity and culture in their 
well-known and oft-cited works, have re-evaluated their initial perspectives in subsequent works, 
and later editions of their seminal books (Greenwood, 1989; V. Smith et al., 1996).  Viken 
(2006), writing on the nexus of tourism and identity in Sami communities, summarizes much of 
this discourse by making the distinction between cultural expression and touristic representation 
(see also Pettersson & Viken, 2007).  For Viken, the concept, cultural expression comprises the 
traditional tangible and intangible products of a community—fishing, basket weaving, dress, 
transportation, stories, and the like, as contrasted to current culture, which is represented by the 
real life, day-to-day modern existence of a people. Touristic representation is how the 
community’s traditions and cultural expressions are portrayed specifically for tourists, and may 
not entirely be reflective of traditional culture.  These distinctions are important for communities 
determining which touristic representations they will allow for tourist consumption, a decision 





Effects of tourism on Indigenous people have included issues of cultural appropriation 
and exploitation, commoditization and trends toward the inauthentic.  Gillespie, Wade-Marshall, 
and Loveday (1988) have noted that inappropriate portrayal by tourist operators and a loss of 
privacy from exposure to tourists can influence the way Aboriginal people recreate and socialize.  
Dickman (1989) worries that trivializing culture in this manner may also result in the rejection of 
traditional culture by community members.  These concerns represent several of the themes that 
will guide questions regarding the experience of Embera Drua and how and if these negative 
impacts have been avoided.  
The incorporation of cultural elements in tourist product means that Indigenous groups 
are faced with the challenge of sharing culture without compromising its integrity (Notzke, 
2004).  Inauthentic representation of Indigenous culture can mean that tourists perceive 
Aboriginal people as exotic and inanimate curios (objectifications) rather than members of a 
dynamic and complex culture (Burchett, 1988; Harron & Weiler, 1992).  However, it might be 
simplistic to argue that tourism undermines a host culture’s integrity and authenticity.  
Researchers argue that customs, rituals, traditions and material culture have been shaped 
or reshaped for tourism into forms that, while recognizable for the tourist, lack the meaning or 
purpose of their original intent, and that "the very essence of Indigenous culture [is] eroded once 
its key manifestations become the subject of economic activity devoid of deeper meaning" (A. 
McIntosh et al., 2002, p. 42).  This position distinguishes between traditions that persist in 
relative isolation from market forces, and practices that are elaborated specifically for the 
tourism market (Medina, 2003).  Bruner (1995) argues that there is pressure for cultures within 





"the more modern the locals become, the less interest they have for the occidental tourist" (p. 
224). 
The social construction of Indigenous peoples as tourist attractions is not a new 
phenomenon but one that has evolved over time, and in recent years has been constructed by 
Indigenous peoples themselves (Hollinshead, 1992).  Local conceptualization of what is 
authentic can be shaped by the interaction of expectations in these tourist encounters (Abram, 
Waldren, & Macleod, 1997; Boissevain,1996; Bruner, 2005; Coleman & Crang, 2002; Selwyn, 
1996).  Theodossopoulos (2011) writes of this tension in his work in Parara Puru, an Embera 
village similar to Embera Drua, noting how the residents investigate and anticipate the 
expectations of their tourists and evaluate their own responses, using the encounters to 
"rediscover, reflect upon and reconstitute their Indigenous traditions" (p. 41).  As Bruner (2005) 
persuasively argues, cultures change continually, and "there are no originals" (p. 93).  In fact, 
some Indigenous communities manifest a remarkable adaptability in taking advantage of the 
desire of Western audiences to consume authentic native culture.  They often recombine and 
reinterpret old elements of their tradition, or introduce new elements, to produce innovative 
cultural adaptations or enhance their representation (Theodossopoulos, 2011). Cultural traditions, 
such as those presented to tourists by the Embera, involve "continual recreation" (Handler & 
Linnekin, 1984, p. 287), a process in which both locals and tourists participate.  
Representations and portrayal: the image of Indigeneity.  A subtheme of cultural 
impacts on Indigenous communities has to do with identity construction (Bollig & Heinemann, 
2002; Hinkson, 2003; Hollinshead, 1992).  The marketing of tourism projects is rarely in the 
hands of Indigenous peoples, even when they control the tourism project, and the draw of 





illustration, think of the beautiful Hawaiian girl, hibiscus in her hair, which is iconographic if not 
ubiquitous in advertisements for the Hawaiian Islands.  Brochures on Panama usually feature a 
mola or the tattooed face of a Kuna woman, although, increasingly for the Embera, parumas 
(colorful skirts) and loincloths are featured.  Most tourists rely on travel literature for information 
about the developing world.  Their understanding of Indigenous peoples are derived from images 
used for marketing in travel magazines, advertisements and brochures (Silver, 1993).  The 
tourism industry did not create the many images of the authentic non-Western, the idea of the 
“exotic other,” so prevalent in travel literature.  Indeed, Orientalism (the ideological discourse 
that makes distinctions between the West and the Other) has been a part of Western 
consciousness at least since the first contacts made between European and Arab peoples (Said, 
1979).   
Inauthentic representation of Indigenous culture can also mean that tourists perceive 
Aboriginal people as exotic and inanimate curios rather than members of a dynamic and complex 
culture (Burchett, 1988; Harron & Weiler, 1992).  As Attwood (1996) has argued, the image of 
the Aborigine in Australia is often presented as outside of a specific time period or from a 
specific tribe an(d tha)t this has been the case for 200 years. 
Olsen’s (2006) portrayal of Norwegian Sami in local and regional tourist brochures and 
at tourist sites had similar results.  His survey of promotional material shows how they give an 
impression of the Sami which perpetuates a view that they are radically different from modern 
Norwegians.  To become something to see—a tourist attraction—Indigenous peoples have to 
keep alive an image where features assumed to be modern have no place. These and other studies 





feature only women and children in settings that are timeless, with no reference to modernity and 
usually avoid portraying local people and tourists together (N. Wang, 2000).  
Related to this dissertation, websites and promotional literature that advertise a visit to 
Embera Drua vary in accuracy and can contribute to the expectations of visitors that the village 
will somehow be frozen in time.  While Ancon Expeditions, for example, gives an accurate 
account saying, "The Embera Indigenous people still live today as many decades ago in their 
original homes deep in the Darien" (Ancon Expeditions of Panama, n.d.), others promise travel 
experiences "designed for you to step aboard a time machine and travel back more than 600 
years, to a Central America only few have had the privilege of experiencing" (Rainforest 
Adventures, n.d., para. 1) and  "on arrival to the village, you will be taken back in time as you 
observe the ancient Embera’s dances and music that have hardly changed since Christopher 
Columbus arrived in the 1500´s" (Gamboa Tours Panama, n.d., para.1). 
My study will explore how residents of Embera Drua feel about these portrayals, the 
extent to which they are known by them; what influence they have on such marketing campaigns 
of their village and tourism project; and what, if anything, they would change. 
Beneficial impacts of Indigenous tourism.  There is a growing acknowledgement that 
impacts on Indigenous communities can also be positive, including economic development, 
increased pride in cultural identity, and cultural revitalization. (A. McIntosh et al., 2002; Ryan, 
2005).  This research offers a reappraisal of the impacts of cultural tourism from a more positive, 
beneficial perspective that includes the increased involvement of local communities, including 
tribal peoples, in the development and governance of their own tourism endeavors.  In this 
research, tourism is seen as a major source of potential economic growth and an opportunity for 





Indigenous involvement in the tourism industry (Johnston, 2000; Lea, 1988; Ryan, 2005; 
Strickland-Munro & Moore, 2013).  Rebutin (2009) writes that Indigenous tourism is a way to,  
pass on traditional knowledge and skills to the younger generations, while improving 
the well-being of a community, strengthening its cultural identity, confidence, pride 
and cohesion, and providing opportunities to generate income and local participation 
in economic development in places that are often marginalized and lack development 
opportunities. (p. 48)  
 Stronza’s (2008) research on an Indigenous-run ecotourism lodge in Peru revealed that 
locals began to alter their perception of what it means to be, sound and “look native.”  Partly in 
response to the expectations of tourists, people began to show a new or renewed pride in 
Indigenous culture with even some non-Indigenous community members claiming to be 
Indigenous.  Stronza (2008) discovered four indicators of increased pride in cultural identity: 
1) increased efforts to learn Indigenous language, stories and songs from elders; 2) 
heightened increase in presenting Indigenous culture to tourists coupled with debates 
over intellectual property rights; 3) the adoption of native identity by some non-native 
members of the community; and 4) discussions about dividing the community along 
ethnic lines. (p. 244)  
Similar occurrences were uncovered in other field research projects as well.  Bunten 
(2010, p. 291) notes that some Indigenous people see tourism work as a way to educate the 
public and celebrate their culture.  Medina (2003), in her work in Belize, also witnessed the 
emergence of these elements:  not only did villagers who had abandoned their Indigenous 
identity begin reclaiming their Maya identity, but non-Maya guides began claiming Mayan 
heritage (pp. 35–45). Greathouse-Amador (2005), while studying the impact of tourism on the 
Cuetzalan region of Mexico, found that tourism has become an important incentive for the 
restoration of cultural and regional pride, claiming that tourism has aided in bringing both 
Indigenous and mestizo communities to "a renewed consciousness about their own cultural 





Embera Drua specific research.  My study, examining the impacts of tourism on the 
Embera Drua, is aided by the fact that the village tourism project is almost 20 years old.  The 
project was evaluated after five years by Gerald Bauer (USAID), who gave a technical assistance 
grant to the village when they were starting the tourism project, and Gerald Wylie (USFS), the 
project director of that grant.  Bauer et al. (2002) reviewed impacts and outcomes of the project 
and their study informs my work.  Bauer et al., found both negative and positive impacts, all of 
which mirrored those found in academic research on other Indigenous tourism projects.  
Positives include a stronger village economy with more economic diversity; a better relationship 
with ANAM (the Panamanian national environmental authority); better sanitation infrastructure; 
donations of equipment; better opportunities for women; increased societal values; and reduced 
alcoholism.  Negative impacts include increased dependency on tourism and the national park; 
training being limited to a specific group of villagers; less hunting and fishing; the feeling that 
the villagers were becoming a consumer society and that capitalism was promoting more 
individualism; that culture was becoming a business; and internal conflict over traditional 
government and tourism management (Edgell, 2013).  
This study will explore whether there has been changes to these findings in the following 
fifteen years and will examine the impacts of tourism as seen through the lens of the lived 
experience of the people of Embera Drua as they have developed and sustained a tourism project.   
Community Involvement, Governance and Capacity 
Community involvement and participation. Indigenous peoples have more often been 
the object of tourism without having any control over how that tourism is implemented, this 
however is changing (Keller & Turek, 1999; V. Smith, 1989; Weaver, 2010).  Ryan (1999) 





uniqueness to both themselves and to the tourist" (p. 156).  A specific focus of this study will 
consider the involvement of the residents of Embera Drua in the development and on-going 
operation of their tourism project.  Scholars argue that community participation in planning and 
decision-making is a critical part of successful sustainable tourism models, and that both 
successful and less successful use of community involvement strategies have been attempted in 
the development of tourism in developing nations and Indigenous communities (Cole, 2006; 
Haywood, 1988; Jamal & Getz, 1995; Murphy, 1985; Okazaki, 2008).   
Simmons (1994, p. 99) has argued that involvement of a community in the tourism 
development process is vital if any region wishes to deliver tourism experiences that ensure both 
visitor satisfaction and ongoing benefits for the residents of destination areas.  The acceptance 
and emphasis on local participation and community approach to tourism development (Murphy, 
1981) implies that local residents are often excluded from not only tourism planning but decision 
making and management of tourism projects as well.  The exclusion of residents from decision 
making is a very common practice in low-income, developing countries with top-down 
development cultures, but the exclusion is even more pronounced when tourism projects are 
mostly externally initiated or implemented.  Hunt and Stronza (2014) suggest that increased 
participation by residents leads to more favorable outcomes and attitudes towards tourism (p. 
292).  Inherent in the WTO's and the World Bank’s endorsement of tourism as a tool for both 
preservation and poverty alleviation is the advocacy of participative and collaborative 
development approaches in which the local, affected community plays a significant role in 
defining practices.  As for community, there are many definitions; primarily, however, it is a 





geography; shared interests including heritage; and cultural values (Joppe, 1996).  It is important 
to realize that community is in fact a constructed idea:   
The notion of community is always something of a myth.  A community implies a 
coherent entity with a clear identity and commonality of purpose.  The reality is that 
communities, more often than not, are made up of a mix of relationships and interests 
often locked in competitive relationships. (Smit, 1990, p. 21)  
Liepins (2000) argues that community is a troublesome concept if it is treated as 
homogenous rather than recognizing and acknowledging the inherent diversity with-in 
communities.  Ap (1992) points out that "a collective may not be homogenous and it may be 
necessary to identify the relevant sub-groups within the collective" (p. 673). 
Petrzelka, Krannich, Brehm, and Trentelman (2005) agree that there is a tendency to view 
residents in the community(ies) under study as a single group, rather than examining variation 
among local sub-groups, and Mason and Cheyne (2000) suggest that more attention be given to 
gender differences in resident’s perceptions of tourism and that those differing perspectives can 
be used to assist the tourism planning process. 
Community-based tourism (CBT) is in line with modern planning trends in the developed 
world, where public participation and planning have become inextricably linked so that it is 
virtually impossible for one to be considered without the other (Hall, 2007).  So accepted is the 
need for community participation in tourism development that it is often an essential component 
of applications to secure funding from governmental and non-governmental assistance 
organizations (Din, 1997; Mowforth & Munt, 1998).  Community participation can take many 
forms, however, ranging from manipulative participation to citizen power (Arnstein, 1969; 
Pretty, Guijt, Thompson, & Scoones, 1995; Tosun, 2000).  
Assertions that community involvement and local control are the best way to develop 





post-adaptancy phase of tourism development—with projects that have or claim to have had 
meaningful community involvement as part of the process—that sufficient projects have been 
implemented and then studied in order to explore the validity of those assumptions.  The results 
are mixed.  Barriers to meaningful participation exist and as these barriers are identified and 
addressed, the potential for greater success increases. 
Community participation is a widely accepted criterion for the forms of tourism found in 
Jafari’s (1990) adaptancy platform, including Indigenous tourism, ecotourism and          
community-based tourism.  The discourse advocates for a community approach to development, 
or against development if there is resistance to change, especially changes that are being 
espoused by others (Murphy, 1985, p. 169).  This trend is, in part, a result of historical activities 
where external players exploited and otherwise damaged local people and local environments 
through profit-driven excess in places that were turned into tourism destinations (Y. Wang & 
Wall, 2007).  It reflects the desire for greater local involvement and a belief that people should 
have input into the decisions that affect them, their families and communities, and that they 
should be encouraged to seek the higher rungs of Arnstein’s (1969) ladder of citizen 
participation. According to this model, the purpose of participation is power redistribution, 
thereby enabling society to fairly redistribute benefits and costs (Arnstein, 1969, p. 216).  Local 
involvement in planning is likely to result in more appropriate decisions and greater motivation 
on the part of local people to distribute benefits more equitably (Hitchcock, 2000).  Community 
participation is "a process of involving all stakeholders (local government officials, local 
citizens, architects, developers, business people, and planners) in such way that decision-making 
is shared" (Haywood, 1988, p. 106) and is considered necessary to obtain community support 





community needs.  If tourism is to be viewed as a tool for development, it must also help shift 
economic and political control to the local community, village, cooperative or entrepreneur 
(Honey, 2003; Mann, 2000; Scheyvens, 1999; Zeppel, 2006).  A participatory development 
approach facilitates implementation of the principles of sustainable tourism development by 
creating better opportunities for local people to gain larger and more balanced benefits from 
tourism development taking place in their localities ensuring both visitor satisfaction and 
ongoing benefits for the residents of destinations areas (Simmons, 1994; Tosun, 2000; Zeppel, 
2006 ).  
Arnstein (1969) and Pretty et al. (1995) each developed models of citizen participation 
that include multiple levels with differing degrees of external involvement and local control, 
reflecting the power relationships between them.  While oft-cited in tourism literature, both 
Arnstein’s and Pretty et al.’s typologies were developed in the context of developmental studies 
in general and are not related to a particular economic sector such as tourism nor to Indigenous 
communities in particular.  Tosun (2000) developed a typology of community participation 
based on those models specifically for tourism.  He classifies types of community participation 
under the headings of spontaneous community participation, coercive community participation 
and induced community participation.  Tosun also noted that community participation in tourism 
development, has emerged in, and been refined by, the context of developed countries, and that 
the practicality of participatory tourism in developing nations has not been as considered in detail 
(p. 614).   
Western scholars generally agree that active community participation in the             
decision-making process will benefit local communities.  However, in developing countries, such 





limitation in the tourism development process, including operational, structural and cultural 
limits (Marzuki, 2008; Tosun, 2005).  Din (1997) questioned whether the notion of community 
participation may not be readily applicable to Third World destinations where ignorance of the 
planning procedure and lack of transparency in regards to review processes leave communities 
vulnerable.  Many studies, however, illustrate the lack of such participation that is noted in the 
specific case.  Aref (2011), looking at barriers to community capacity building for tourism 
development in Shiraz, Iran, listed restricted access to decision making as the top barrier.  
Similarly, Kibicho (2003), in his study of community tourism in Kenya’s coastal region, found 
that the "touristification" (p. 33) of the region was done without the integration of local people.    
The involvement of community stakeholders in the formulation of aims and objectives 
are cited as critical to community success (Blank, 1989; Ioannides, 1995; Keogh, 1990; Lea, 
1988; Murphy, 1985).  Ioannides (1995), who looked at one of the early attempts of a regional 
government to implement rural community-based tourism in Cypress, noted that "evidence 
reveals that failure to involve local communities in decision-making plus the lack of a clear 
regional vision by the government were major obstacles to success" (p. 583).  These findings 
suggest that the extent to which community members participate in the tourism development 
process depends on motivation, opportunity and ability to participate.  Marzuki’s (2008) study of 
the Langkawi Islands, Malaysia, points out the pitfalls of many typical, one-way communication 
strategies.  The community was asked for involvement by the government agency developing the 
tourism plan, but did not feel their input was going to be utilized—there was no follow-up step to 
see how their input could or would be applied.  According to the study, there was also no 
community involvement in the initial discussions of bringing tourism to Langkawi; the residents’ 





common criticism of development projects, that the community is asked "what do you think of 
this project?" but not asked, "should we do a project at all? what would you like to see?"                
—before anything is initiated. 
The importance of meaningful community participation in all aspects of tourism 
development and operation was found to be a key feature in studies of tourism which identified 
as community-based, eco, or sustainable.  Hunt and Stronza (2014, p. 285) found that a review of 
ecotourism-specific literature indicated increased levels of participation in tourism ventures, 
particularly in management and ownership, lead to positive attitudes toward ecotourism venture 
A similar review of literature on Indigenous tourism revealed that increased involvement 
by local communities, including tribal people, in the development and governance of their own 
tourism endeavors, encouraged tourism to be seen as a major source of potential economic 
growth and independence for Indigenous peoples.  There is greater focus in public policy on 
increasing the level of Indigenous involvement in the tourism industry (Johnston, 1999, p. 89).   
Building community capacity.  The lack of community capacity is often cited as a 
barrier to successful community-based tourism.  Tourism, both as an industry and as an 
experience, is often unknown to individuals in remote communities.  Rick Morales, a tour guide 
and advocate of CBT in Panama, said of the efforts of local tribal villages embarking on tourism 
projects "You have to remember, they themselves have never been tourists" (R. Morales, 
personal communication, October 25, 2009).  Butler and Hinch (2007) note that tourism is often 
an "alien or at least non-experienced concept," (p. 324) and if Indigenous communities are going 
to be successful dealing with the complexities and whims of the international tourism market, 





There is clearly a role for public sector agencies to play in making information and 
advice available, although Hollinshead (2007) notes that most tourism and training programs 
include little information specific to Indigenous groups in regard to their beliefs, culture and 
ways of perception.  Berno (2007)  agrees, writing that most tourism training programs are 
imported from the West and oriented toward Western-style management facilities and 
approaches, and notes the need for Indigenous voices in the process of developing such 
programs. 
The business aspects of the industry and the expectations of visitors are often outside the 
experience of local community members.  This requires training and outside expertise which has 
varying degrees of success.  Petric (2007) in her work in Croatia, noted that even in training, 
information is largely presented in a technical and inaccessible form. Fuller, Buultjensb, and 
Cummings (2005) highlighted the fact that Aboriginal communities in Northern Australia often 
do not have the capacity to undertake all the tasks necessary to establish and operate a 
commercially successful ecotourism enterprise. The authors suggest partnering with other 
stakeholders within the region to overcome this constraint.  Manyara and Jones (2007), who 
looked at six CBT projects in Kenya, also found the need for capacity-building in local 
organizations and businesses.  He noted that lack of experience often leads to deficiencies in 
vision and leadership for tourism product development and marketing.   
The lack of business, marketing and entrepreneurial skills, lack of access to credit, and 
the inability to mobilize the resources needed for success, leave communities dependent on 
outside experts or abandoned with a project that they have no choice but continue on their own; 
it can also lead to diminished and/or a narrow range of tourism products.  Aref’s (2011) survey 





capable community leaders, and lack of external support. These are all factors that led Farrelly 
(2011) to conclude that greater attention needs to be paid to local systems of government in 
ecosystem management, using culturally appropriate methodologies for working in Indigenous 
communities.  Flannery and O'Cinniede (2008) point to the need for both a bottom-up process 
and the need for top-down steering and guidance. 
A. Liu’s (2007) work in Malaysia indicates that there is insufficient attention to local 
capacity building, reluctance to integrate local settlements, and a misplaced notion of 
professionalism.  Insensitivity to cultural and ethnic differences in the encounters of hosts and 
guests also impede local involvement.  Jamal and Getz (1995) assert that the capacity to 
participate cannot be guaranteed merely by the right to do so: the means to get involved is also 
necessary.  Practical participation requires both the right and the means.  
Even though Gray (1985) emphasizes that community residents need adequate resources 
and skills to acquire the capacity to take part, the power to obtain these is often held by 
governments or other stakeholders who do not regard local residents as equal partners.  The 
residents themselves often do not even know where to begin when it comes to participation 
(Joppe, 1996).  
Similar to the lack of local capacity to develop and manage a successful program, is the 
lack of appropriate external support.  In addition to support for training and capacity building, 
much of the research focuses on lack of external leadership and lack of planning that is both 
comprehensive and inclusive.  For example, Petric’s (2007) analysis of tourism planning in 
Croatia points out that there has been a proliferation of national- and regional-level agencies and 
efforts with overlapping competitive and multiple mandates. All are small and understaffed.  





Manyara and Jones (2007) cite the lack of a sound and comprehensive tourism policy in Kenya, 
and Campbell (1999), in writing about a CBT project in Costa Rica, points out that the absence 
of formalized planning, coupled with increased investor activity, makes it impossible for the 
community to benefit from tourism development.  Ioannides (1995) also mentioned that the lack 
of clear vision, in this case a clear regional vision, was a barrier to the projects that he studied in 
Cyprus.  In many of the studies, there was reference to the issue of fragmentation and 
overlapping interests in tourism planning, which in turn dilutes the integrity of the network, 
national, regional and local governmental units and precludes cooperation and collaboration 
Local residents' perceptions and experiences.  My study of Embera Drua focused on 
the experience and views of its members with regard to the impacts of their self-directed tourism 
project.  Local residents’ perceptions of the impacts of tourism, including the creation of models 
to measure the perceptions and attitudes towards sociocultural impacts, has been the focus of 
academic attention (Wall & Mathieson, 2006).  The relevance of these models to the experience 
of an Indigenous village in a developing country, such as with the Embera Drua, is varied.  Many 
tourism impact studies have been conducted by measuring residents’ attitudes towards tourism, 
and the resultant analysis of such perceptions has been acknowledged in the discourse as 
important both in tourism planning and in terms of sustainable development (Cordero, 2008; 
Dyer, Gursoy, Sharma, & Carter, 2007; Zhang, Inbakaran, & Jackson, 2006).  In addition to 
identifying resident perceptions for the improvement of quality of life, identifying residents’ 
attitudes is important in determining local support for tourism development as well as the 
opportunities to be exploited, or in evaluating perceptions of problems that should be solved 
(Williams & Lawson, 2001).  Tourism activity is an important factor in determining the quality 





prosperity (Crouch & Ritchie, 1999).  Murphy (1981) notes other factors, including the type and 
extent of host-guest (resident-visitor) interaction, importance of the industry to the community, 
extent of an individual's reliance on the tourism industry, and the overall level of tourism 
development in the community.  
The literature contains several stage- and life-cycle-based models to describe 
development of tourism destinations and the changing reactions to that development by local 
residents over time.  Most of these studies assume that resident attitudes toward tourism will 
worsen as the project grows and with residents’ increasing experience and involvement in 
tourism (Hunt & Stronza, 2014).  While some of these models focus on the change in resident 
attitudes towards tourism over time (Butler, 2006; Dogan, 1989; Doxey, 1975), others have 
concentrated on the possible residents’ behavioral responses. (Ap & Crompton, 1993).  Still 
others avoid stage-based models altogether and tie support for tourism directly to economic 
benefits (Keogh, 1990; Lankford & Howard, 1994; J. Liu, Sheldon & Var, 1987; Mathieson & 
Wall, 1982; Perdue, Long, & Allen, 1990).  Butler’s (1980) publication introducing the concept 
of the “Tourism Area Life Cycle” is the single most-cited peer reviewed article in tourism 
studies (Hall, as cited in Hunt & Stronza, 2014).  Cordero (2008) found that studies of resident 
perceptions and attitudes are contradictory, noting the lack of standard scales for measuring 
resident attitudes, and the variation of theoretical and methodological approaches.  He also found 
that tourism literature uses the terms perceptions, attitudes and reactions, in an undifferentiated 
manner to refer basically to the opinions held by host residents.  In my study, I have used 






One of the first theoretical models proposed to measure or explain community responses 
to tourism development was proposed by Doxey (1975) and is called the Irridex. The Irridex 
assumes that unfavorable impacts of tourism development can lead to irritation in the community 
and that with the increase in the number of tourists and development of tourist destinations, 
residents’ perceptions move from euphoria, to apathy, then to annoyance, and finally, 
antagonism.  While the Irridex has been regarded as one of the first and most influential works 
addressing the relationships between tourism development and residents’ responses (Mason & 
Cheyne, 2000), limitations of the model have been acknowledged.  One of the most significant 
limitations is the fact that it is a uni-directional model which assumes eventual dissatisfaction.  A 
second limitation is that it assumes uniformity in community attitudes and was intended to 
represent the viewpoint of a host community in its entirety (Cordero, 2008).  Additionally, the 
model assumes a degree of homogeneity in a community and therefore ignores intrinsic factors 
associated with the community members, such as variations among residents within the same 
community (Zhang et al., 2006).  Furthermore, the model fails to address the situations, as in 
Embera Drua, where the local community participates in tourism management and development 
(Shaw & Williams, 2004). 
Butler’s (1980) Tourism Lifecycle Model, measuring both residents' behaviors and 
attitudes toward tourism, incorporated an attitudinal matrix created by Bjorklund and Philbrick 
(1972).  Importantly, this model does not assume that communities are necessarily 
homogeneous, rather it recognizes that a variety of opinions may be found within the host 
community, and that opinions can indeed change in any one of the four directions derived from 
the matrix (Wall & Mathieson, 2006).  Butler’s matrix suggests that all four forms of response 





their distribution may change.  Ryan (2003) suggests that it may be that Doxey’s (1975) model 
represents the general tendency of opinion of the community, while Butler’s 
attitudinal/behavioral matrix represents the attitudes separated into its various possible 
components within the different resident groups of the community.  Butler’s model suggests that 
tourism areas experience stages that include exploration, involvement, development, 
consolidation, stagnation, decline and/or rejuvenation.  The model posits that initially an area is 
discovered by only a few tourists, their numbers being restricted by lack of access and facilities.  
As facilities and awareness about the area grow, the number of visitors increases, growing more 
rapidly as marketing efforts increase and then, declining if and when the local area's carrying 
capacity is reached.  This hypothetical evolution has been both supported (Akis, Peristianis, & 
Warner, 1996) and contradicted (Dyer et al., 2007).  Limitations of the Lifecycle model are the 
same as those of the Irridex, in being unidirectional (Ap & Crompton, 1993) and assuming a 
degree of homogeneity of community reactions (Mason & Cheyne, 2000).  
Dogan’s (1989) framework also focuses on the consequences of tourism on residents.  
However, unlike Doxey’s (1975) and Butler’s (1975, 1980) models, Dogan’s framework does 
not focus on attitudes but on actual response in terms of actions.  The framework identifies five 
common strategies that might be adopted by locals as a reaction to tourism.  These are resistance, 
which includes antagonism and aggressive behavior on the part of the locals; retreatism, where 
locals closed themselves off from tourists and revived old traditions and customs to save their 
identity; boundary maintenance, where a well-defined boundary is kept between visitors and 
local culture; revitalization; and, adoption, or the enthusiastic acceptance and promotion of 






A second framework based on behavior is the embracement-withdrawal strategy 
continuum developed by Ap and Crompton (1993), and articulating four strategies communities 
use to respond to tourism impacts:  embracement, tolerance, adjustment, and withdrawal.  The 
Texas-based study was different from Dogan’s (1989) work primarily because "the strategies 
were derived empirically from primary qualitative data" (p. 49).  It has been observed that the 
frameworks cited earlier from the literature "are best regarded as hypotheses rather than theories 
because they have yet to be tested by employing empirical measures" (Mathieson & Wall, 1982, 
p. 140). Embracement describes those who eagerly welcomed tourists, a much more positive 
reaction than simply accommodating or accepting them.  Embracement is demonstrated by 
enthusiastic approval of tourism initiatives and an expressed desire for an increase in tourism.  
Residents who exhibited tolerance, expressed some ambivalence towards tourism.  They 
appreciate the economic contribution of tourism to the area and so are willing to accept some of 
its more unpleasant aspects. Adjustment referred to those who took actions to adjust to tourism, 
such as rescheduling activities to escape crowds.  The most extreme negative strategy expressed 
by respondents was withdrawal, which usually meant that residents removed themselves 
temporarily from the community.  The embracement–withdrawal continuum is not rigid; it 
recognizes that different community members react differently to tourism and different aspects 
of tourism might engender different reactions from diverse segments of the community.  This 
means that all four strategies might be adopted concurrently, and over time residents are likely to 
shift from one strategy to another in either direction on the continuum.  
Adding to this rich array of frameworks, some scholars have identified social exchange 
theory as an appropriate framework to use in developing an understanding of residents' 





residents’ evaluation of the impacts of tourism and their support for tourism are dependent on 
what they value; residents who view the results of tourism as personally valuable and believe 
that the costs do not exceed the benefits will favor exchange and support tourism development 
(Sirakaya, Teye, & Sönmez, 2002).  As applied to residents’ attitudes toward tourism, social 
exchange theory requires that residents seek benefits of tourism in exchange for something 
estimated to equal the benefits they offer in return. This exchange is not just monetary; it also 
includes resident support for development, community hospitality and tolerance for 
inconveniences such as long lines, crowds and additional traffic.  
One of the flaws of the majority of the stage-based models is that they focus on areas 
where residents are already aware of tourism and where tourism is already a contributor to the 
local economy (Keogh, 1990).  Most of these studies are primarily done in Western, 
industrialized countries where tourism is already a significant economic factor (Keogh, 1990; 
Mason & Cheyne, 2000) and where there is an existing understanding and awareness of tourism 
that is often lacking in developing nations (Hunt & Stronza, 2014).  This focus in the literature 
on Western, developed locations, is a factor that I considered in my work with Embera Drua.  
Baum (1998) notes that destinations in the developing world may experience more rapid growth 
than those in the developed world on which traditional models are based, and notes that in 
developing countries Butler’s stages may occur in different orders.  "Studies in developing 
countries . . . are rare if not non-existent" (Sirakaya et al., 2002,  p. 57).  
Hunt and Stronza’s (2014) work in Nicaragua has resulted in a resident perception model 
that is more relevant to my study of Embera Drua than other models.  It adapts the Butler (1975, 
1980) model by adding additional stages to the front end.  These stages are the absence of 





understanding and awareness of tourism itself meant that residents in Nicaragua did not exhibit 
characteristics of Butler’s middle stages.  The study also distinguishes between the attitudes of 
local workers in tourism, whom Hunt and Stronza found to be more critical of the tourism 
industry, and local residents living near but not working in tourism, who were less critical.  Their 
model also does not support a linear relationship between the level of experience with tourism 
and the attitudes of local residents.  
Community empowerment/attitude.  Many studies report that the attitude of local 
residents toward a tourism project is critical to the success of the project and the empowerment 
of the community.  Akyeampong (2011), in a study that took place in Kakum National Park in 
Ghana, measured local residents' perceptions and expectations of tourism, underlining the need 
for residents to be involved in decision-making.  Kibicho (2003) cites two Africa projects, one at 
the Lupanda Game Management Reserve in Zambia and the Zimbabwe’s Communal Area 
Management Program, which recorded changes in attitudes among local residents when safari 
revenues were distributed to local chiefs and local people were employed.  Conversely, he found 
that in Brazil local encroachment on protected areas did not decrease because Indigenous and 
local people felt no benefit from the protected area which was set aside for conservation and 
tourism.  Kibicho (2003) found that community interest and attitude toward proposed projects 
were impacted by the perception of whether community input would be implemented.  Jamal and 
Stronza (2009) argue for a perspective on ecotourism development that is not determined "solely 
by academics, capitalistic markets, conservationists or NGOs, but also by locally defined and 
culturally embedded relations and meanings" (p. 313).  Lepp’s (2008) analysis shows that 
residents’ attitudes were dependent on events which happened long before the introduction of 





Petric (2007) who spoke to the cultural and political history of Croatia and how that history 
impacted residents' ability to participate in community development strategies.  Aref (2011), in 
his look at barriers to CBT in Iran, listed lack of local ownership as a critical factor. 
Summary of Literature Review 
Tourism research is complex and multi-faceted.  This review of the literature set out to 
explore the relevant themes and concepts relating to the discourse on tourism theory regarding 
Indigenous tourism and the specific themes and challenges regarding tourism impacts on this 
population.  An overview of the evolution of tourism research situates my study in Embera Drua 
primarily within the adaptancy stage of the platform model. 
I reviewed the discourse regarding community involvement in the development and 
governance of tourism projects, an important aspect of Indigenous tourism and which is very 
relevant to the exploration of the specific experience at Embera Drua.  Lastly, I reviewed 
resident perception models and positioned my work within the Hunt and Stronza (2014) resident 
perception model, which focuses on tourism project in a developing country and incorporates the 
initial lack of experience and awareness of tourism that existed at the initial phases of the 
Embera Drua project.  My research questions were aligned with the themes and findings in this 






Chapter III: Methodology/Guiding Research Questions and Research Procedures 
The Elders say if it comes from the heart and is done in a 
good way, our work will count. (Kovach, 2006, p. xvii) 
This chapter includes a description of the research type and methodological choices made 
to address the impacts of tourism on the village of Embera Drua, specifically, how residents 
experience and assess the impacts of a tourism initiative on daily village life.  In addition to 
defining and describing the elements of a qualitative ethnographically informed intrinsic case 
study, this chapter describes my research design, data collection protocol and the subsequent 
analysis that was employed to get at the heart of this dissertation’s questions. I also discuss my 
personal lens and positionality, and ethical considerations for the study. 
Questions to Be Addressed 
This is the story of a village’s experience: a village that has opted to turn itself and its 
people into a sustainable tourist destination in order to remain beside the river in a jungle that is 
its home.  It is a story told by the villagers themselves, through the lenses of their lived 
experience, and guided by questions that have been discussed in tourism studies as reflected on 
in Chapter II.  The data I gathered for this story was generated in a way that satisfies Fetterman's 
(2010) declaration to "collect information from the emic or insider’s perspective . . . to make 
sense of all the data from an etic or external social scientific perspective" (p. 11).  My 
overarching question for this narrative ethnographic case study is, simply stated: How do the 
Embera Drua experience and assess the effects of their nearly two-decade's long tourism 
initiative on daily village life?  Further questions, subsets of this main question and arising from 
the literature review discussed in Chapter II, revolve around the larger more general notions of 
the effect of tourism on Indigenous culture as a whole which creates a number of areas of focus 





One area of focus in this study is the personal and communal impact on village life in 
terms of Crouch and Ritchie’s (1999) suggestion that tourism shapes "the lifestyles, societal 
structures and inevitably the quality of life" (p. 137) of a community, as well as Butler and 
Hinch’s (2007) question as to whether Indigenous tourism "represents an opportunity for 
Indigenous people to gain economic independence and cultural rejuvenation or whether it 
presents a major threat of hegemonic subjugation and cultural degradation" (p. 2).  Questions 
that arose out of this area of exploration were, for instance:  what impacts has the tourism project 
had on individuals?  And, what do those individuals think the impact has been on their 
community as a whole? 
Another area of focus is the impact of tourism on the culture of the tribe.  For instance, in 
what ways do the people of Embera Drua feel that their traditions have been impacted as a result 
of the tourism initiative and how did it evolve?  While tourism can have negative impacts, there 
is a growing acknowledgement that impacts can also be positive, including economic 
development, increased pride in cultural identity, and cultural revitalization.  As such, has the 
tourism initiative changed the knowledge and understanding of the residents of Embera Drua 
about their own culture?  And, in what ways do they feel that the tourism initiative has or has not 
contributed to the revitalization of the Embera culture? 
I also explored the role of governance:  What roles have members of the village played in 
the development and governance of the tourism initiative?  How has governance of the project 
changed over time and why?  In what ways did the villagers of Embera Drua find that their 
involvement (in whatever form that involvement in governance occurs) has been positive or 
negative?  These questions were, for me, fundamentally important in response, first, to Mann’s 





making and ownership of tourism, as well as the equitable distribution of profits from tourism 
ventures along with minimal environmental and cultural impact; and, second, in response to 
Hunt and Stronza's (2014) findings that increased levels of participation in tourism ventures, 
particularly in management and ownership, leads to positive attitudes toward ecotourism 
ventures.  
My third area of focus is community participation in tourism development and operation, 
given that this is a key feature in studies of tourism within the adaptancy platform.  In best case 
scenarios such participation can lead to economic growth and independence, and be a step 
toward building new meanings for traditional practices and ultimately a means of economic 
empowerment and cultural independence (A. McIntosh et al., 2002; Ryan & Huyton, 2000).  
Given this, I explored whether the residents of Embera Drua think that the tourism 
project contributed to the economic growth and political position of the Embera within Panama 
as a fourth area of focus. I asked whether their perception that the success of the tourism project 
has increased their power within the Embera Tribe as a whole, or with the Panamanian 
government, and I explored with them the relationship with the tourism operators on whom they 
depend and whether those relationships changed. 
Positionality 
As a professional heritage interpreter for more than 25 years, telling meaningful stories of 
natural and cultural history is part of my core:  it is what I do; it is what I train people to do. 
When I first visited Embera Drua more than ten years ago, it was through this interpreter lens I 
viewed the village and its people, as well as their tourism project.  I was excited by its 
effectiveness as an example of heritage interpretation.  The tourism project was and is a great 





visitors a sense of the Embera culture and way-of-life in the village.  The Embera Drua tourism 
project represents an example of Indigenous tourism that allows native peoples to tell their own 
stories in a context of their own choosing; a tourism project that was, according to village 
members during my tour, regenerating interest in Embera culture from within their own 
community, while also sharing it with visitors from around the globe.  Over the years, as I 
continued visiting the village and building relationships with its residents, the question of their 
personal and communal experience with the tourism project became more and more of interest to 
me.  They were telling a story of Embera culture and tradition for visitors, but I wondered about 
their individual stories in relation to living within and as a part of the tourism project.  My 
intention with this research has been, from the start, to share the story of Embera Drua and its 
tourism initiative, or rather to create a vehicle for the village members to tell their own story of 
the tourism initiative so that it can be further shared with other villages contemplating similar 
tourism projects. 
My preparation for this study included an interesting mixture of theoretical discourse on 
Indigenous methodologies, case studies where such methodologies were used, and manuals and 
guidelines regarding best practices for non-native researchers upon entering native communities.  
The combination of the many sides in this multi-faceted discourse was very helpful in guiding 
my reflection on and my understanding of both the kind of researcher I want to be and the kind 
of research I want to do.  I am not Indigenous.  I am not native to the Embera, to Panama, or 
even Central America.  I come from a Western perspective and from an affluent North American 
community.  However, by gaining an understanding of the goals of decolonizing methodologies, 
as proposed by L. Smith (1999), I was able to ensure that as a researcher I did not make the 





the past. Her understanding that "research in itself is a powerful intervention . . . which has 
traditionally benefitted the researcher, and the knowledge base of the dominant group in society" 
(p. 176) guided my own research practices. 
The Sage Dictionary of Qualitative Inquiry (Schwandt, 2007) cites Gadamer as arguing 
that "prejudice (prejudgment) can neither be eliminated nor set aside for it is an inescapable 
condition of being and knowing. In fact, our understanding of ourselves and our world depends 
upon having prejudgment" (p. 19).  Given my professional history in tourism and my personal 
history with the village of Embera Drua, I have, in the words of Gadamer (as cited in Schwandt, 
2003), both “enabling" and "disabling" biases that I acknowledged and reflected upon during all 
parts of the research process.  I was also cognizant of any shadow systems, power differentials 
and the impact of the perceived outcome of my work on the village project. 
I am aware that, as an interpretive planner, I have been trained in a methodology for 
creating tourism projects such as the one employed by the Embera Drua, which, while including 
community engagement and input, still is derived from a more Western planning paradigm.  I 
used my field notes and journal to record and then reflect on my own biases as this process 
unfolded.  In this way, I was able to attend to a critical process by which I remained vigilant to 
researcher bias, a process of awareness exemplified by the idea that a "key strategy used to 
understand researcher bias is called reflexivity, which means that the researcher actively engages 
in critical self-reflection about his or her potential biases and predispositions" (Johnson & 
Christensen, 2013, pp. 299–300).  The very heart of my vision for this study was that the stories 
of Embera Drua residents, their experiences during all phases of the tourism project, might 
inform future tourism initiatives. For that to occur I had to be open to seeing and feeling both 





I interpreted my data, striving to ensure that my analysis is credible, reflects the data, and that the 
interpretive process is transparent.  Interpretation is an inextricable part of the data collection 
process in phenomenological research.  Maxwell’s (1996) precept of interpretive validity 
required that I did not place my personal framework or experience on what the interview 
participants were saying.  During interviews, many of my questions were open-ended; with 
elaboration encouraged in order to ensure that participants had ample room to tell their story.  
Additionally, I was cognizant of the potential for reactive bias, which refers to how my presence 
affected the research and interviewee responses; that is, being attentive to the idea that the 
responses themselves may be skewed in order to fit what the interviewee believed that I wanted 
to hear, their nervousness regarding my presence.  The villagers of Embera Drua were my co-
creators of this research, influencing the interview process to allow for telling their story in their 
own way.  As such, I returned to Panama and shared my interpretations with them and provided 
them ample opportunity to review and add information where necessary.  More importantly, 
participants had the opportunity to provide an opposing viewpoint where required and advise me 
where I my interpretation was incorrect.   
Principles of Indigenous Research                
I am cognizant of the fact that "doing research with, for or among aboriginal people in the 
Americas presents a social researcher with a special set of challenges that are simultaneously 
personal, institutional and political" (Menzies, 2001, p. 20).  A thorough immersion in the 
literature on tourism’s impact on culture in Indigenous communities takes one immediately into 
the rather dark history of past research in Indigenous communities.  However, from that dark 
history has emerged not just best practices for such research by outsiders, but a new type of 





based on Indigenous practice, traditions and ways of knowing are incorporated.  These 
Indigenous methodologies are an alternative way of thinking about research processes. Although 
these methodologies vary according to the ways in which different Indigenous communities 
express their own unique knowledge systems, they do have common traits (Louis, 2007).  I 
studied, discussed with mentors, and reflected deeply on this idea in order to better understand 
and articulate the discourse around the ethics and emergent issues of Indigenous research as they 
apply to a non-native person and researcher such as myself.  While my research did not use 
Indigenous research methods, I was guided by them—as discussed in the previous chapters. This 
research is framed by the knowledge, lens and sensibilities of Indigenous research.  
According to the National Congress of American Indians (2012),  "increasingly, tribal 
leaders acknowledge that research is a key tool of tribal sovereignty in providing data and 
information to guide community planning, cross-community coordination, and program and 
policy development" (p. 4). Along with this notion, is the idea that all researchers should "think 
critically about their research processes and outcomes, bearing in mind that Indigenous peoples’ 
interests, experiences and knowledge must be at the centre of research methodologies and the 
construction of knowledge concerning Indigenous peoples" (Rigney, 1999, p. 119). These 
statements, as well as other existing literature, suggest methodologies, processes, and procedures 
that non-Indigenous researchers should consider when engaging in research with Indigenous 
communities (Battiste, 1998; Fleras, 2004; Menzies, 2004; Nielsen & Wilson, 2012); and that 
there is a growing acknowledgement on behalf of the academy and research funding 
organizations of ways of knowing that are different from the traditional Western systems of 
knowledge which have traditionally dominated the university environment (Bishop, 1998, 2003; 





the larger discourse impacted my process of engagement with Embera Drua in the development 
of my study.  Critically, all of the essential references on the creation of protocols, procedures, 
and ethics standards for doing research with Indigenous communities (as noted in the examples 
above) were created by Indigenous scholars and community members, rather than just by 
researchers.  
There is ample evidence of damaged relationships resulting from research projects that 
have not respected Indigenous ways of knowing or a community’s established protocols and 
procedures.  I worked with the Embera Drua to produce an agreement (see Appendix A) that is 
grounded in best practices and specifically reflects the fundamental idea that research agreements 
be "negotiated and formalized with authorities of various and appropriate jurisdictions before 
research is conducted with their people" (Canadian Institutes of Health Research Ethics Office, 
2005, p. 10); this is one of the practices recommended when doing research involving Indigenous 
communities and is integral to going beyond "simply stating that research should engage 
community members as active participants, without specifying processes by which such 
inclusion may occur" (Fisher & Ball, 2003, p. 208).   
Research with Indigenous peoples is predominantly within the qualitative genre, because 
qualitative research frameworks, according to Denzin and Lincoln (2000) provide "congruence 
and cultural safety" for the tenets of Indigenous worldview to reside.  Indigenous methodologies 
are alternative ways of thinking about research processes, designed to ensure that research on 
Indigenous issues is accomplished in a more sympathetic, respectful, and ethically correct 
fashion from an Indigenous perspective (Chilisa, 2012; Crazy Bull, 1997; Denzin , Lincoln, & 





As a Western, White (Caucasian) scholar, it is critical that my study be aligned with the 
sensibilities admonished by Indigenous research within the qualitative research methodology 
framework.  To that end I used as a guide Louis’ (2007) four principles of working with 
Indigenous communities which are: relational accountability; respectful representation; 
reciprocal appropriation; and rights and regulation.  Relational accountability is based on a 
concept shared by most Indigenous people regarding their dependence on all that is around them, 
human and animal, tangible and intangible: "all our relations, be it air, water, rocks, trees, 
animals, insects, humans, and so forth” (Steinhauer, 2002, p. 72).  As Louis suggests, nurturing 
relationships and being accountable during all aspects of the research, "from the initial idea to 
the shared findings" (2007, p. 133) ensures researchers will treat with respect not just those being 
interviewed but the community in the greatest sense of the oft-spoken phrase: "all our relations" .  
Accordingly, the research agreement between myself and the village asserts that all participants 
in the research will be treated with respect and acknowledges that "the Embera are the owners of 
the communal, cultural, natural, and biogenetic resources, and retains ultimate discretionary 
authority and final authority and responsibility for the approved research" (Lethbridge, 2013; see 
Appendix A).  The agreement further designated a representative of the Embera Drua, Mateo 
Mecha, with authority to represent the community and guide this researcher in all aspects of 
working with the village in the most appropriate manner. 
Respectful representation is about listening to others, and accepting that Indigenous 
peoples will ultimately decide what knowledge can and cannot be shared (Graeme, 2013).  It 
requires the researcher to carefully consider how one represents oneself, one's research and all 
that is being researched (Absolon & Willett, 2004).  It is about listening intently to others’ ideas 





this is because "not all knowledge shared is meant for a general audience" (2007, p. 133). In 
order to ensure respectful representation, I returned to the village to share my findings and to 
discuss and analyze the research results with the community.  This was an inclusive and 
collaborative process.  Further, Embera Drua has my commitment that neither research products, 
nor any traditional or Indigenous knowledge gained were or will be used for commercial 
purposes. 
Reciprocal appropriation is the recognition that both Indigenous peoples and the 
researcher will benefit from the research process (Graeme, 2013).  As an example, the tourism 
consortium at Embera Drua requested that I videotape specific elements of their interpretive 
programming to be used for marketing and educational purposes.  While not necessary to my 
research, I agreed to this request as a reciprocal gesture for their assistance with my work.  I also, 
through the research agreement with the Embera, committed to specific and appropriate 
compensation for my stay in the village and for villagers’ time as they participated in this 
process.  
Lastly, rights and regulations recognize that the research must be "driven by Indigenous 
protocols" (Louis, 2007, p. 133) that clearly state the purpose and goals of the study. This 
ensures that the research is collaborative and non-extractive, and that the community has control 
over their knowledge and the dissemination of any findings.  The research agreement, signed by 
all appropriate levels of the tribe, adheres to this idea. 
Phenomenology 
This ethnographically informed case study of the Embera Drua tourism project is a 
qualitative study that has a phenomenological focus in that it examines how life is experienced 





experience, supported by the thick description guidelines for external validity used in 
anthropology, ethnography and similar fields.  My research was not concerned with the cause of 
things, but tries instead to provide a description of how things are experienced firsthand by those 
involved (Denscombe, 2010, p.76).  According to Heidegger (1962/1994), the meaning of 
phenomenology has undergone considerable change from its Greek origins, in which the Greek 
word ‘phenomenon’ stands for something which shows itself by bringing itself into daylight. 
Thus a phenomenological investigation of Embera Drua focused on residents’ lived experience 
with tourism, to understand the experience of finding and revitalizing Embera culture and 
traditions from the point of view of those who have been directly involved, in order to describe 
how residents have reacted to strangers routinely visiting all parts of their small community, how 
they feel about the changes that the community has experienced due to tourism, and how the 
management and leadership roles necessary for administering the project has supported or 
challenged relationships in the village.  This lived experience is what I want to bring to light. 
Phenomenological research characteristically starts with concrete descriptions of lived situations, 
often first-person accounts, set down in everyday language and avoiding abstract intellectual 
generalizations.  The researcher proceeds by reflectively analyzing these descriptions; then, 
offers a synthesized account:  for example, identifying general themes about the essence of the 
phenomenon (Finlay, 2009). 
Qualitative Ethnographic Case Study  
This study of Embera Drua is a qualitative case study that uses narrative inquiry as a 
research method and which is supported by the thick description that comes with ethnography.  
Qualitative studies produce a feel for specific people and events in concrete social settings 





and analysis and themes emerge during the study rather than being predetermined before the 
study begins (Creswell, 2003).  Qualitative studies tend to be exploratory, taking a topic or 
people or event that has been minimally explored previously and seeking to “build a picture"          
(Creswell, 2003, p. 21) after listening to participants  
Case studies.  Yin (2009) writes that case studies are "empirical inquiries that investigate 
contemporary phenomenon in depth and within real-life context, especially when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident" (p. 24).  The phenomenon in this case 
is a tourism project, and the context is the village and culture which are its focus.  A case study is 
more than a history; it adds the elements of direct observation of events being studied as well as 
interviews with people directly involved in those events (Yin, 2009).  Case studies provide an 
up-close, in-depth, and detailed examination of a subject of study and often offer insights that 
might not have been achieved with other approaches (Beeton, 2005; Mills et al., 2010).  Case 
studies do not, as such, necessarily require time in the field or participant observation, both of 
which I employed and which is why my case study is informed by ethnography from which those 
methods come.   
The specific focus of this case study is the impact of the village tourism project on the 
residents of Embera Drua. The real value of case studies, according to Denscombe (2010) is that 
they "offer the opportunity to explain why certain outcomes happen, not just what the outcomes 
are" (p. 53).  This approach was ideal for my work at Embera Drua, as my intent was not to 
address specific tourism outcomes but rather the residents' experiences leading up to them, in 
order to develop an "in-depth account of events, relationships, experiences or processes 
occurring in that particular instance" (Denscombe, 2010, p. 52).  As a research method, the case 





social, political and related phenomena, and allows investigators to retain holistic and 
meaningful characteristics of real life events" (Yin, 2009, p. 4).  Additionally, this is an intrinsic 
case study in that it is about a specific village and its residents, and the specific tourism program 
that they developed and the specific experiences of the participating community members.  It is 
bounded by both geography and time:  the geography of this specific village from the formation 
of a tourism project in 1996 to the present.  According to Parthasarathy (2008), "case studies of 
specific programs, projects, initiatives, or sites, have become integral to evaluation research to 
analyze the implementation processes and outcomes" (p. 1).   
Stake (1995) reminds us that "while it is useful to try and select case studies that are 
typical or representative of other cases" (p. 4), the role of a case study is not to understand other 
cases, but rather the one specific case.  Stake’s first criterion in selecting a case is the ability to 
maximize what can be learned.  I chose Embera Drua because my relationship with the village 
and tribal leaders afforded a valuable level of accessibility for generating that maximized level of 
learning. 
Qualitative case studies are a mechanism to tell the stories of communities and tourism 
projects, and they are commonly used in tourism studies.  They were the source of much of the 
foundational work for this proposed study.  A partial listing of relevant case studies includes 
Breglia’s (2005) case study of the role of Indigenous Mayan workers at Chichén Itzá (Yucatán, 
Mexico).  In this study, the various roles within the infrastructure of tourism created different 
status levels within the community providing me interesting questions on the roles played by 
residents in Embera Drua.  In another instance, a case study was the chosen method to look at the 
Tjapukai Aboriginal Cultural Park (Dyer, Aberdeen, & Schuler, 2003).  In this instance, the case 





Drua and pointed to the importance of governance and control of tourism initiatives.  This 
informed my understanding of how similar governance was enjoyed by the participants of the 
tourism project at Embera Drua.  Grunewald’s (2002) study of the cultural revival process of the 
Pataxó Indians of Porto Seguro, Brazil, provided a similar case to the cultural revitalization 
process that Embera Drua has experienced.  And lastly, Notzke’s  (2004) work in Canada  
includes several case studies on host/guest relationships.  The findings of that research 
recommended professional development of an aboriginal tourism product, and market 
reconnaissance and development, all of which were offered to the residents of Embera Drua 
through a technical assistance program of USAID in the early years of their project.  These 
examples, as well as the others referred to in my work, attest to the fact that case studies are 
critically relevant to my research.   
A quality case study tells a story from multiple perspectives, using many data sources, in 
this case, from 20 residents of Embera Drua.  This ensured that "multiple facets of the 
phenomenon [would] be revealed and understood" (Baxter & Jack, 2008, p. 544).  As such, the 
primary focus of my case study was to record descriptions of the first-hand experience of those 
involved in the tourism project at Embera Drua.  This provided an opportunity to understand the 
experience of finding and revitalizing Embera culture and its traditions from the point of view of 
those directly involved, and which was derived from the primary research question as well as the 
sub-questions which are integral to it.  It is my hope that my case study of Embera Drua has 
produced a lessons learned concept, from the perspective of the Embera, one that will provide 
insight regarding the impact of cultural tourism projects on similar communities for funders and 





Ethnography.  Ethnography is about "telling a credible, rigorous and authentic story, 
giving voice to a people in their own local context, relying on verbatim quotations and a 'thick 
description' of events" (Fetterman, 2010, p. 1).  Clifford Geertz (1973) describes ethnography as 
"a craft of place [that] work(s) by the light of local knowledge" (p. 167).  Ethnographic research 
requires a variety of data-gathering techniques, including participant observation, interviewing, 
community gathering discussions, and story collection, all of which I employed at Embera Drua.  
While my research methods are grounded in ethnography, this is not an ethnographic study of the 
Embera as a people. An ethnographic study would concern itself with the people and culture 
themselves, rather than the lived experience of Embera Drua's members within the context of a 
tourism project.   
Research Methods 
Narrative inquiry. 
Arguments for the development and use of narrative inquiry come out of a view of 
human experience in which humans, individually and socially, lead storied lives. People 
shape their daily lives by stories of who they and others are and as they interpret their 
past in terms of these stories . . . Narrative inquiry, the study of experience as story, then, 
is first and foremost a way of thinking about experience. (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006,          
p. 477) 
 
Narrative approaches are those that value people’s lived experience; they study the ways 
humans experience the world, and, adding to Dewey’s (1938/1998) theory of experience, 
narrative inquiry is a way of understanding and inquiring into an event, studying not just an 
individual’s experience in the world but also the social, cultural and institutional narratives 
which shape the experience of that event (Clandinin, 2006; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; 
Clandinin, Pushor, & Orr, 2007).  The narrative research approach involves a study based on the 
narratives, or stories, generated from individuals, which become the primary data source. These 





Embera culture as a whole.  This concept is called "writing against culture" (Abu-Lughod, 1991) 
which warns against the generalization of cultural life.  The proposed study will draw on stories 
specific to the experience of the tourism project. 
Story has become an integral part of Indigenous research (L. Smith, 1999, p. 144) and 
many writers, such as Cruickshank (1990), Kenny, Faries, Fiske, and Voyageur (2004), L. Smith 
(1999), Thomas (2005), and S. Wilson (2003), highlight the importance of storytelling in 
Indigenous ways of knowing.  This has greatly impacted my process of engagement with the 
village in the development of this study and is one of the main reasons that I chose narrative 
inquiry as my primary methodology. That said, it is important to acknowledge that story and 
storytelling is not unique to Indigenous knowledge systems (Kovach, 2006).  Narrative inquiry 
as a method allowed me to listen to, and highlight, the Embera’s stories in a way that I believe is 
more researching with, as opposed to researching on, members of the village.  Stories require a 
teller and a listener, creating a relationship between mvyself and those I interviewed.  Barton 
(2003) says it is this circular nature which creates new knowledge: "Reflection and action are 
between people telling their stories, co-participation and co-construction in the retelling requires 
researchers and participants to think together" (p. 520).  Connelly and Clandinin (1990) go a step 
further, suggesting that there is a collaboration between researcher and participant "involving 
mutual storytelling and re-storying as the research progresses" (p. 4). There is clearly a link 
between narrator and audience, and Moen (2006) reminds us that there is also an interconnection 
between the individual and context: 
As individuals are telling their stories, they are not isolated and independent of their 
context. On the contrary, it is important to remember that the individual in question is 
irreducibly connected to her or his social, cultural and institutional setting. Narratives 





My research focused on narratives of individuals within a community who have 
experienced tourism as part of their daily lives for almost 20 years.  Through their stories, I 
gained knowledge of the community by the recollections and stories of individual people. 
Communities are not homogenous entities, and so it was not unexpected to find that there were 
conflicting experiences and reactions to the same events in the village.  
Connelly and Clandinin (2006) identified three elements of narrative                             
inquiry: "temporality, sociality, and place—which specify dimensions of an inquiry space . . . 
Events under study are in temporal transition" (p. 479); that is, events and people always have a 
past, present and future.  In narrative inquiry, it is important to always try and understand people, 
places, and events as being in process—as always in transition.  Certainly, I experienced this 
temporality with the village of Embera Drua, which continued to change and grow during the 
course of my studies.  The villagers that I interviewed were asked to recollect how they had felt 
over the course of the last 15 to 20 years, as their village life preceded along a continuum.  In 
addition to expansion of the tourism project, babies have been born, elders have passed, and 
government regulations have changed.  Life goes on.    
The second factor, sociality, includes both personal and social elements.  Personal factors 
include the "feelings, hopes, desires, aesthetic reactions, and moral dispositions" of both the 
inquirer and study participants” (Connelly & Clandinin, 2006, p. 480).  The social conditions 
which form each individual’s context include external factors such as the environment and other 
surrounding conditions (which includes villagers and other people).  Embera Drua, as a village 
and as a community, has been changed by the tourism project.  People’s roles have changed. 
Many villagers are now active participants in the tourism cooperative which operates the tourism 





determining how revenues from the project will be spent.  In recent times, the revenue raised by 
the tourism project has contributed to community goals: for example, some village children have 
received aid to support being sent to Panama City to attend high school, which has had an 
enormous impact on young people, certainly on their individual dreams, but more concretely on 
the opportunities that are now available by the added education.  
The third factor is place.  Connelly and Clandinin (2006) define place as "the specific 
concrete, physical and topological boundaries of place or sequence of places where the inquiry 
and events take place" (p. 480).  In narrative inquiry, "the specificity of location is                    
crucial . . . Place may change as the inquiry delves into temporality" (p. 480), and a narrative 
inquirer must think through the impact of place on the experience.  Because my study is about a 
specific place, the role of the river and forest, the seasons, the physical properties of the village, 
the traditions of the Embera as they are physically manifested in their lodging and their gathering 
spaces, are all critical to the experiences of the people living there—particularly because some of 
the physical changes to the village are a result of the operation of the tourism project. 
Narrative inquiry allowed me to engage in a conversation with residents of Embera Drua 
who have seen the life of their village and their personal lives change with the embracing of 
tourism.  This conversation allowed me to tell their story or stories in a way often missing from 
the tourism literature.  I have tried to capture their words, their feelings, their experiences in a 
narrative that I hope will provide food for thought for other communities contemplating 
becoming not just a tourism destination but the object of tourism itself. 
Research Design 
Blessed are the skilled questioners, for they shall be given mountains of words to ascend. 
Blessed are the wise questioners, for they shall unlock hidden corridors of knowledge. 
Blessed are the listening questioners, for they shall gain perspective. (from Halcolm’s 





The research design for this study included participant observation, open-ended and  
semi-structured one-on-one interviews of 21 individuals, a community gathering and follow up 
interviews with selected participants.  These techniques were identified in the mutually crafted 
research agreement between myself and the leadership of Embera Drua.  I conducted my 
research over the course of three visits to the village.  The first phase was acclimatization and 
observation.  Although I had been to the village many times, this was my first, formal visit as a 
researcher, and so I spent time in the first days building—and in some cases                   
rebuilding—relationships in my new role, while also acclimatizing to village life and allowing 
the villagers to get comfortable with my presence as I began a 2-week period of observation and 
recording of daily village life.  During this same period, I began the first set of one-on-one 
interviews.  Interviews were with residents of the village who have lived in and experienced the 
village from before the tourism project was implemented.  All interviews were recorded and 
some were videotaped with permission of the participant.  During my second visit to the village, 
I also held a community gathering which focused on the experience of those villagers who 
participated in the cultural presentations; some at this gathering took part in the formal interview 
process and some did not.  The third phase included analysis and interpretation of the field notes, 
journals and interview recordings.  Phase four was the return to the village to share my 
interpretations with villagers, to ask follow-up questions, and to get assurance from the villagers 
that I have accurately represented what they told me. 
Participant observation.  Qualitative observational research is a systematic inquiry into 
the nature or qualities of observable group behaviors in order to learn what it means to be a 
member of that group (Constable et al., 2012)—in this case, a member of the village of Embera 





predetermined schedule and visit the village for 2 to 3 hours, during which time they receive 
cultural presentations, eat a traditional meal, and go on a brief nature walk.  I observed the 
village and during times when tourists were there, and in the off times when they were not.  It 
was during those off times that villagers were able to take care of individual, family and 
community tasks, and take part in both village work and social life.  I observed that the systems 
and patterns of days changed depending on the arrival of tourists, with some days free from the 
arrival of outsiders and therefore the need for preparation and performance, and days where the 
tourists’ arrival was the primary focus of village life.   
Participant observation’s primary approach is to observe a culture while becoming a 
participant in the cultural setting (Jorgensen, 1989).  Every attempt was made to be non-
manipulative of group behaviors and for my presence to not disrupt normal patterns (Constable 
et al., 2012).  Chiseri-Strater and Sunstein (1997) have developed a list of what should be 
included in all field notes which includes date, time, and place of observation; specific facts, 
numbers, details of what happens at the site; sensory impressions: sights, sounds, textures, 
smells, taste; personal responses to the fact of recording field notes; specific words, phrases, 
summaries of conversations, and insider language; questions about people or behaviors at the site 
for future investigation; and page numbers to help keep observations in order.  These factors are 
found in my daily journal notes. 
My observations were organized accordingly and further include names, descriptions, and 
impressions of people; notes about tour companies, tourists, guides, villager interaction with both 
tourists and other visitors, village ambience before, during and after the arrival of the canoes; 
how free time was spent; non-tourist visitors; dress; family and other social groupings, and so on; 





record of my daily activities; notes about the weather; stories that were told; notes about what 
tourists and guides said and did; a record of pictures and videos; interview notes; and notes about 
Embera language and customs.  My notes include a detailed account of each day that I spent in 
the village.  Informal conversations during times when I was observing and participating in 
general village life helped inform the questions that I asked in the semi-structured interviews and 
at the community gathering.  Notes were taken each day.  At the end of each day I reviewed my 
observations and reflected on the notes and the experience recorded.  A template of my 
observation notes is attached as Appendix C. 
Interviewing.  Rubin and Rubin (2005) describe qualitative interviews as "conversations 
in which a researcher gently guides a conversational partner on an extended discussion" (p. 4).  
Open-ended and semi- structured interviews are often used when the researcher wants to delve 
deeply into a topic and to understand thoroughly the answers provided (Harrell & Bradley, 
2009).  Semi-structured interviews allow the researcher some flexibility in terms of the order of 
questions, and are more conducive to conversational tones then other types of interviews.  This 
was important because I was asking participants about their own lived experiences and their 
stories sometimes took different forms than anticipated; this approach allowed me to follow up 
on information that I did not anticipate. 
I reviewed the interview questions with Mateo Mecha, my village liaison and translator, 
before the interviews in order to ensure that the questions were culturally appropriate and 
phrased in a way that could be clearly translated.  This allowed prior discussion regarding any 
confusion of terminology or vocabulary.  The Embera are natural storytellers and so we began 
each interview with all the main questions and then allowed participants to tell their story in their 





encouraged participants to add depth and detail, and follow-up questions encouraged participants 
to expand on themes, key words or ideas (Harrell & Bradley, 2009; Rubin & Rubin, 2005).  
Interviews were scheduled around tourism and participant availability.  The questions and topics 
were approved by the Antioch University's Internal Review Board (IRB), and are included here 
as Appendix B.   
All interviews were recorded with two audio recorders and some participated in brief 
video interviews with the approval of the participant. 
Participants.  Twenty-one villagers, 11 male, 10 female, most who lived in the village 
before the formation of the tourist project, participated in the formal interviews.  I strove for a 
balance in gender, age and community roles.  Embera Drua is made up of family groups, so I 
will also strive for representation of as many families as possible.  Selection of participants was 
made by Mateo after conversations with village members. 
Although I speak Spanish, many of the villagers, particularly the elders, have limited or 
no Spanish language ability; they speak Choco, the native tongue of the Embera.  Mateo Mecha, 
my village liaison, who speaks some English, served as a translator from Choco to Spanish.  He 
was with me at all times.  In order to respect various levels of literacy, Mateo read all materials 
and consent forms in both Choco and Spanish and participants gave verbal consent to participate.  
Community gathering.  The community gathering, which I held after the individual 
interviews, was open to interview participants and any adult member of the village who wanted 
to participate, with emphasis on those that participated in the music and dance presentations in 
the community.  Questions in the community gathering were informed by the one-on-one 





Trustworthiness   
As an Indigenous researcher, Kovach (2006) writes that in considering validity she "hears 
the elders’ voices asking are you speaking the truth?  Are you doing this in a good way?" (p. 99). 
In a similar vein, Daes (1993) states: 
Heritage can never be alienated, surrendered or sold, except for conditional use. Sharing 
therefore creates a relationship between the givers and receivers of knowledge. The 
givers retain the authority to ensure that knowledge is used properly and the receivers 
continue to recognize and repay the gift. (p. 9) 
Trustworthiness is important to me, as a scholar, a researcher and as an ally of the 
Embera.  One of the ways to ensure trustworthiness is validity and reliability.  Maxwell (1996) 
discusses five threats to validity in qualitative research: descriptive validity, interpretation 
validity, theory validity, researcher bias, and reactivity.  These threats may be understood and 
mitigated in the following ways. 
Descriptive validity is about the data collection and the accuracy of a researcher’s 
descriptive account (Maxwell, 1996).  Statements describing what has been seen, heard, and felt 
can be inaccurate or incomplete.  That said, there is recognition that research into the personal 
lives and experiences of people will likely result in contradictory accounts because there is not a 
single objective reality (Harvey, 2015). Descriptions always depend on the perceptions, 
inclinations, sensitivities, and sensibilities of the describer (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2001). 
"There is no pure looking with a naked, innocent eye" (Pearce, 1971, p. 4).  Researchers seeking 
to describe an experience or event select what they will describe and, in the process of featuring 
certain aspects of it, begin to transform that experience or event (Sandelowski, 2000).  The threat 
to descriptive validity may be mitigated by use of multiple data sources; in response, I used  





the context of the interview, and any other factors which I felt might influence the interview, 
field notes and video tapes. 
While descriptive validity is about the accuracy of the researcher’s accounts, interpretive 
validity is about how well the researcher reports the participants’ meaning of events, objectives 
and behaviors (Maxwell, 1992).  Thompson (2011) notes that a key to interpretive validity is that 
interpretations are not based on researcher perspective but that of the participant.  I employed 
several methods to minimize mistakes of interpretation.  These included being conscious of my 
own personal framework and structuring interviews in a way that a participant was not 
constrained by that framework.  I also depended on Mateo as translator and liaison to assist with 
cultural subtleties.  My notes reflect emotions, body language and other indicators of meaning so 
that when I listened to recordings I had the entire picture of the interview.  I never assumed that I 
understood the meaning of expressions, body language or stories, continuing to ask questions 
until I was sure that my interpretation of what a participant was saying was as accurate as 
possible.  
Maxwell’s (1992) theoretical validity asks that the researcher find an accurate 
explanation of the phenomena studies and whether it fits existing theory or develops a new 
theoretical construct, using the data discovered.  While I believe that the Embera Drua project 
fits firmly in Jafari’s (1990) Adaptancy platform category, as described in Chapter II, where the 
villagers of Embera Drua fit in terms of residents’ perception of tourism theories is less clear.  I 
did not specifically utilize any of the residency perception models, nor did I create a model of my 
own.  However consideration of existing models informed my analysis of the villager’s stories of 





Researcher bias and reactivity are also factors to consider for trustworthiness (Maxwell, 
1992).  Not only should a researcher actively engage in critical self-reflection of her own 
potential bias and assumptions, but she should actively engage in critical self-reflection.  The 
journal I kept during my research visits recorded my thinking, feelings and assumptions and gave 
me ample opportunity to reflect on these very issues.  Reactivity is the impact a researcher’s 
presence has on the study site and people and even, potentially, interview responses.  One of the 
goals of my initial visit was to reacquaint myself with members of the village and to build 
rapport, but I was always cognizant of reactivity and made note of it for consideration during 
later analysis.  The third visit check-in with participants to have them react and comment on the 
transcription of the interviews and my analysis, was also a way in which visitors could affirm 
validity and serve as a process to check for any bias.  
Data Analysis 
Fetterman (2010) reminds that "looking for patterns is a form of analysis" (p. 96) and 
Frank (2000) tells us that people tell stories, but narratives come from the analysis of stories. 
Data analysis, therefore, will allow me to interpret stories in order to analyze the underlying 
narrative that the storytellers may not be able to give voice to themselves.  Narrative analysis 
requires that a story have certain properties (Andrews, Squire, & Tamboukou, 2008; Elliott, 
2005; Riessman, 1993, 2008).  Denscombe (2010) lists those required elements as purpose, plot 
and people. The specific purpose of this research's story is to illuminate the experience of a small 
village living with a tourism project for nearly 20 years. The questions that focus on changes that 
have occurred will link the past to the present.  And of course, the story is fundamentally about 
people:  a small village formed by family groups that chose tourism for economic survival and 





Data collected in my study included recorded narratives from one-on-one interviews; 
transcribed and translated notes and observations from the community gatherings; photographs 
of the "village history" project, as well as notes regarding the process as observed; notes from 
observations of village life; photographs with notes; and videos of presentations to tourists, all of 
which will were reviewed and analyzed.  
An inductive analysis of interview data and ethnographic narrative accounts are the two 
most common forms of analyzing ethnographic research (Dobbert, 1982).  Content analysis 
included analyzing the interviews by studying the recordings and interview notes.  I reviewed 
recordings numerous times, highlighting themes and sub-themes that emerged related to the four 
major area of inquiry.  Ethnographic narrative account, otherwise referred to as thick description, 
takes a researcher’s field notes and draws a picture of the activities and characters who are being 
researched.  Using my journals, field notes and photographs, I looked for patterns as "a pattern is 
inferred from the observation of behavior; it is inferred from recurrence" (Dobbert, 1982, p. 39). 
My third visit consisted of group interviews with community leaders with follow up 
questions regarding governance of the community, the tourism cooperative and the tribe.  Once 
this was done I spent time with all the villagers who had been interviewed, and the community as 
a whole, to present my interpretations and ask for their additions or clarifications.  The villagers 
as partners in this research and it was important that they verified that I had understood correctly 
at each step in this process. 
As described above, my research was organized into 3 phases. The general timeline and 






Table 3. 1 
Research Plan: Phases and Tasks  
Phase	1—Acclimatization	&	Observation	
Task	1	 Re-introduction	to	villagers	and	tourism	consortium	
	 	 	 Built	relationship	and	rapport	with	villagers	
	 	 	 Recruited	participants	for	interview	
Task	2	 Developed	relationship	and	protocols	with	translator	






















Ethical consideration.  Researchers working in Indigenous communities are ethically 
bound to the peoples and cultures with whom they work.  They must acknowledge that their 
research may have impacts—both negative and positive—and that their ethical obligations may 
supersede their goal of seeking knowledge.  There is an obligation for appropriate reciprocity, 





importance of ensuring that research reaches the people who helped make it, and stresses the 
importance of reporting back and sharing knowledge in a culturally appropriate manner. The 
experience of Embera Drua, a pioneering village of the larger tribe in terms of tourism, can 
inform and impact other villages as the use of tourism grows, which further expands on the 
notion of reciprocity—in this case, beyond the Embera Drua.  
Ethical protection of participants.  Ethical protection of the participants was also an 
important consideration.  Ethical practice and ethical codes rest on the principles of assuring the 
free consent of participants to participate, of guarding the confidentiality of the material, and of 
protecting participants from any potential ramifications of their participation (Clandinin, 2007; 
Smythe & Murray, 2000; Stark, 1998).  Narrative research requires a relationship between a 
researcher and participants and therefore "every aspect of the work is touched by the ethics of the 
research relationship" (Clandinin, 2007, p. 537).   
The challenge was to protect the privacy, dignity and well-being of those whose lives I 
was studying while meeting the scholarly obligation to accuracy, authenticity, and interpretation.  
Clandinin (2007) reminds us that ethical behavior requires both "an implicit and explicit 
contract" (p. 539).  The explicit contract (Appendix A) describes clearly the scope and purpose 
of the study, the nature of the interview, the timeframe, the place and length and record keeping 
to protect the participant. The interviews and informal conversations with members of the village 
created relationships which were specific to the individual participants and contained an implicit 
contract, the terms of which were distinct to each individual.  I was sensitive to power relations 
within the tribe, gender roles and, given that Embera Drua is made up of largely extended 
families, to the family dynamics.  Language ability, personality and other factors had the 





made every attempt to be sensitive to this and build trust with each person and their families.  
Given that my focus is the lived-experience of the villagers with the tourism project, I wanted to 
create an environment where personal memories and experiences were recounted, and provide 
ample time and space to recall rich details and significant moments.  Building rapport and trust 
with villagers was important; their confidence that their stories will be treated with compassion 
and respect is part of the implicit contract. 
As Indigenous tourism projects are implemented around the world, the stories and lived 
experience of the people most impacted have the potential to inform others when collaborating or 
forming future Indigenous tourism ventures.  The stories of living with tourism, gathered through 
narrative inquiry, will add a local, personal perspective that have the potential to add to best 






Chapter IV: Results of the Study 
Introduction 
This research was done over two visits of two weeks and ten days respectively, during the 
months of September and October 2015, followed by a third, 10-day visit, in February 2016.  
During these visits to the village I worked closely with Mateo Mecha, the president of the  
Cooperativa.  Mateo and I had met before, on a project related to heritage interpretation among 
three tribes in Panama, and he was a vital ally in negotiating this study’s research agreement with 
the village leadership.  Following that agreement (see Appendix A), he served as my official 
liaison with the village and my translator.  During my visits, I lived in the village in Mateo’s 
house, with his wife Delia and sons, Johan and Tom.  Mateo scheduled interviews with villagers, 
translated from Embera to Spanish during interviews, and clarified both my questions and those 
of the villagers.   
Through a series of interviews with 21 adult villagers, thick and rich data emerged as 
residents themselves spoke of the impacts of tourism from their own perspective(s).  
To most effectively explore the data gathered from this study, this chapter is presented in 
three sections.  The first is an overview of the context, including a description of the village and 
the tourism experience; the second reviews the research framework for the observation and 
interviews that formed the field work; and the last section presents findings.  The findings are 
organized around the four thematic areas found in the subsets to the main research questions, and 
use interview excerpts and paraphrasing, to address the study’s purpose and to give voice to 
villager experience. These thematic areas are: the impact on daily life; impact on culture; 






Setting the Stage 
The Embera.  The Embera people are Indigenous to Colombia and are now found in 
Colombia and Panama.  They are one of Panama’s seven Indigenous peoples.  Thirty-five 
percent of the Panamanian Embera live within the boundaries of the Comarca Embera 
Wounaan1, to the southeast of Panama City, in the Darién jungle that has been home to the 
Embera for several centuries.  The majority of the remaining Embera population live either in the 
Darién jungle outside the Comarca Embera, in Panama City and in Colon, the two largest cities 
in Panama. Approximately 500 Embera live along the Chagres River in five villages within the 
boundary of Chagres National Park.  One of those villages is Embera Drua.  The residents of 
Embera Drua are the self-proclaimed "pioneers of tourism" among the Embera people 
(interviews, 2015), having developed the first formal tourism program in an Embera Community 
in Panama in 1996.  This tourism "package" has been replicated by Embera communities 
throughout Panama, including three others along the Chagres River.    
Embera (Choco) is the official language of the Embera people and the first language of 
all of the participants of this study.  The term Choco, derived from the river in Colombia from 
which the Panamanian Embera migrated, is never used by the Embera themselves. They are 
Embera.  To them, their language is Embera.  Spanish is their second language and is spoken in 
varying degrees of fluency.2   
The village.  The village of Embera Drua, like many of the villages in the area, is built 
around a central gathering area and surrounded by palm-thatched roof houses and lush rainforest 
                                                
1	A comarca is a traditional region or local administrative division found in parts of Spain, Portugal, 
Panama, Nicaragua, and Brazil. In Panama, the phrase comarca indígena is an administrative region for 
an area with a substantial Indian population. Three comarcas (Comarca Emberá-Wounaan, Kuna Yala, 
Ngöbe-Buglé) exist as equivalent to a province.  Embera Drua is not located in a comarca.	





(Figure 4.1).  The village center is a multi-purpose field, surrounded by buildings built for the 
tourism project, the community school and homes (Figure 4.2 ).3     
 
Figure 4.1  Embera Drua, looking toward the Chagres River from the church at the top of 
the hill. 
 
Forty-five minutes up the Chagres River from Porto Corotu on Lake Alajuela, the village 
is nestled on the side of a hill above a bend in the river, and was originally designated Embera 
2.60 by the Autoridad Canal de Panama (ACP), the Panama Canal Authority. "2.60" is a 
designation based on its elevation above sea level.  The villagers renamed their community in the 
early 1990s to Embera Drua, which means village of Embera People.  
                                                


























Figure 4.2  Map of Embera Drua village and primary tourism area. Hand-drawn and not 
to scale.  Used with permission of artist, Robert S. Freidin.   
 
A steep and rocky trail, with remnants of cement steps that have been washed away, leads 






Figure 4.3.  Primary trail leading from river to village. 
At the top of the trail are two small buildings.  The first is the engine house where boat 
motors—the village’s most prized collective possessions—are stored and repaired.  Life vests 
hang in lines from the small building's ceiling, ready for the tourists.  The other small building is 
for gasoline and equipment storage.   
Approximately one-third of the 20 raised, one-room houses have traditional roofs of 
thatched palm, while the other two-thirds (those farthest from the village center and the tourist 
activities) have roofs of corrugated tin.  The houses have no walls.  Wooden steps have mostly 
replaced the traditional notched log ladders.  Hand rails are rare.  Clotheslines filled with the 






                                                
4	Parumas are the brightly colored cloth skirts worn by Embera women.  A bolt of paruma cloth is 3 yards 





















Figure 4.4. Colorful parumas drying on the line. 
 
The trail ends in a large open space.  A multi-purpose dirt field serves as the village 
center and is the primary gathering area, the community dance floor and the athletic field for the 
school.  To the right is the village-designated guest house.  Raised on stilts and with a traditional 
log staircase, the guest house is divided into two rooms:  the kitchen where local women make 
food for the tourists, and the guest space where overnight guests of the village stay.  The kitchen 
boasts an open fire, built on a raised bed of wet leaves and dirt, framed by boards on each side: it 
is a system designed to accommodate an open fire on a wooden floor.  The field and guest house 
are the heart of the village, not just for tourists but also serving as the gathering area for village 
celebrations.  The only other building on this side of the village is la tienda, a small store where 
villagers buy snacks and non-disposable items such as toilet paper and soap.  On the other side of 
the field is the cultural house, the craft sales building and the schoolhouse.  Next to the craft sales 
building is the school house.  The cultural house is a thatched, round building with benches for 
tourists and an open area that serves as the stage for performances given to the seated tourists.  





crafts and jewelry make up the perimeter.  A second, much smaller craft house5 in found on the 
other side of the cultural house. The guest house, cultural house and craft sales building are 
depicted in Figure 4.5.  Behind the cultural house is the bathroom and shower building, recently 
installed with a grant from the Indigenous Tourism Cooperative for the tourist program.  Because 
the grant for the bathrooms was specifically made to provide tourist services, the facility remains 
cleaned and locked when visitors are not in the village.   
 
 
Figure 4.5.  Kitchen and guest house, cultural house, where presentations are given. 
Next to the crafts area is the cinderblock school (Figure 8), which houses the primary  
(K–5) and secondary (6–8) classes, one classroom each plus a kitchen/dining area.  At the far end 
of the building is an added room that serves as an apartment for the primary school teacher.  
Currently there are 10 primary students and eight secondary students.  Each classroom has its 
own teacher, sent by the government and trained in Panama City.  Neither teacher is Embera, nor 
                                                
5 The larger craft house is shared by villagers who each have a section.  Revenues from craft sales are 
earned directly by the family member whose section it is.  The smaller craft house displays the wares of a 





does either speak the Embera language.  Both teachers have rooms in the village during 
weekdays and return to Panama City each weekend.  In March 2016, a high school class  was to 
begin and a high school teacher is to join his or her colleagues in the village each week.  This is a                      
much-anticipated moment for the village, which has had difficulty affording high school 
education in Panama City due to the costs associated with living in the city.  On the side of the 
school is a mural (Figure 4.6) that includes a map of the Chagres National Park, designating the 
sections of the park that are under full protection and those areas designated as special zones, 
including what is referred to as the "cultural zone," within which Embera Drua is located.   
 








Figure 4.7.  Mural of Chagres National Park on school house. 
Between the craft sales area and the cultural house is a trail which leads up to the only 
other cinderblock building in the village, an evangelical church, Templo de Santidad Rio Vida 
#2.  In front of the church is a small, open, grassy area that sometimes serves as a secondary 
plaza or gathering space.  Along this trail are several other traditional houses (Figure 4.8).  
 





At the far end of the gathering area is glass and metal phone box which, with its modern 
look, stands in stark contrast to the more traditional native features surrounding it (Figure 4.9).  It 
was installed as part of the same modernization plan of the Torrijos government in the 1970s, 
which promised a school, a health center and telecommunications access for every Indigenous 
community.6  The phone works only sporadically but when it does, a call to the United States can 
be had for $.50 for the first minute, and $.25 for every minute thereafter.  Behind the phone box 
are more houses, these having the more modern corrugated tin roofs.  A thin trail into the jungle 
leads to other houses unseen from the village center. 
  
                                                







Figure 4.9. Village phone booth. 
The Tourist Experience 
Early each morning a village youngster runs up the hill to a site with cell phone service to 
check if there are any tours arriving for the day.  If there are phone messages, two pieces of 
metal are banged together to alert the village.  This campana de aviso or warning bell lets 
everyone know that there has been communication from a tour operator or tourists calling the 
village’s direct line.  Soon the message is heard through the village:  "Hay touristas" (thre are 
tourists) or "No hay," there are not). News of whether there are tourists determines how the 
morning will be spent for a good percentage of the village population.  Visits to town and other 
work are scheduled whenever possible around tourism, as tourism takes priority since it is the 
source of immediate cash.  During the slow season, tourists come only a few times a week and 
groups can be as small as a single couple.  Often these slow-season tours are not booked in 
advance which makes checking the daily messages critical.   
During the high season, November through March, tourists arrive daily and can be in 





February 2016 visit, I only heard the bell once because all the tours that week were advanced 
bookings.  
Tourists come to Embera Drua from either Panama City or Colon, usually in tour groups 
and with a Panamanian guide.  They gather at Porto Corotu on the banks of Lake Alajuela, an 
artificial lake created by the installation of the Madden Dam and used as a water reservoir for 
working the Panama Canal.  Once there, and after being handed their life vests, tourists board a 
piragua7, the traditional Embera canoe hand-carved from the enormous espavé (wild cashew) 
tree.  As the canoes cross the lake to the mouth of the Chagres River, guides provide a simple 
description of the area’s plant and animal life, and tourists, sweating in the hot and humid 
Panamanian weather, enjoy the breeze the movement brings.  Just across the lake, near the mouth 
of the Chagres, visitors ride past two other Indigenous villages, Parara Puru and Tuisupano, and 
the sight of the thatched roofs through the trees and the piraguas resting on the riverside adds to 
the immersive experience by providing a glimpse of what lies ahead.   
During the four mile, 45-minute ride up the river, visitors have an opportunity to see a 
wide variety of local bird life:  cormorants, grebes, kingfishers, and several species of heron 
along the water; colorful hummingbirds, motmots and toucans in the jungle, and a variety of 
hawks overhead.  Several varieties of monkeys live along the river banks and, although seldom  
seen, almost always make themselves heard.  Dancing along the water are butterflies of vibrant 
yellow and orange, interspersed with the iridescent blue of the native Blue Morpho butterfly.  
Multiple waterfalls cascade down the sides of the river bank add to the backdrop.  The typical 
moist broadleaf forest of a tropical rainforest biome supplies the dominant vegetation of the 
canal watershed, and the piraguas sail past this lush foliage of ferns, trees, and orchids which 
                                                





grow close enough to the water they can be reached out and touched; occasionally, some tour 
groups might even have the chance to spy—near the mouth of the river—a crocodile.  
The job of guiding and steering the canoes is generally given to the younger men of 
Embera Drua.  El capitan and el marinero, the captain and sailor, are two of the better paying 
jobs in the tourist program and those who earn the position speak of it with pride.  The captain is 
in charge of the motor and steering while the sailor stands at the front of the piragua with la 
palanca, the pole that helps to steer through the shallowest part of the river (as depicted in Figure 
4-10).  The boat ride through the jungle is an important part of the "immersion experience 
whereby visitors becoming physically a part of the experience itself" (Pine & Gilmore, 1999,     
p. 31).  The residents of Embera Drua say that this boat ride, the 45 minutes of travelling upriver, 
immersed in the sounds and smells of the jungle, is part of what sets the Embera Drua experience 
apart from those of the other villages closer to the port.  The Embera captain and sailor are 
dressed in loincloths, their bodies covered (tattooed) in impermanent traditional designs made by 
the juice of the jagua.  They communicate during the ride with hand gestures and whistles.  
These are roles that take training and competence and once a young man is deemed worthy by 







Figure 4.10. Guiding the piragua. 
As the canoe pulls up to a sandy area along the river bank, just below some rapids and 
perfect for disembarking from the piraguas, visitors are greeted by the sound of traditional, 
bamboo flutes and drums made from the hides of local animals—the size of the drum 
corresponding to the size of the animal.  At the top of the steep path leading up to the village, is a 
carved sign on which is written Bienvenidos a Embera Drua—welcome to Embera Drua (Figure 
4.11).  Here, the arriving tourists are warmly greeted by villagers, from babies to elders, all in 
their colorful native dress.  The women wear parumas—wrap skirts with bold patterns and colors 
and beaded halter-like tops, some with traditional tribal designs and others made from collected 
coins; many wear flowers in their hair.  The men wear colorful loincloths, called taparabo, 














Figure 4.11. Welcoming tourists—Bienvenido a Embera Drua. 
Guests are then led into the cultural house, a round hut with the palm-thatched roof.  A 
sign proclaims "Cooperative Tranchichi Embera Drua."  The Cooperativa, which governs the 
tourism project and is led by the villagers themselves, is named for the organized and 
hardworking leaf cutter ant, the tranchichi, found throughout the rainforests of Central America. 
A member of the village greets the visitors and then provides an in-depth narrative in Spanish 
describing the village, the Embera people themselves, as well as the history of the village and 
some of its many traditions.  The official greeter describes the school and church and refers to 
tourism as "the family business."  This job of welcoming and leading the tourism program is a 
specific job of a member of the tourism cooperative and is currently held by Ivan Ruiz, the 
grandson of the village founders. 
The background information is followed by a demonstration of basket making by a 
woman of the tribe.  Visitors learn how the colors are created:  red from teak leaves, brown from 
mud, yellow from a local root called yukiya.  Different weaving techniques are explained and the 





bark, the precursor to the paruma skirt, which was worn by ancestors before commercial cloth 
was available.  Visitors are shown the untreated cocobolo, the wood used for carving, and then a 
finished product made from the hard, dark native wood. Visitors are then invited to go on a 
botanical walk, learning about medicinal plants found in the jungle and listening to El 
Botanico’s8 commentary on modern life, "too much coca-cola," he says, "too many pills."  The 
Botanico, village founder Elias Ruiz, claims that people have come from around the world for 
his cures.  He treats everything from asthma to cancer.  He is pictured preparing leaves for a tea 
for a visitor that was having a hard time breathing through his nose (Figure 4.12), and who paid 
him $20 for assistance. 
 
Figure 4.12. "El botanico" Elias Ruiz, preparing an herbal cure. 
Tourists often get a jagua tattoo, traditional tribal designs made with ink from the Jagua 
fruit, which does not penetrate the skin and is temporary much like the more well-known henna 
                                                
8 Botanica, which is the Spanish word for botany, encompasses all knowledge of medicinal plant use.  El 
Botanico is the village elder who serves the community with this knowledge, administering cures and 





tattoos (Figure 4.13).  While waiting for lunch, visitors are encouraged to browse the craft house 
for souvenirs of baskets, masks, wood carvings or jewelry.   
 
Figure 4.13.  Jagua tattoos on Embera women. 
Lunch is a production that begins early in the morning, when local campesinos deliver 
tilapia caught that morning in the lake.  The fish is divided among the women and who then scale 
and filet pieces to fry over the open fire in the guest house kitchen.  Later, the fish is served on 
wooded plates with patacones (double-fried plantain, a staple of Panamanian food) followed by 







Figure 4.14. Collage of food preparation for the tourists. 
After lunch, musicians introduce traditional instruments:  drums made from tortoise shell, 
deer and agouti skin, and flutes from bamboo (Figure 4.15).  Next, dancers join the music, 
demonstrating traditional dances, introducing each dance with the names of the birds and animals 
that have inspired them:  the pelican, the night heron, the butterfly (Figure 4.16).  Finally, the 
guests are invited to join in the dancing with village members.  When the dancing is done, 
goodbyes are said and the tourists return to the boat and travel back down the river.  The total 
experience from port to port is approximately six hours.  The Embera clean up and head home 
for late lunch, a simple meal of rice and beans or yucca, very different from that which they 
served their visitors.  During much of the year, the after-lunch period is for siesta or indoor work 














Figure 4.16. Embera dancers. 
The Family: The Village 
This study’s intention from the start has been to share the story of Embera Drua—or 
rather, to create a vehicle for the village members to tell their own story of the tourism initiative 
so that it can be shared with other villages contemplating similar tourism projects, as well as with 
those interested in the impact of self-managed tourism.  Since phenomenological research 
characteristically starts with concrete descriptions of lived situations, often in first-person 
accounts, the findings in this study begin with the following story.  The story of Embera Drua 
and how it became a tourism destination is the story of a family.  Every introduction of every 
village member included a person’s relationship to village founders, Emiliano Caisamo and Elias 
Ruiz.  It becomes immediately clear that this is a village made up of family members and that 





"We are Embera and we are the family Caisamo y Ruiz."  Villagers tell the following 
origin story.  It began with the journey of Emiliano Caisamo and his wife,9 Segundina Dequia 
(Figure 4.17), and Elias Ruiz and his wife, Alicia Caisamo (Emiliano’s daughter), and their 
families.  It is the story of their journey searching for a better life for their families, first 
travelling throughout the deep jungle of the Darien and then out of the Darien to Panama City, 
only to search for a new jungle home when the city proved to be inhospitable.  It is the story of 
the families’ struggles to support themselves, first with subsistence agriculture and then, 
increasingly, with tourism.  It is a story still being told, as the village now fights to obtain high 
school education for its youth and looks for technical assistance to diversify and grow its tourism 
project.  Interestingly, the story, while told from each individual’s perspective and therefore 
having details relevant to that individual, was a consistently shared story across all villagers.  
There was general agreement regarding the significant events and occurrences that have 
impacted village life and the tourism project over the last 20 years.  The differences were in the 
details, the nuances, the individual perspectives. Before sharing the village's story the members 
of the village are now introduced. 
                                                
9 While the villagers use the term marry not all of the relationships are legal marriages according to 
Panamanian law. In the past young people chose each other, parents gave permission for them to be 






Figure 4.17. Village founders Emiliano and Segundina Caisamo. 
Segundina Dequia and descendants. The members of the village are all descendants 
and extended family members of the village's founders, Emiliano Caisamo and Elias Ruiz.  
Emiliano and his wife, Segundina, have three sons, Mamerto, Adan, Alonso, and one daughter, 
Alicia.  Alicia and her husband, Elias, have five sons, Eneldo, Angel, Euclides, Ivan and Eliezar.  
Eneldo and Angel were young boys when the family came to the River Chagres; Euclides, Ivan 
and Eliezar were born in the village. The family tree in Figure 4.18, depicts the descendants of 
Emiliano and Segundina, their children and grandchildren, with the exception of the descendants 
of Elias and Alicia, who are depicted in Figure 4.19.  
The Mecha family, which includes both the current Chief and the President of the tourism 






Figure 4.18. Family tree of Emiliano and Segundina and their descendants.  Asterisks (*) 






Figure 4.19.  Family tree of Elias Ruiz and Alicia Caisamo and their descendants. 
Asterisks (*) denote those interviewed in this study.  
In 2015, a new family name emerged to live and govern Embera Drua side-by-side the 
Caisamo and the Ruiz families.  The Mecha family, including village Noko (chief), Alexi, and 
Cooperativa President Mateo are related to "Tio" Elias, their mother and the founder’s father 
were cousins.  Since moving to the village Alexi married founder Emiliano’s granddaughter, 
Marlina, and Mateo’s stepdaughter has married another grandchild of Emiliano.  Older brother 
Eliodoro is the Cacique Regional (regional chief) and, while he doesn’t live in Embera Drua, 
represents the village in the Embera General Congress. Profiles of those interviewed are found in 
Appendix D. This brief portrayal of the village, the tourism experience, and the villagers 
interviewed is meant to provide context as the story of Embera Drua is told. 
Research 
Introduction.  This site-based research took place over three visits to Panama in Fall 
2015 and Winter 2016, the time in Embera Drua totaling five weeks.  The first visit of two weeks 
was from September 14 to 31, 2015, the second was from October 14 to 25, 2015, and the last 





observations of village life through photographs, video, field notes and journal entries when 
tourists were and were not present.  Every attempt was made to observe everyday patterns of 
behavior and not have my presence change village life while taking into account the views of the 
participants (Constable et al., 2012).   
Observations. I observed the village both when tourists were there and when there were 
not.  My journals include a detailed account of each day that I spent in the village.  I noted details 
of whom I spoke with, what I saw and what I did.  I recorded my impressions of everyone I saw:  
villagers, tourists and tour guides alike.  I noted the weather, the mood of the village, how each 
tourism presentation went, and how villagers’ observable free time was spent.  I noted the arrival 
of non-tourist visitors, the reviewers from the Cooperative Institute Autonomo Panameno 
(IPACOOP) and visiting family members from other villages, and the preparation and village 
politics that surrounded those visitors.  I noted and photographed different dress and when it was 
worn.  I recorded discussions that were not part of formal interviews; stories that were told, both 
traditional Embera stories and stories of visitors.  I took hundreds of photographs of both the 
tourism program and life in the village when there were no tourists.   
The nature of the tourism program does not vary much each day; the formula varies only 
in terms of group size and the number and nature of the questions from the tourists.  It is during 
the times when there were no tourists that I was able to observe villagers taking care of elements 
of life that had nothing to do with tourism—working, playing, talking with each other, going to 
church, spending time with their children and going to and from the city.  The days had a pattern 
to them and yet every day something would surprise me, if for no other reason than its newness 
to me.  I also recorded my experiences living in a very foreign environment.  My journals are 





Informal conversations and interviews were important source of information and data 
collection for my understanding of daily life in the village and Embera culture.  I did not 
formally interview Mateo, my village liaison, nor his wife Delia, as they are more recent arrivals 
to the village and did not meet the parameters (as stated in my IRB, see Appendix B).  However, 
hours of informal conversation with them were a valuable part of my experience and my 
understanding.  Similarly, though I did not formally interview either of the schoolteachers, the 
visiting tour guides or the children, informal interactions with all of them played an important 
role in my study and certainly added richness to my experience.   
All of these observations tell the story of a vibrant community, concerned with family 
and concerned with more opportunities for future generations.  While tourism is the focus of 
their day, there is plenty of time for play, for house work and repair, and for other entrepreneurial 
endeavors, such as Delia’s bread and paruma sales and the casa de duro.  Still, tourism is the 
primary collective family business,  it is how they "go to work" on days when there are visitors.    
Interviews. All 21 adult members of the village, the 11 men and 10 women introduced in 
this chapter, participated in the formal interviews, which lasted between 1.5 hours and 5 hours 
each.  Three changes to the interview process occurred from that which I had proposed initially.  
First, I had to rethink the boundaries of whom I would interview because of my 
misunderstanding about precisely when tourism started.  My original proposal was to interview 
people who lived in the village before tourism, but it is difficult to pinpoint exactly when that 
was.  I therefore broadened my boundaries to people who lived in the village before the 
formation of the Chagres National Park in 1986.  The two exceptions were Alexi Mecha, who 
arrived in 2003, and Karina Pari Pari, who arrived in 2010.  Alexi is married to Marlina, the 





was important.  Karina came to the interview with Eliezer and ended up participating, though 
that was not the original intention. Karina is a much more recent arrival to the village, however 
she added interesting perspective having grown up in Panama City. 
The second change was because of the villagers' desire to be interviewed with their 
spouses.  While not my original plan, the second interview, which was with village founder Elias 
Ruiz and his wife Alicia, was done together at their request.  My liaison and translator, Mateo, 
felt the request of the village elders should be honored.  Other subsequent couples requested this 
as well.  This meant that each interview included both a child or grandchild of the founders, with 
the perspective of growing up in the village, as well as the perspective of someone who came to 
live in the village from another place and could make some comparisons about quality of life 
with and without tourism.  This provided a rich layering of perspective.  My concern that one 
spouse might dominate the other was not evident, as in every case both spouses had plenty to say 
and spoke freely.  A total of nine couples were interviewed together.  Two participants did not 
interview with their spouses, Adan Caisamo and Lugencia Bedoya.  Both spouses, Sonia Chami 
and Alonso Caisamo, live in the village but are elderly and declined to participate.  Ramiro 
Caisamo, who was interviewed during the last visit, is single. 
Lastly, while my intention was to ask questions in the order presented in my IRB  
(Appendix B), it quickly became apparent that that was not the way the Embera tell stories or 
have conversations.  It was too linear.  After discussion with Mateo, a broad introduction to the 
study was offered as the interview started and then the participant simply told their story in their 
own manner.  The Embera are storytellers and it soon become apparent that it was more effective 





along as opposed to stopping the flow and asking a new question.  Rarely were their narratives in 
chronological order.   
All members of the village who lived in the village during the selected time period were 
invited to participate.  All were compensated $10 an hour, in accordance with the research 
agreement (Appendix A).  One villager asked for increased compensation, which I denied, so he 
chose not to participate.  With three exceptions, all the children of Emiliano and Elias who live 
in the village, and who were able, were interviewed.  Those exceptions were: Elias’ son, Angel, 
who wanted more money; Emiliano’s eldest son, Mamerto, who is hard of hearing and could not 
participate; and Emiliano’s son, Alonso. 
The 12 interviews (nine interviews with couples, three with individuals) represented 65% 
of the village population over 30 years of age.  The interviews resulted in 21 perspectives of the 
same story, but the story itself varied little and villagers shared similar points of view on the 
history of the village and tourism project.  The big moment, the key players, even the village’s 
struggles, were all remembered in much the same way.  Saturation was reached well before the 
last interview.  
Most days I did two interviews, one in the morning before the tourists came and one in 
the late afternoon.  The interviews took place in Mateo’s home, me sitting on the cooler that was 
my sofa during my stay, participants on the floor or on other coolers (the Embera do not 
traditionally use chairs).   
All interviews were recorded with two separate audio devices and photos were taken of 
each participant.  Snacks and juice were offered to all participants and all participants were 
compensated for their time according to the terms of the research agreement negotiated with the 





follow-up questions. Several others participated in the group interviews with the dancers and 
musicians. 
The village’s origin and that of its tourism project is based on the narratives, or stories, 
generated from individuals.  They are the primary data source.  While these narratives were from 
people within a specific culture—that of the Embera—the final narrative is not about the Embera 
culture as a whole, but the story of a specific family, a specific village and a specific tourism 
project.  
The Story: Building a Village 
While this is the story of Embera Drua and the village’s tourism project, Alicia Caisamo 
and Elias Ruiz’s story of their journey from the Darien to the Chagres, which started the village, 
sets the stage and provides perspective; as such, I have included it here.  Once on the Chagres, 
the next generation’s story begins. The story includes; first, the history of the Caisamo and Ruiz 
families leaving the Darien, first to work in Panama City, and then, second, finding their spot on 
the Rio Chagres where they founded a village; third, the evolution of the tourism project from 
selling crafts ad hoc to members of the Canal Commission and soldiers;  fourth, developing a 
product for a tour company and then realizing they were being underpaid; fifth, the formation of 
their own nonprofit and later the Cooperative; sixth, village disagreements that caused 
shutdowns of the tourism projects for periods of time and resulted in members of the village 
leaving; and, seventh, the increase in competition from other villages and craft sales at souvenir 
shops.  These stories were consistently told though details and emphasis varied.  The story starts 
before the arrival of the family to the Chagres River.10  In the beginning the families of Emiliano 
                                                
10 The Chagres River, in central Panama, is the largest river in the Panama Canal's watershed. The river  
has two dams, and the resulting reservoirs—Gatun Lake and Lake Alajuela—form an integral part of the 





and Elias were from the Manane, Rio Balsa, in the Darien11, "la Madre de la Embera" and lived a 
transient life along the river that was typical of the Embera at that time.  Emiliano is no longer 
alive, and Segundina was not offered to be interviewed, due to her advanced age12 but I was 
privileged to hear from Elias and his wife, Emiliano’s daughter Alicia, about the journey that led 
them to the Upper Chagres and the founding of Embera 2.60 (later Embera Drua). 
The following is the story of that journey, compiled from interviews with Elias Ruiz and 
Alicia Caisamo Ruiz in September, 2015.  The 21 villagers interviewed all expressed hope for 
the future of tourism and the potential opportunities it might offer for the young people of 
Embera Drua.  They appeared to be pleased that "outsiders" are interested in Embera Drua, as 
evidenced by my research. 
The origin story. It was a hard life for a young couple with young children, who moved 
from Rio Balsa to explore the jungle, moving place to place, looking for work, looking for food, 
trying to get by, their story is filled with the names of people who helped them long ago, giving 
them places to stay, giving them work as they journeyed from place to place.  A story in which 
hunger was a constant and successful hunts of tortoises, wild boar and deer are remembered 50 
years later.  It is a story of hard work, Elias building piraguas to sell, fishing the rivers and 
tributaries of the Darien and temporarily farming land of others. The family moved often and 
there was just enough to get by. At one point they found themselves on Guna land.13  Alicia 
remembers that "the women looked away but the men talked to us." A Guna man leased them a 
                                                
11 The Darien, as used by participants, refers to the southeastern jungle of Panama and Northern 
Columbia.  Darien is also the name of the country’s largest province and the "Darien Gap" is the jungle 
area between the end of the transcontinental highway in Panama and the point where the road starts again 
in Columbia. 
12 I do not know Segundina’s age, but her daughter is in her mid to late seventies so it would be 
reasonable to assume she is at least 90. 
13 The Guna Indians are a tribe living on the islands on the Caribbean side of Panama and on the 
Caribbean coast from the central part of the country down through Columbia.  They are very distinct in 





patch of land to clear for $30 and paid them $3 a day to farm it. They stayed a month, at the end 
of which Elias had enough money to pay for a small Guna boat which cost $20.  Elias and Alicia 
journeyed through the forest for several years.  In the mid-1970s14 Elias bought a small radio.  
There was a radio show called Nilson Pola that the Embera used to pass messages to each other.  
One day Elias and Alicia heard a message from Alicia’s brother, Adan, and father, Emiliano. 
"We are in the City. We are working construction. We are not coming back." They heard another 
message to Mamerto, the brother who had stayed in the Darien.  "We are not coming back.  
Bring mama to the city."  Elias and Alicia had been gone so long in the jungle that they didn’t 
know that many of the family had left the Darien to find work in Panama City. Neither Elias nor 
Alicia had ever been to the city and didn’t know how they would find their family.  When they 
arrived in Panama City, other Embera pointed them to a public market where the Embera left 
messages for each other.  At the market they saw a boy they knew from home, Sorio.  They told 
him, "We are lost and we don’t know where Papa (Emiliano) is."  Sorio knew! It had been over 
five years since they had seen their family.  When they arrived in the city they were told they had 
to wear clothes.  They owned one shirt between them.  Clothes were the first of many expenses 
in the city that they had not had in the jungle. Emiliano, Adan and Alonso and their families were 
sharing a house while the men worked construction.  There were many family members crowded 
in a house without running water.  Alicia disliked living in the city and soon she and Elias took 
the children back to the village of Ipati in the Darien.  Later they heard that there was a big 
project that would bring lots of jobs, the building of the Pan-American Highway.  For two years 
Elias worked on the construction of the freeway and Alicia grew rice and corn.  What they didn’t 
eat, she sold.  They saved their money.  Then the government of then-Panamanian President 
                                                
14 The narrative of Elias and Alicia covered a period of over 40 years and was not told in a chronological 






Omar Torrijos announced that residents of the area were going to have to move because of the 
freeway. President Torrijos funded a big bus that displaced people could take to Panama City.  
Embera from the Darien were dispersed throughout Panama.  Once again Elias and Alicia 
arrived in the city.  Once again, they hated it.  "No soy de la ciudad," says Alicia, "Soy del 
campo"—“I am not of the city. I am of the land.” 
Although other family members did not find the city so objectionable, saying, "We have 
work, we are eating," Alicia said: "We can’t stay here."  She remembers being constantly in 
trouble for not wearing a shirt. They still had no fresh water.  She did not feel safe in the city, nor 
could her children play freely.  "I am going to look for a place for us" she told her family. Her 
father, Emiliano questioned her, "What are you looking for and where will you look?"  But her 
husband, Elias, supported her.15   
During this time Emiliano met an Embera man named Antonio Tocumo at the public 
market.  Both men liked to play the lottery there.  Antonio told him about the Rio Chagres.  
Antonio told him that there was no work there, but there was clean water, lots of fishing; it was 
beautiful like the Darien and there were lots of rabbits to hunt and sell for basic goods.  After 
several failed attempts to find it, Emiliano had a vacation day and rented a boat.  It was 1976.  
Emiliano and his three sons, Adan, Alonso and Mamerto, went up river and found a place called 
Rio Chico, which is north of Embera 2.60 and is a tributary of Rio Chagres.  Alicia is quick to 
say, "Nobody lived here and it wasn’t a park then."  They made a fire to cook food and found a 
big avocado tree.  The family brought out chickens and dogs for hunting and began clearing the 
land.  Several of the men, including Emiliano, stayed in the city and worked until the land was 
cleared.  Now they just needed a house.  There was one house for several families.  At this point 
                                                
15 Emiliano and Elias are credited as the founders of the village, but by this telling it was Alicia who was 





only Alonzo and Adan stayed working in the city, but their wives and children moved to Rio 
Chico.  This was the beginning of what would eventually become the village of Embera Drua. 
Life was hard.  They had clean water and they grew food.  Emiliano built a piragua to 
transport the family.  Then he built another to sell.  They sold fish to campesinos down river or 
traded fish for corn and rice to feed the many hungry mouths.  All of the family members pooled 
their earned income for that which they couldn’t grow—salt, matches, coffee and kerosene. The 
2.60 site was originally cleared by the family to grow corn and rice.  Eventually Emiliano moved 
there and the family followed.  The site was named Embera 2.60 by the Canal Authority but says 
Alicia, "We changed it to Embera Drua later. We wanted an Embera name, not one given by 
outsiders."  The government named the school Escuela Embera 2.60 and it is still called that 
today. 
Interviews of the next generation picked up on the story from this point forward.  The 
children and grandchildren of Emiliano all told me about the next ten years16, during which the 
family farmed and hunted and fished.  It was a subsistence living, very hard but preferable to 
living in the city.  In 1984, the Panamanian government announced that the area of the Chagres 
which included Embera 2.6 was going to be part of the new Chagres National Park.  Elias 
comments that "They (the government) didn’t seem to know that there were Embera up the River 
Chagres."  Adan and Elias both say that there was no consultation with the Embera from the 
Panamanian government about the designation of the National Park, which came with many 
restrictions, the most significant being that the Embera could no longer sell that which they 
hunted and grew.  Government restrictions included prohibition of the "slash and burn" clearing 
for farming due to its damage to the Panama Canal Watershed.  These restrictions led the 
residents of Embera 2.60 to search for other ways to make money and feed their families, and is 
                                                





often cited by the villagers and the tourism literature as the catalyst for the Embera starting 
tourism. 
In 1986, Adan started a school for the children and served as a voluntary teacher despite 
only having a sixth grade education himself:  "I was very worried about the children not being 
able to read."  Initially, classes were held outside or in someone’s house and then they began 
building a schoolhouse with cinderblocks and cement donated by police and the national 
guardsmen they met along the river.  The Panamanian government sent workers and supplies to 
finish the building and the schoolhouse was finished in 1990; the government sent the first 
professional teacher. 
The family’s forays into tourism began around this time.  Boatloads of officials from the 
Canal Authority would come to the village and ask if they had crafts for sale, thereby creating a 
cottage industry of carving and experimentation with basketry.  Both Adan and Euclides 
remembered General Woerner of the U.S. Southern Command, who regularly came with his 
soldiers, always bringing food and clothing, always buying crafts and once even donating $5,000 
to the village.   
The years 1995 through 2000 were critical to the formation of tourism at Embera Drua.  
The village was organizing and forming relationships with important outside allies.  Internal 
differences also erupted over the village’s role in tourism.  It is difficult to determine exact dates 
when certain things occurred as there are no records, memories differ and events occurred over 
time. 
Villagers mention several individuals who helped in the establishment of the tourism 
program.  Many are known only by their first names:  Ivan from an NGO, Ingrid from the 





entertaining soldiers and members of the Canal Authority, the first formal tourism programs 
were offered in 1996, in partnership with Dr. Daniel Cruja, a tour operator for a company called 
Centro Adventura specializing in serving tourists from Spain. Cruja advised that villagers offer 
cultural programs and food, a program not unlike that given to tourists today.  Alicia told me that 
there was great nervousness on the part of the elder members of the village, because "They (the 
elder villagers) knew that the Spaniards killed Indians." Lugencia noted that, while parents were 
torn about getting into tourism, the "children were all for it."  Said Angelina, "The children 
weren’t afraid. They thought the strangers were interesting."  The business arrangement with 
Centro Adventura meant that the village would receive $3 per visitor, which the Embera were 
happy to receive.  They quickly learned, however, that it didn’t begin to cover expenses, the most 
significant of which was, and remains today, the transportation costs up the river, including 
renting piraguas.  Adan, Euclides and Eneldo all laughed at how small an amount it was, saying 
that they did not know any better at the time.  Adan noted, "We had to learn who to trust and 
who not to."  This is the first of a long list of people and companies whom the villagers mention 
would simultaneously help the village and exploit the people of Embera Drua’s lack of 
experience with tourism.   
When a competing tour company offered $5 a visitor instead of the $3 they were 
receiving, the younger generation in the village wanted to make a new deal but the elders wanted 
to honor the arrangement they had with Centro Adventura.  While villagers debated what to do, 
someone suggested that they work for multiple tourism operators.  Euclides remembers this as 
something that they had never considered.  Both Euclides and Eneldo recalled that while the 
villagers were arguing amongst themselves about what to do, Centro Adventura "lost its license."  





no tourism, "We’d go back to hunting," said Adan.  During the down times some family 
members moved back to the Darien.  "Tourism took time and it was hard and people weren’t 
patient," says Eneldo.  "We did not know the business, how it worked."  Euclides and Johnson 
both told me of the (unnamed) village member who didn’t want tourists and so claimed that the 
staircase that led up from the river was his and not available to the visitors.  Those that wanted 
tourism were forced to build another set of stairs.  Another oft-told story was that the village 
received aid to build several piraguas for the tourism project and then argued over who "owned" 
the piraguas.  "Everyone was fighting" according to Adan’s, Eneldo’s, and Euclides’ interviews. 
The younger generation, led by the grandchildren of Emiliano, banded together at this 
point and, after a village meeting, they decided to form a non-governmental organization (NGO) 
to operate the tourism business.  They were aided by Atilano Flaco, an Embera leader who 
advised them to organize officially, to adopt a village structure with a Noko (chief), and to file 
the nonprofit with the Panamanian government.  Flaco was a well-known musician, who had 
served as a district magistrate in the Darien and had many contacts within the Panamanian 
government.  A friend of Adan and Alonso, Flaco was intrigued by Embera Drua’s experience 
with tourism and wanted to help.  He moved to Embera Drua with his family and helped the 
village organize, serving as the first director of the nonprofit, called Wanamera-Embera Chagres, 
which means "Let's go to the Embera Chagres."  Euclides called Flaco "our Cesar" because he 
came in and helped when times were the most difficult.  Senor Flaco lent them money, and 
secured an old motor for the village piragua, reducing travel time from the village to the port 
from 4 hours to 45 minutes.  Most importantly, Señor Flaco had contacts with Julian Change 
from the Instituto Panameño de Turismo (IPAT—now the Tourism Authority of Panama or 





village with tour operators and funding sources.  The Central Association of Research and Social 
Action Panameño (CEASPA) gave a grant for tools and technical assistance.  Jose Hurtado from 
the Instituto Nacional de Recursos Naturales Renovables (INRENARE), the precursor to what is 
now the Ministry of the Environment, helped the villagers find a lawyer to file the nonprofit 
paperwork; a Peace Corps volunteer living in the village developed a webpage for the tourism 
project.  Through all of these efforts, tourism picked up again.  The villagers added the waterfall 
trail to their touristic offerings, a popular amenity now utilized by three villages.  Still, even with 
the outside assistance, a lack of business acumen made it difficult for the villagers to understand 
and meet the legal requirements for forming and managing their NGO.  "With the government, 
everything costs money," says Eneldo as he remembers villagers spearfishing to raise the money 
to pay a lawyer to file papers.  As tourism grew, more families moved from the Darien to 
Embera Drua to make money from tourism.  When there was a lull between visitors, they would 
move back. 
Tourism was blossoming by 2002 according to those interviewed. In 2002, a technical 
assistance grant from USAID and the Institute of Tropical Forestry provided training in 
sustainable tourism and interpretation to some of the villagers.  Johnson points to this as the kind 
of support he’d like to see more:  the skills offered were very practical and relevant.   
 The years 2000 to 2006 were the most successful years of the tourism project according 
to those interviewed.  Visitors were coming regularly and from a variety of tour companies. 
Visitors purchased an abundance of crafts.  Importantly, there was no competition from other 
Embera villages.  Despite these positive indicators, the villagers had a sense the tour companies 
were not always fair:  they sent more visitors than were paid for and often took a long time to 





to rent piraguas as well as for food and gasoline, all of which made it difficult to continue when 
the funds did not come promptly from the tour operators.  
While tourism was growing, the management of the tourism business was not without 
problems.  Atilano Flaco, who had helped the village organize and file important paperwork and 
was serving as head of the nonprofit, left in 2002 after some discrepancies in management. 
Paperwork and fiscal reports that needed to be filed, had not been filed, or were not filed 
properly; this caused the non-profit (NGO) Wanamera-Embera Chagres to lose good standing 
with the Panamanian authorities.  This status of "not in compliance" with the Panamanian 
government resulted in some fracture in the community.  In 2003, several villagers, including 
Johnson and Mateo, began insisting on the implementation of formal accounting procedures, 
including asking tour operators for receipts.  In 2005, in the midst of these controversies, another 
member of the village, who had been a leader of the tourism initiative, moved out of the village 
completely and started a competing tourism village down river.17  This marked a clear turning 
point in the evolution of tourism in Embera Drua according to Mariola, Euclides, Johnson, 
Eneldo and Mateo.  For the first time the village had competition.  Because of its closer 
proximity to the port, the new village, Tuisipano, could charge less for transportation to a 
program almost identical to that at Drua.  The individual who left also took with him a great deal 
of experience, as he had been running the Drua tourism program and much of the promotions.  
Villagers were very honest about this part of their history, but asked that I not mention the name 
of the individual. 
Soon after the formation of the second village’s tourism efforts, several other Embera 
villages along the Chagres began tourism projects as well.  Currently there are four Embera 
                                                
17  The story of the villager who left and started a competing village is a sensitive one, in part because he 
is family and the "bad blood" that has been created is an ongoing point of contention.  Villagers said they 





villages offering tourism experiences along the river and several others in the Panama Canal 
watershed close to Colon and Panama City.  All of these villages are closer to Panama City and 
Colon than Drua and are therefore able to charge less to tourism operators because of the costs of 
the longer boat ride to Drua.  This increased competition from other villages, coupled with the 
increase of crafts being widely available in souvenir shops in Panama City and Colon, have 
caused revenues to drop at Drua.  
The vacancy created by the head of the tourism project moving to another village, made 
space for Johnson and Mateo, the only members of the village with more than a high school 
education, to step into leadership positions.  This was in 2006.  Neither were direct descendants 
of founders Emiliano and Elias, but both had family ties.  Johnson had married a granddaughter 
of Emiliano, and Mateo’s mother was a first cousin of Elias, his father an old friend.  Both men 
worked with the Cooperative Institute Autonomo Panameno (IPACOOP) and developed a 
constitution and operating plan for a new tourism cooperative, Tranchichi, which was approved 
in 2009. 
Euclides makes a point that the government respects the Cooperativa and that it (the 
Cooperativa) "gives us validity"; and Leica says, "Now we have controls.  Before we never 
really knew if we were losing or gaining."  During my visit to the village, IPACOOP staff visited 
to review the accounts and interview the board about operations and procedures.  Mateo, as 
president of the Cooperativa, is responsible for producing quarterly records and accounts that 
include expenses and revenues, tour operators and size of groups that have visited, which 
villagers worked each visit and evidence that they received payments for that work.  The 






This study’s overarching question was: How do the Embera Drua experience and assess 
the effects of their almost-two-decade tourism initiative on daily village life?  The subsequent 
clarifying questions were developed to get at the details and nuances of that experience on daily 
life, revitalization of culture, community involvement, and governance and tourism’s impact on 
Embera’s relationship to the outside world.  
These findings are organized around the areas of focus developed with my interview 
questions, although some distinctions which seemed clear before my data gathering, now blur.  
The fact is that everything in this village is impacted by tourism, from the daily schedule to its 
standing with the national government of Panama.  That I imagined otherwise was perhaps a 
symptom of my Western outsider perspective.   
Focus One: Impact on Daily Life  
Each morning around 4 a.m., the howler monkeys wake and the jungle is filled by 
hundreds of eponymous cries.  Later the roosters crow and then babies wake.  These are the 
sounds of the early morning, the sounds which note time and wake the village.  How the rest of 
the day unfolds is dependent on one thing:  "Are tourists coming?  And if so, how many?"  
On a day when there are tourists coming, the tourism program is the focus of the entire 
village.  Local campesinos arrive early in the morning with a boatload of tilapia from the lake, 
which will be served to the visitors for lunch. And women get to work on the river’s edge, 
scaling, filleting and salting the fish.  The captain and sailor leave to transport guests up the river, 
young women rake the trail and elder women clean the restrooms.  Young men practice their 
music, young girls gather flowers for their hair, and all begin dressing in traditional garb.  The 





fruit is cut.  While not every villager participates, more than half of the adult villagers participate 
directly and for several hours the tourists are the focus of the entire village.    
Cleaning the village is something done for tourism.  Euclides says that when the first 
company came to negotiate with them to develop a touristic package, the first thing they were 
told was to clean the village.  "There were mountains of garbage everywhere," he remembers.  
This is a phenomenon experienced in many Indigenous communities in Panama.  The habit of 
throwing things out of the house or down the trail when everything was from the jungle and 
biodegradable has continued in a world that now contains plastics.  Mateo and the Cooperativa 
work hard to present a clean village when tourists are coming (Figure 4.20), but after a few days 
without tourists there is litter scattered throughout the village.  While villagers have internalized 
that litter is unattractive to visitors, they do not seem to be bothered by it themselves. Part of this 
stems from the lack of any sanitation infrastructure.  What is not biodegradable must be collected 
and burned.  This smells awful, but is the only solution to keeping the mountains of trash from 



























Figure 4.20. Raking the trail and picking up litter before the tourists arrive. 
While tourism was seen to have improved the quality of life for the village, bringing extra 
income, government support and possibilities for the future, it has not been without continued 
sacrifices.  Numerous people mentioned the cost of keeping houses "traditional," with roofs 
made from a Fan Palm, which is no longer found in the upper Chagres region.  This means that 
those who live in houses near the tourist center of the village must go to the Darien and purchase 
palm leaves to repair the roof, which is necessary every four to five years.  A tin roof lasts 
approximately 20 years and is preferred by most if not all villagers, and used by those whose 
homes are at a distance from the center of tourism activity.  The tourism cooperative is 
convinced that tourists expect to see primarily traditional houses, so active members have agreed 
to keep their houses traditional despite the burden.   
Afternoons, and mornings without tourists, are spent by adult villagers making repairs to 
houses, boats and motors; maintaining the village; making crafts for sale; preparing meals, 





tourism affects daily life.  A visit to town requires carrying purchases up the steep trail and their 
careful storage in coolers.  There is time for visiting with neighbors, and churchgoers attend 
services several times a week.  Daily life is certainly influenced by tourism—the importance of 
village maintenance and the making of crafts for sale are directly related to the tourism business 
and nothing is more important than keeping the motors and boats repaired.  Nevertheless, there is 
plenty of time for family and food and social life. 
The river is an important part of daily life as well.  The Embera are a river people.  They 
fish and swim and navigate the Chagres daily.  They revel in the river’s beauty and freshness.  
The physical beauty and abundance of the river and jungle is something held close to the heart of 
the villagers.  As Jose said: "This is our place.  We are of Chagres.  Here I have my river, I have 
the forest, I have an abundance of fresh water.  Here I am free."  The Chagres National Park has 
raised concerns about the carrying capacity of the river, including the polluting effect of so many 
motorized piraguas (CNP Management Plan) from tourism. 
A stronger village economy is certainly a positive impact of the tourism initiative.  
Villagers remembered struggling during times of subsistence agriculture at Drua or other 
villages.  Cash earned from the tour operators and the direct sale of artesania not only assists in 
an increased quality of life but also creates a secondary market for small entrepreneurial efforts 
such as those I witnessed throughout the village.  For example, Delia sells bread and butter from 
the house; several women sell eggs; and Andrea makes duros,  small plastic sandwich bags filled 
with juice, tied at the corner with a rubber band and frozen in a kerosene powered freezer.  After 
the tourists leave and people have coins, these "Embera popsicles" sell out quickly in the heat 
and humidity—in fact, sales of duros spiked during my three research trips.  While the economy 





experience with money management means that villagers sometimes struggle with economic 
issues.  The temptation to buy new things as soon as there is cash in hand is evidence of a 
growing consumer culture. 
Hunting and farming, once the focus of subsistence living, is now curtailed by National 
Park regulations.  This has been a big change in village daily life, particularly for those villagers 
who excelled at hunting and fishing and who aren’t as enthusiastic about tourism.  The 
restrictions create a dependency on tourism, the small entrepreneurial efforts of villagers 
notwithstanding.  
The impact of tourism on daily life of the village is seen in the pattern of each day.  Many 
of the impacts on daily life discussed by those interviewed supported the findings of a 2002 
study that analyzed the first five years of tourism at Embera Drua (Bauer et al., 2002), including 
a stronger village economy with more economic diversity, better relationship with ANAM (the 
Panamanian national environmental authority), better sanitation infrastructure, donations of 
equipment, better opportunities for women, increased societal values, and reduced alcoholism; 
negative impacts included increased dependency on tourism and the National Park, training 
being limited to a specific group of villagers, less hunting and fishing, the feeling that the 
villagers were becoming a consumer society and that capitalism was promoting more 
individualism, that culture was becoming a business, and internal conflict over traditional 
government and tourism management (Edgell, 2013).  
All–in-all, it is not an overstatement to say that tourism has impacted almost every aspect 





Focus Two: Revitalization of Culture 
I have learned about my own culture from the tourism project. As a child I never would 
have imagined that my father’s traditional ways would make a living for me in tourism. 
(Jose Caisamo, interview September 20, 2015) 
Butler and Hinch (2007) ask whether Indigenous tourism "represents an opportunity for 
Indigenous people to gain economic independence and cultural rejuvenation or whether it 
presents a major threat of hegemonic subjugation and cultural degradation" (p. 2).  This was the 
second focus of my questioning.  I wondered: has the tourism initiative changed Embera Drua’s 
knowledge and understanding of their own culture and in what ways do Embera members feel 
that the tourism initiative has or has not contributed to the revitalization of the Embera culture? 
The following section looks at several areas of Embera culture including artesania, botanica, 
music, dance, language, and mixed results. 
Artesania.  Basketry and wood carvings are crafts very integral to Embera culture.  
While functional basketry is a centuries-old tradition, the development of the decorative, finely 
woven baskets sold to tourists was the direct result of requests from the initial visitors to the 
village long before there was a formal tourism program.  The carvings are new to this last half 
century.  Adan remembers the foreign visitors coming to buy fish from Emiliano and asking if 
there were any crafts to purchase.  He laughs when he remembers the villagers struggling to 
create carvings for members of the Canal Commission and soldiers that traveled up the river in 
their canoes.  "They said if we made enough they would bring it to the city and put it in their 
offices and others would be interested and want to buy."  At the time, no one was carving, 
everyone was focused on subsistence agriculture.  Adan laughed again, saying that when they 
began carving to meet these requests, "We made three things: carvings of frogs, carvings of 
armadillos and a traditional Embera human figure.  I wasn’t very good."  Later, when members 





them were being sold for a much higher price than what they were sold for originally.  This 
began a long history of people who helped and also, perhaps, took advantage.  It should be noted, 
however, that although many of the older generation interviewed mentioned incidents such as 
these, none seemed to carry any animosity toward the outsiders.  "We’re ‘Indians,’" they say 
with self-deprecation, "what do we know about business?"   
Experimentation with types of woods and styles of carvings has allowed the products 
offered to tourists to diversify over time and now Embera carving, particularly artifacts carved 
from the dense and sustainable cocobolo wood harvested from Lake Alejuela, is a significant 
source of income.  The carvings are still made exclusively by highly sharpened chisels and 
scarred hands are not uncommon among male members of the village.   
Basketry has also changed significantly because of tourism.  Baskets were not one of the 
products initially offered.  Tourist demand increased both the type of baskets offered and the 
artistic development of decorative baskets and masks.  Utilitarian baskets for household use, for 
carrying firewood,  agriculture products and baskets for fishing, have been made by the Embera 
for centuries.  This type of basketry is made from the Panama hat palm, the Maquenque palm 
and a variety of vines.  The weave is larger than with the decorative baskets favored by tourists, 
which are made from the Chunga palm (Figure 4.21).  Use of the finer Chunga palm is a more 
recent phenomenon, one that is a direct response to the demands of tourism.  Lugencia 
remembers experimentation in the early days to determine what products would sell.  At one 
point there was an attempt to weave baskets out of plastic bags and several woman travelled to 






Figure 4.21. Traditional utilitarian basket found in the home. 
The finer, colorful baskets made from Chunga palm are typical of the Wounaan, another 
Choco tribe in Panama (Figure 4.22).  The Embera began making them in the last 30 years, after 
the Embera men saw the tourist demand and successful sales of the Wounaan baskets (Colin, 
2010; Velásquez Runk, 2001).  
Tourists coming now do not purchase the amount of crafts that they have in the past.  
Raquel, Leica, Mariola and Lesbia commented that there is more opportunity to buy at souvenir 
shops on the Panama City tour, which for many visitors is one of the first things they do upon 
arriving in Panama.  Tour guides no longer promote sales in the village the way they used to.  








Figure 4.22. Modern basketry sold to tourists. 
Embera baskets are now found at practically every souvenir shop in Panama. They are 
featured in tourism brochures and are a key source of revenue for Embera Drua and extended 
family members in the Darien who create and send baskets to Drua.  One of the diversification 
plans is for the Embera to open a shop of their own in Panama City to compete directly in the 
souvenir market.  
In the case of artesania, the impact of tourism has been significant.  It has increased the 
output, changed the style and nature of the product, and brought in increased revenue into a 
village with subsistence economy 
Music. 
I am happy to be Embera, happy to play our traditional music and proud that we are who 
we are.  (Soy orgulloso que somos nosotros). (From interview with Eliezer Caisamo, 
October 2015) 
Music is another area impacted by tourism.  Song and dance have traditionally been part 
of Embera celebrations, and now the traditional music of the Embera is a key part of the Embera 
Drua tourism experience.  New songs and dances have been learned and young people are 
actively learning the songs and the steps in a way not known a generation ago.  As tourists 





drums travel up the trail and the musicians, with their traditional instruments and clothing, are 
the first people one sees.  Tocanda la musica (playing music)  is a job for males, younger boys 
learning from the elders.  
Eliezer, who plays the large bass drum, the bom-bom, spoke passionately about the value 
of Embera music to the culture:  
The instruments we play are traditional instruments.  The music is something that we 
value, first because it is old, it is from our ancestors, our grandfathers and great-
grandfathers and also because it is important that we don’t forget it.  We can’t forget it 
(our music) because it is something of ours.  If we lost it, we would not be Embera. It 
would be something ugly if we lost parts of our culture. 
Eliezer spoke of seeing his uncle and grandfather playing, and, as a child, wanting to learn to 
play the big drum, the bom bom.  He learned to play when he was 12, taught by his Uncle 
Mamerto.  Now he plays for tourists and at parties, and teaches younger boys. Eliezer says,  
It is very valuable.  If I go to the Darien, there are no young people who play traditional 
instruments, no one my age, only old men of 60 or 70 years old.  Here you see we are 
working in tourism but there they are not.  In the Darien, which is the mother of the 
Embera, tourism doesn’t exist in this way. The culture is being lost but here, close to the 
city we are doing tourism and so we keep it (our culture). 
This is an interesting perspective.  Based on interviews, tourism has created interest in 
music by the younger generation.  One of the impacts of tourism has been revitalization of 
music.  
Dance. 
I feel great emotion that when we dance we are bringing an experience of Embera 
Culture to people from other countries. (From interview with Lesbia Mezua, Maestra de 
Danza) 
While the music starts the tourists’ village experience, dancing is the culmination (Figure 
4.23).  First, dancers perform for the tourists and then tourists are invited to dance with the 
villagers.  Many of the dances are named for elements of the jungles and are choreographed to 














Figure 4.23.  Embera dancers. 
Lesbia, the dance master, speaks with great pride about not only keeping traditional 
dances alive but adding to the village repertoire so that tourists see different things.  She takes 
the younger dancers to meetings and performances and adapts new dances she sees.  As I left the 
village the girls were getting ready to dance at a large gathering at the Embera National 
Congress, and Lesbia was very excited about both what they were bringing and the new dances 
they would see.   
While Lesbia began dancing at a very young age in her home village, several other 
women said they did not know any traditional dances until they moved to Embera Drua as 
brides.  When tourism began there were only four women in the village that knew any dances at 
all.  They learned from other villages, from women like Stephanie and Lesbia, who grew up 
dancing.  Stephanie speaks of dancing as her way of showing her pride of being Embera. "I am 
Indigenous. I am Embera. I have always been proud of this. Dancing is part of my culture, I 
always say it. I am proud to be Indian, to dance with the women, to dance for the tourists."  Now 





pride of  "giving tourists an experience of the Indigenous people of Panama," was one of them.  
Karina, who grew up in Panama City, also did not know any dances until she moved to Drua: "I 
love the experience of dancing with the other women, who are my new friends, and dancing for 
the tourists."   
Of all the cultural activities, dancing includes the youngest members of the village, with 2 
and 3 year olds joining in.  Like music, tourism has had a revitalizing impact on dance. 
Clothing. "I like to wear the traditional clothes of the Embera for the tourists. When I do, 
I feel like a rock star!" (from interview with Jose Caisamo, September 20, 2015). The Embera’s 
traditional dress and body painting are a significant feature of the tourism project, the focus of 
much of the photography and the element that seems to create the expected exotic Indigenous 
atmosphere expected by the foreign visitors.  Clothing has evolved for the Embera and their 
choices about what to wear for the tourist program reflects tradition, practicality and their 
perception of tourist’s expectations.  When tourists are not in the village the men mostly wear 
jeans or shorts and t-shirts, although several of the elder men wear the loincloth (andias) even 
when tourists are not in the village.  Whether tourists are there or not, the women wear the 
traditional colorful paruma and a tank top or t-shirt.  The paruma is an identifying element for the 
Embera.  Made from brightly colored patterned materials, it is worn by women all the time.  The 
women love the bright colors and each has many different parumas.  They tell me that a new 
paruma is the preferred gift from their husbands and show me on a bolt of cloth from Japan 
where it says "Embera"—demonstrating that the market created by Embera women has 
generated fabric made specifically for them.  
On tourist days the men wear the loincloth under the beaded taparabo.  When I first 





with beadwork and coins with their paruma.  All of the women are painted with the juice of the 
jagua, sporting geometric traditional designs.  The colorful attire and striking body painting 
certainly adds an exotic feel to the tourist experience and residents of Embera Drua are very 
aware of this.    
Those interviewed were also keenly aware that the traditional clothing and tattoos are 
appealing to the visitors, and the element most photographed.  When asked how they felt about 
the tourist taking so many photos, especially of the children, they expressed pride that the photos 
would be shared with people all around the world.  Raquel says, "If photos of my children make 
other people want to come here, that makes me happy."  Several other people interviewed said 
similar things about photos, particularly those of the children, being good for promoting the 
village.  Children, as young as three, participate to the best of their ability in the tourism project. 
Most importantly, they seem keenly aware that photos of them in their traditional clothing are 
sought after by visitors and they make themselves available, playing around the edges of the 
formal program. 
The adoption of Western clothes by many of the Indigenous of Panama emerged at the 
end of the 20th century, aided by the fact that Panamanian law requires citizens to cover their 
upper body when in public.  Alicia remembers being both uncomfortable and "always being 
yelled at by neighbors to put on her shirt" when she and husband Elias moved to Panama City 
before finding their spot on the Chagres.  Eventually even those who did not leave the jungle 
adopted Western clothes when non-Indigenous villagers settled nearby.  
Eliezer, who has recently returned to the village with his city-raised bride, notes: 





Young people want to wear pants when we go to the city in case girls see us.  And it’s the same 
for the girls." 
Modernization and proximity to the city has introduced Western clothes and is likely to 
continue to do so.  While not exactly revitalizing its wear, tourism has created an appreciation for 
the traditional clothes.  
Traditional knowledge and language. While the impact of tourism on artesania, 
clothing, music and dance, has primarily been to revitalize these aspects of culture, the impact on 
traditional knowledge and language has been more complicated.  
The Embera are known for their knowledge of the rainforest, their ethnobotanic and 
survival skills are so strong that the U.S. military adopted them and used Embera trainers in their 
jungle survival course at the Tropical Survival School in Panama.  Yet, the specialized medicinal 
plant tour with Elias, the village botanico, is minimally marketed.  Elias’s skills in medicine are 
featured in many village stories and visitors have come from around the world for his 
administration of plant cures; however, increasingly, villagers go into the city for medical care.  
Given a global resurgence of interest in ethnobotany and natural medicine (de Rios, 2016), a 
niche tour focusing on native plants and medicine is listed as a way to diversify tourist offerings  
in the village’s business plan.  However, Elias is in his mid-70s and none of the younger 
members of the village have expressed interest in taking on the role of village botanico.  While 
his son Ivan has some knowledge, "When I die," he says, shaking his head, "they will all just 
take pills."  
Language is another element of Embera life that has been significantly impacted, more 
from modernization than from tourism.  The children of the village are now all being educated in 





communicate with each other in Spanish.  The elders worry that in a generation or two, 
traditional Embera language might be lost.  On one hand, the village elders keenly desire 
teachers who speak Embera.  On the other hand, they realize the need for better fluency in 
Spanish to deal with the Panamanian government in their business operations.  Typical was this 
comment by Eliezer, who acknowledges that it is important to speak Spanish, "because it will be 
harder to better myself if I don’t," but wants to retain fluency in Embera because: "If I want to 
visit other Embera villages, I want to speak Embera; those are my elders, those are my people."  
Added to this is the understanding among those I interviewed that a majority of their visitors 
speak English and the village's desire to reduce the influence and involvement of tour operators 
is dependent on being able to do business in English as well as Spanish.  Thus, while the Embera 
language is valued, contemporary business needs with the external world requires that the youth 
be taught Spanish and English.  
Focus Three: Community Participation and Governance 
Participation in and governance of a community-based tourism project is an important 
discussion in the literature and this was the third focus of my questions.  This topic was the 
subject of much rich discussion and is complex, given that the very nature of community is a 
relatively new concept for the Embera.  Their current form of governance has been mandated by 
the national government.  And, they have limited capacity regarding the business of tourism.  
Colin (2013) reminds us that the concept of community is not necessarily significant or 
meaningful in all Indigenous societies (p. 125).  For the Embera, communities of more than one 
or two houses are a very recent phenomenon.  
 It was only in the last part of the 20th century that the Embera settled in what could be 





pattern of dispersed household units (Torres de Arauz, 1958). Though related and of one tribe, 
the Embera did not possess a formal, organized political communal structure and individuals 
explicitly exercised power and authority over their own lives (Herrera, 1998).  Ethnographic 
accounts and oral history indicate that since colonial times, Embera social structure has been 
egalitarian, with no formal tribal leaders, chiefs, councils, or a structure of elders, and the head of 
the extended family serving as the highest authority to allocate household resources and settle 
disputes (Herlihy, 1985).  Occasionally, a group might be guided by the eldest and most 
respected male.  
When the Caisamo and Ruiz families came to the Chagres, it was to find space for their 
family, not to found a village. Yet, the idea of village settlements was very much a part of the 
national political strategy regarding Panama’s Indigenous populations in the 1970s and 80s 
(Herlihy, 1986).  The processes of community formation imposed by the national government 
resulted in changes in which the Embera lived in relationship to each other and, at the same time, 
created regional and national Indigenous organizations (Guionneau-Sinclair, 1994).  
Under the administration of President Omar Torrijos, (from 1968 to 1978), the Embera 
and other Indigenous communities were encouraged to create communities in order to access 
government-sponsored services such as schools and health centers.  The Western democratic 
style of governance, including electoral voting, was introduced at this time and mandated by the 
national government for the new communities.  Embera and Wounaan made formal demands for 
tribal recognition as well as cultural and territorial independence from the Panamanian 
government, and shortly thereafter became a semi-autonomous tribe through the enactment of 
Law 22. Passed in November, 1983, this was the legislative act that formally established the 





and function of this cultural and political body (Gobierno Nacional Republica de Panama, 2010). 
The approval of the Comarca18 Embera-Woonaan, came with the designation of a cacique (a 
chief, elected for a five year term) general, who presides over a general assembly of the Embera 
Congress and several regional caciques representing geographic areas with Embera populations.  
My tribal liaison, Mateo Mecha, served a prior term as the regional cacique, representing the 
Embera villages of the Canal watershed at the National Embera Congress, a position now held by 
his older brother, who lives in the village of Tuisipano.  The Embera Congress takes place twice 
a year and is where decisions are made regarding the welfare of the tribe. All these leadership 
positions are elected in the traditional Embera manner of lining up behind the candidate to 
demonstrate your vote publically.  It is important to note that this governance structure and 
representation is completely outside that of the elected Panamanian government.  There are no 
Embera representatives in the elected Panamanian national government. 
At the village level, a Noko is also elected for a five-year term and serves as the village 
representative to the region and to the Panamanian government.  There is no village budget 
which, according to current Noko Alexi Mecha, makes the position more representational than 
managerial.  The Noko is the signatory for grants, but the lack of a fiscal structure means that the 
Cooperativa serves as the fiscal agent.  Therefore, the Noko and the president of the Cooperative 
work very closely together.     
While general assemblies are held once a year in the village by the Noko, it is clear that 
the majority of problem solving and negotiation takes place with many layers of informal 
conversation in an attempt to find consensus.  In a series of "What would happen if " scenarios I 
                                                
18 A Comarca is a traditional region or local administrative division found in parts of Spain, Portugal, 
Panama, Nicaragua, and Brazil. In Panama, the Comarca Indígena is an administrative region for an area 
with a substantial indian population. Three comarcas (Comarca Emberá-Wounaan, Kuna Yala,              





laid out for the Noko, in every case his response was, "I’d talk to my people."  Koller-Armstrong 
(2008) describes the Noko role as "a moderator in communal decision-making." 
The federal law that created the governance structure of the comarca and which has now 
been adopted by the tribe throughout the country also created a cabinet of sorts to serve with the 
Noko.  He has a secretary, a treasurer and several other positions on his team.  The people of 
Embera Drua follow these requirements diligently, but leaders such as Alexi, Mateo, Ramiro and 
Eneldo all speak to the problem of capacity.  There are a lot of required positions and only so 
many adult members of the village willing to serve in these unpaid positions.  Many of them 
require reading and writing at a level beyond everyone’s abilities, so those with more education 
are burdened with extra work. 
Moving Forward: Building Capacity and Relations 
This last section focuses on next steps for Embera Drua, some of which is captured in the 
business and strategic plans developed by the village in 2012.  The two factors identified as 
critical in the village’s ability to meet the goals expressed in the plan are community capacity 
and external relationships, which was the fourth area of my interview questions. 
The business plan. In 2012, at the recommendation of IPACOOP, the Cooperative hired 
an external facilitator to lead the board and the entire village in the development of both a 
business and a strategic action plan for the future.  According to Mateo, the planning process 
generated ideas to both diversify their tourism product and enhance the capacity of the village 
and the Cooperativa to run the business side of the tourism project.  However, Mateo feels that 
many of the villagers don’t really understand the value of the planning process or what the next 





The goals of the Cooperativa are found in the plan (Cooperative Tranchici Business Plan, 
2012). and include: developing organizational, managerial, technical and human capacity of the 
members of the Cooperativa, allowing it to operate effectively and efficiently; increasing the 
profitability of the Cooperativa by strengthening the administrative structure and management 
mechanisms; consolidating and diversifying both touristic product offering and customer base; 
establishing strategic alliances with suppliers, partners and customers in order to strengthen the 
activities of the company; and implementing a marketing and advertising plan for the Embera 
Drua tourism program.  
A complete analysis of the business health of the Cooperativa was difficult because there 
are limited written records prior to 2009;  I was only able to view complete year-end figures for 
2011 and 2014.  While many villagers lament a perceived drop in revenues, in fact the 
Cooperativa had a profit of $5,024 in 2014 as opposed to only $84 in 2011, and now has a legal 
reserve of $9,911.  What decreased is the revenue from craft sales, which goes to individual 
families, not the Cooperativa.  The business plan includes a wish list and financial goals for the 
village, most of which are not specifically tourism related.  Tourism is the business, the source of 
revenue, but the goals of the Cooperative are village-wide and include social and political 
improvements, such as a health center. 
The challenge of capacity. As discussed in Chapter II, the lack of capacity is often cited 
as a barrier to successful community-based tourism.  This is a topic of much discussion at 
Embera Drua.  Butler and Hinch (2007) note that tourism is often an "alien or at least             
non-experienced concept," (p. 234) and that if Indigenous communities are going to be 
successful dealing with the complexities and whims of the international tourism market, they 





influenced the impact of tourism on the community.  After 20 years of doing tourism,  none of 
the villagers interviewed truly had the experience of being tourists themselves, although Johnson 
and Mateo have both travelled to other tourism projects as part of training related to the tourism 
project.  Villagers had many questions about tourist behaviors, motivations and expectations.  
The business aspects of the industry and the expectations of visitors are commonly found to be 
outside the experience of local community members.  It was clear that the residents of Embera 
Drua interviewed for this study are aware of their own lack of experience and knowledge 
regarding the business side tourism and the need for increased skills to fully realize the potential 
of their tourism project. Many of those interviewed spoke to the fact that they have never been 
tourists themselves and that their knowledge of business processes and marketing is limited.  
This creates a reliance and dependence on members of the village with more experience and 
skills, a reliance felt to be a burden by those in leadership positions.    
A number of training initiatives sponsored by various government and NGO sources have 
been offered over the past 15 years.  While appreciative of this assistance, those interviewed 
expressed desire that more training be available to a broader number of villagers and in the 
Embera language.  The combination of lack of formal education and knowledge of the business 
aspects of the tourism industry creates challenges.  Jose, who has taken several courses in 
Panama City on topics varying from bird watching to guiding, would like to see more training 
for everyone in the village.  He hopes village members who are fluent in Spanish can take 
training in the city and then return and give the training in Embera to the community.  The 
barrier is the access, including costs, to the trainings in the city.  Perhaps even more than the 
training that would improve the tourism product—interpretation, content-specific knowledge 





writing)—is a need for basic skills for the 21st century, such as how to use email and other 
computer knowledge. Language is also an issue, although the third generation is learning 
Spanish in the primary school and so will have an easier time than their parents. 
Several of the men spoke of the challenges and sacrifice of leadership.  Johnson led the 
tourism cooperative until last year when he moved to Panama City so that his daughters could 
attend high school.  Mateo is now the elected president.  The job entails frequent trips to Panama 
City for meetings with the government, for marketing the village, for fundraising endeavors and 
negotiating and booking tours.  The Cooperativa pays for the gasoline for the boat trip and very 
basic food and transportation when the men are in the city.  Johnson and Mateo laugh that they 
know the very cheapest places to eat in Panama City: $1 for rice, beans and patacones.  They 
recognize that this time spent in the city seems mysterious to some villagers, who are critical and 
wonder why there are so many trips and what that time is spent on.  Both Johnson and Mateo 
expressed frustration with this distrust from their peers, which they acknowledge stems from a 
lack of understanding.   
Several of the members of the Cooperativa’s board, who are proud of the business plan, 
are frustrated by the villagers’ confusion and lack of understanding about how to implement the 
plan, again leaving the burden of moving forward with only a few.  This points to the need for 
increased capacity building for the whole village, so that leadership burdens can be shared. 
The business and strategic plan completed in 2014, now needs to be pursued with more 
vigor.  Marielena compliments the job that Mateo has done as president of the Cooperativa, but 
says, "Tourism is not the job of one person, everyone has to support it; everyone has to share in 
the work." Still, the village opted to raise funds for an external project manager to implement the 





The issues of village capacity were mentioned in a number of interviews (Mateo, Jose, 
Eneldo, Johnson), including the need for language skills, literacy, business and marketing skills, 
understanding of the tourism industry, and basic technology skills are all areas mentioned.  
Strategies for increasing capacity were also mentioned in interviews by members of the 
Cooperativa’s board, (Jose, Euclides, Eneldo, Mariola and Mateo) and include: development of a 
differentiated pricing plan based on type of client and time of the year; development of a 
marketing and sales plan focused on gradually reducing dependence on outside tourist operators; 
and increasing operational efficiency of the Cooperativa in order to provide better service at 
lower cost.  The members of the Cooperativa board are very proud of the plan, yet frustrated at 
the time it is taking to implement the identified goals and the lack of skills and abilities necessary 
to do so.  While all adult members of the village participated in the planning process, facilitated 
by an outside Panamanian consultant recommended by IPACOOP, Mateo tells me that many of 
the villagers do not understand why they did it, and the Cooperative, which is also pleased with 
the content of the plan, are not prepared to take over the implementation of the plan itself, in part 
because of the acknowledged lack of business and marketing experience previously mentioned.  
Implementation depends on significant grant funding that will require an outside grants manager 
which they will have to fund.  According to Mateo and Johnson, this is one of the primary 
reasons that the plan has not moved forward.  So, for the tourism project to take a needed leap 
forward, all in the village recognize the plan and what has to be done, but the villagers lack the 
capacity and know-how to do it. 
In conclusion, one of the study’s central questions was, how do the people of Embera 
Drua feel about the tourism project?  Do the villagers consider the tourism program a success?  





appeared to be a financial success without negatively impacting Embera culture.  While the 
village has continuing financial struggles and the revenues made by individual villagers from 
crafts have been reduced in the past years, the villagers still see tourism as a success and as a 
means to a better future.  Of the 21 people interviewed, only one, Marlina, expressed any desire 
to give up tourism completely, saying "I’d like us to go back to agriculture.  It’s harder but we 
can count on it, unlike tourism." "Tourism is a balancing act," said Lugencia, one of the village 
elders, daughter-in-law to Emiliano and Marlina’s mother.  "There needs to be enough but there 
is such a thing as too much," referring to the feeling that tourism sometimes overrides all else in 
the village.  However, given the National Park restrictions on hunting and agriculture, giving up 
tourism is not considered a possibility.  The majority of those interviewed all said that tourism 
made life better, easier and pointed to the village improvements that had come because of 
tourism—the school and teachers, the buses, enough cash to ensure they have food.  They 
acknowledge that they need to find a new niche in the market as they cannot compete with the 
villages that are closer to the city and therefore can charge less.  They have several big ideas and 
plans regarding diversification and added amenities, including a native garden and botanica trail 
with interpretive signs, a zip line, and a cultural house that can serve as a hands-on mini-
museum.  These are all found in the business plan. 
However, Johnson believes an "outside view" is needed in regards to whether these plans 
might work.  "We have the cooperative, the governance structure and the business plan, but we 
don’t have any money to implement expansion and diversification plans."  He acknowledges that 
there is potential support from international NGOs for the kind of projects that the village wants 
to implement but laments that "there is a lot of paperwork and bureaucracy.  You need to know 





Indigenous people who are trying to master a second language (Spanish) can be expected to be 
able to do any of this without direct help.  Both Mateo and Johnson said that "the Embera way" 
of doing business was face to face, not via phone calls and emails, that the telephone was 
particularly difficult when speaking in Spanish, their second language. 
A prime example of the challenges to the ideas found in the business plan is their desire 
to grow more food, reducing the need to spend their limited cash on increasingly expensive food 
in Panama City.  While growing food for commercial use is restricted in Chagres National Park, 
villagers are allowed to grow food for their own use.  However, the previous slash-and-burn 
method of clearing the forest for corn and rice is also restricted, and the village’s soil does not 
currently support any significant gardening.  Johnson would like to see an agronomist come and 
identify what crops they could appropriately grow and how, so that they can diversify their 
ability to feed their families.  
Securing outside help takes a long time and sometimes disappears altogether.  They do 
not understand that outside entities, including funders, also have to go through an approval 
process and raise funds for implementation of projects and that both can take a long time.  
Valerio tells me of a North American named Tracy who came and looked at the possibility of 
putting in a tilapia breeding pool that would both repopulate the river and provide food for the 
villagers.  This was two years ago and Tracy has not yet returned.  
The need for training was a dominant theme among the villagers.  The business plan 
emphasized that in order to strengthen their touristic offerings, cooperative members had to be 
trained to use common tools of business management, across the skill sets of planning, operation, 
monitoring and evaluation. In addition to marketing and business management, the desired list of 





copy, scanner, printer) and basic use of Word, Excel, and Internet for business.  The plan 
acknowledges that a challenge to this capacity building is the minimal education of many of the 
villagers.  It proposes a training model whereby classes include direct application and specific 
assignments in the village that are debriefed and reviewed before moving on to the next topic.  
These challenges of capacity were echoed in interviews and many of the villagers I interviewed 
desired training for themselves and their children. 
Several villagers (Mateo, Jose, Euclides, Ivan) were aware of efforts by the both the 
government and the guide community to increase training and standards for all guides in 
Panama.  This effort includes the designation of "local guide" for members of rural and 
Indigenous communities who serve as a guide in a singular location.  This designation might 
bring training resources to the community and is enthusiastically supported by those who 
understand its implications.    
External relationships.  Moving forward will require enhanced external relationships 
and alliances, and the fourth area of findings relates to the impact of the Embera Drua tourism 
project on the village’s external relationships, which include the Panamanian government, 
development-related NGOs and the tourism industry, including the tour guide community.  
Questions included:  
• In what ways do the residents of Embera Drua feel that the tourism initiative 
contributed to the economic growth and political standing of the Embera in Panama? 
and,  
• How do residents of Embera Drua feel about portrayals of the Embera by tourism 





It is difficult to determine what role tourism has played in terms of relations with the 
Panamanian government, given that the designation of the Comarca Embera-Woonan and 
subsequent growth of the Embera as a political factor in Panamanian politics, occurred at 
approximately the same time tourism was developing.  Still, according to several villagers 
interviewed (Adan, Mateo, Johnson) involvement with ATP (the Panamanian Tourism 
Authority),  IPACOOP, and the Chagres National Park have been the villagers' only encounters 
with representatives from the government.  Adan and Elias both remember that during the 
designation of the National Park, "they (the government) didn’t know that there were Embera on 
the Chagres River."  However, this has clearly changed for the better.  During my third visit to 
Panama for this study, I attended an interpretive planning session for the update of the Chagres 
National Park Management Plan with Mateo and representatives from two other Embera villages 
in the park.  This is the first time that Embera representatives have been invited to participate in 
planning of this kind with the National Park.  As the Park revisits the cultural zones, Embera 
Drua is taking control of their own destiny by using GPS to map their own designated boundary 
so as not to have to rely on government data.   
The issue of identity and how the Embera are marketed, so to speak, was the source of 
some curiosity from the villagers interviewed, marketing being an aspect of the Embera Drua 
tourism experience over which they have little control.  In asking me about tourist expectations, I 
explained that expectations were largely derived from the marketing material viewed before the 
visit.  I shared my perspective regarding the different ways the Embera and Embera Drua were 
described by different tour companies (detailed in Chapter II), from accurate statements to ones 
such as that the Embera lived as they had when Columbus reached America.  They expressed 





desire to have more control of the marketing of the village, which would require interactions 
with tour operators in Panama and abroad. 
The role of tour guides from the various tour operators was also the subject of much 
discussion.  Almost every tour operator who sells tours in Panama now offers an Embera tourism 
experience and therefore the village has formed relationships with those who bring groups to 
Embera Drua.  Relationships with operators are varied, depending on level of trust and frequency 
of bookings.  Some guides are much loved and considered allies and friends, guides who are 
friendly and accurate and help the village by encouraging purchase of crafts and enthusiastically 
speaking of the village.  Other guides simply translate language and do not assist in or boost 
sales.  There were several stories about guides who had helped the villagers with training and 
other development projects.   
Operators who employ these guides can play an even more important role, choosing 
Embera Drua over the other villages for their clients and often offering advice and resources.   
The relationship with IPACOOP, as the oversight agency of the Cooperativa, is highly 
valued because of the realization that its guidance, technical assistance and quarterly review of 
the books will keep the Cooperative from repeating the experience of the NGO Wanamera 
Embera.    
Summary 
From all evidence gathered, interviews conducted and observations made, the residents of 
Embera Drua are proud of their tourism project and their role as "pioneers" in tourism for the 
Embera of Panama.  They are honest about its weaknesses and the need for improvements and 
changes, but sure that it is the answer to their economic future and the continued betterment for 





childhood in Embera Drua or a childhood in the Darien, those interviewed all agreed that the 
community on the Chagres offered beauty, safety and freedom, and that the family business, 
tourism, would bring a better future for their children.  Tourism has had an overall positive 
impact from their perspective. 
Crouch and Ritchie (1999) suggest that tourism shapes "the lifestyles, societal structures 
and inevitably the quality of life" (p. 138) of a community.  Village residents revealed that 
despite difficulties and challenges, increased economic independence and cultural rejuvenation 
have both been the result of tourism at Embera Drua.  "Con turismo hay pan cada dia," said one:  
"With tourism there is bread each day."  Tourism brings cash, which is used to purchase that 
which can’t be grown or hunted—oil, salt, gasoline.  Still, it is not quite enough to tackle the big 
goal of educating their children once they have reached high school age.  For that, they need to 
send the children to Panama City, a costly endeavor, or move the family into the city during the 
high school years.  "Sin educacion el pueblo no advanza" said Pastor Valerio, and this was a 
constant theme in virtually all interviews: "Without education it is difficult to advance," whether 
that be through the tourism project or in the city where, because of lack of education, the job 
market is limited to low-paying jobs that barely cover the cost of living.  All of this leads to a 
desire to stay in the village, but to earn more with tourism so that the young people can be 
educated and make their own choices.  "Our vision," says Eneldo, "is that our children don’t 
have the struggles that we did." "That is the dream," says Johnson.  "That our children get an 
education that allows them to be professionals.  They can only get this education outside the 
village so the Cooperative needs to support them."  The villagers also dream of the day where 






Despite concern about a drop in tourism revenues since the highest points in the early 
2000s, and frustration with both seasonal and annual fluctuations in income, there is universal 
agreement that tourism has made life better.  The children of Emiliano and Elias remember the 
struggles of subsistence living before tourism, and list what the village has today: the school, the 
boats with motors, the vans.  Euclides remembers being hungry as a child, working so hard for so 
little.  Their spouses, who came to Embera Drua when they married into the family, compare the 
life of the village to their home in the Darien and note the improved quality of life.  "Here," said 
Raquel, "there is more.  Life is not as hard."  Eliezer agrees:  
There are many villages in the Darien that have so little, where the people do not have 
enough to eat, where houses are in need of repair.  It makes me sad.  I always tell people 
here (in Drua) we don’t have a lot but we have everything we need. 
That tourism impacts daily life is indisputable.  What they eat, what they wear, the type 
of houses they live in, their daily schedule—all are controlled by what is considered best for the 
tourism business.  While there was acknowledgement that this was at times difficult, "tourism 
demands sacrifices," says Jose. 
The villagers spoke to the revitalizing force of tourism on their cultural heritage—the 
robust traditional dance program, the youngsters learning to play traditional instruments, the 
adoption of traditional housing and clothing as deemed necessary for the tourism             
program— with pride.  Many of those interviewed mentioned that "people from all over the 
world know the Embera."  As they say on their website:  
Tourism has turned out to be a really good choice for our community. It has low 
environmental impact, but has long-term sustainability. And most importantly for us, 
tourism has actually caused a renaissance in our traditional Emberá arts and culture. We 
are proud of who we are, and we are especially proud to share who we are with you, our 
visitors" (Cooperativa S. M. Tranchichi, n.d., para. 12)   
Community involvement, governance and capacity was the focus area where many 





Eneldo, "we didn’t know anything.  Now we know what we don’t know."  And they are eager to 
remedy this.  Again, from the Cooperativa’s website: 
We are working very hard to grow our business tourism. We are learning about 
accounting, marketing and computers so we can run our new cooperative more 
efficiently. We are also learning English so that we can invite more independent tourists 
to visit us. And we are educating our children so that they can take over our business 






Chapter V: Discussion—Making Meaning and Recommendations for Leading Change 
In this chapter the observations and experiences of the village and people of Embera Drua 
regarding their 20 years will be reexamined, relative to the literature about Indigenous and 
community-based tourism with the intention of adding new knowledge to the field.  The chapter 
aims to advance our learning about the nature of such tourism projects from the perspective of 
those who are themselves, the tourist attraction.  
It was an honor to listen to the experiences of the villagers, starting with the journey that 
led them to the settlement along the Rio Chagres and the implementation of the tourism project, 
and including the challenges of making decisions regarding the business of tourism.  I formed an 
impression of daily life, with and without tourists present, and gained understanding of the 
villagers’ feelings regarding their culture, language, music and crafts.  
The goal of this research was not to develop a new theory, but to make a space for 
residents of Embera Drua to tell their own story—to facilitate and guide the process while 
valuing their lived experience, studying both individual experience and the social, cultural and 
institutional narratives which have shaped that experience (Clandinin, 2006; Clandinin & 
Connelly, 2000; Clandinin et al., 2007).  
Outside the framework of the tourism project’s impacts on daily life, culture, governance 
and external relations, around which most of my initial questions revolved and were discussed 
in Chapter IV, two additional significant areas emerged as important and will be discussed 
further in this chapter.  The first is the capacity of people from a small Indigenous village to 
take on the business and operations of a tourism endeavor, a topic that was addressed in 
Chapter II as an important theme of the discourse on community-based tourism, and which 





basic infrastructure and basic necessities (such as food and clean water) and the realization that 
such basics should be a fundamental goal of community-based tourism. 
My hope is that this study will contribute to knowledge about the real omnipresent 
impacts of this type of tourism project, whereby both the place and the people are the tourism 
product.  At the conclusion of this chapter, I discuss the implications of this study’s findings for 
Embera Drua and for other villages or peoples considering tourism as a means of economic 
growth and sustainability, particularly emphasizing the need for training and community 
capacity building in relation to the business of tourism. I also offer thoughts for future research 
that can deepen and broaden what has been found through this study. I include reflections on 
what I have learned during this process as a scholar-researcher, addressing issues of 
positionality, assumption and reflexivity.  And, finally, I suggest areas for future study and 
implications for those working with and in Indigenous tourism, from villages to funders.  
Introduction: A Recap 
I went up the Rio Chagres to write a case study on a tourism project but found that this is 
really the story of a family, a family trying to survive and make a better life for its children.  It is 
the story of the village they founded and which has sustained them for 40 years.  It is the story of 
their journey into and with tourism as a means to “ganar plata” (make money) to buy with cash 
that which they could not acquire themselves though agriculture, hunting or fishing.  It is the 
story of a people who have undergone a rapid change in the past 50 years, transitioning from 
living in groups of only one or two families to community villages of approximately 20 families, 
adopting a new style of governance and a struggling to run a new form of business.  It is the 
story of a family that for four generations has called the Rio Chagres home, relying on tourism to 





I discovered that much of what I thought I understood about the Embera Drua’s history 
was, if not wrong, far more complicated than that portrayed in the common narrative found in 
tourism literature and even on Embera Drua’s own website.  The village’s development of a 
formal tourism project was preceded by visiting soldiers and others from the Canal Authority 
looking for artesania (handcrafted baskets and carving) and then followed by tour companies 
from the city looking to add cultural experiences to their listed offerings.  Both the Canal visitors 
and subsequent tour companies had a revitalizing effect on cultural production.  The new 
national park designation in 1984, with its increased restrictions on how the Embera could use 
the land, brought some technical assistance help from government and NGO sources and 
motivated a more intense effort to pursue tourism given that the traditional means of commercial 
hunting and agriculture were no longer allowed.  It took over 30 years of starts and stops for the 
villagers to learn and relearn a new business dependent on outside relationships, relationships 
that were sometimes helpful and sometimes exploitive. 
Embera Drua was the first Embera community in Panama to develop a tourism package, 
one that has now been replicated not just on the Rio Chagres but in the Darien.  The people of 
Embera Drua are proud of their family, proud of their village and proud of their role as “pioneers 
in tourism," a term I heard again and again.  The competition for tourism dollars that has 
emerged, especially from villages closer to Panama City and therefore able to charge less given 
the shorter distances to travel, has created new challenges for the community as they search for 
ways to diversify their touristic offerings.  It is important to note that the Embera Drua tourism 
project is not the effort of a few village entrepreneur(s) or private landowners as I experienced in 
several other Indigenous tourism projects in Panama.  It is the family business, the village 





particularly the village’s young people.  Education is viewed by all as the answer, the avenue to 
more choice and opportunity and an easier life for the children.  Education, high school 
education especially, costs money.  Similarly, the success or failure of tourism is felt by all. 
Because the tourism business is everyone’s business, and revenues are divided among all 
villagers not just a few entrepreneurs, a bad day/week/month affects everyone.  This collective 
approach brings into the spotlight issues of community involvement and governance, especially 
given models that have been imposed on Embera Drua by the Panamanian government and 
external funders—yet another adaptation to the Embera’s traditional ways. 
Findings and Interpretations 
This study’s findings align with the growing acknowledgement in the literature that 
tourism’s impact on Indigenous communities can be positive, including economic development, 
increased pride in cultural identity, and cultural revitalization (A. Mcintosh et al., 2002; Ryan, 
2003).  Tourism is a part of daily life and has replaced agriculture, fishing and hunting as the 
primary economic engine of the village.  Tourism does not just impact the daily schedule of the 
village; it is an omnipresent factor for consideration of all aspects of village life. Cultural 
revitalization as a result of tourism is witnessed through the music, the dress and the crafts.  In 
this regard, the impact has been a positive force in general. 
Community involvement in the decision-making and governance of the tourism project is 
more complex.  Separating that which is related specifically to the Cooperativa, and that which is 
related to village life in general, is difficult and must be viewed through the lens of other changes 
occurring for the Embera during the time period that the village was developing tourism. It is this 
complexity that makes understanding the nature and nuance of self-governance so intriguing and 





The need for building capacity around the business of tourism, which has hindered the 
village’s ability to fulfill their goals and reduced the positive economic impact that they might 
otherwise enjoy, is so critical that, while not a focus area of the interview questions, it is 
discussed here as a separate issue from community governance.  
 Impacts on daily life. Poverty is a characteristic of Indigenous peoples throughout the 
world (Borrini-Feyerabend, Kothari, & Oviedo, 2004) and the Embera are no exception.  In 
Panama, like most of Latin America, Indigenous residents suffer from poverty at a higher rate 
than the nonIndigenous population.  Despite gains in recent years, Indigenous people make less 
money, have less access to education, electricity, sewers and other sanitation infrastructure. 
(Vakis & Lindert, 2000).  
A 2015 study from the World Bank found that 80% of Embera in Panama live in 
poverty.  With their higher rates of fertility, Indigenous areas are the most arapidly growing 
segments of the Panamanian population. The Embera-Wounan are the second most poverty 
sticken of Panama’s seven Indigenous population. While educational attainment is a vehicle for 
reducing poverty, educational attainment beyond primary school is rare for the Indigenous 
population This was certainly the case in Embera Drua (World Bank Group, 2015).    
 Given this context, and that tourism is Embera Drua’s primary source of income, 
tourism’s impact on and influence over daily life cannot be overstated.  Village decisions that 
impact tourism have a direct impact on cash flow, for better or worse. 
Goodwin and Roe (2001) point out that poverty means having a "lack of basic capacity to 
participate effectively in society. It means not having enough to feed and clothe a family, not 
having a clinic or school to go to, not having access to credit" (p. 5).  This relates to tourism 





than non-Indigenous people (Butler & Hinch, 2007). Therefore the constraints to tourism and the 
related development goals often vary from the goals of non-Indigenous communities, with basic 
community infrastructure being the first level of development needs.   
The Embera Drua’s physical arrangement, with the guest house, cultural house and sales 
area surrounding a gathering area close to the head of the trail up from the river, is organized for 
maximum efficiency for the tourist program.  This village set-up, as well as the new bathrooms 
and showers for overnight visitors, and monies generated for motor repair and gasoline, are the 
types of infrastructure improvements and service upgrades that are typical development 
objectives of Indigenous tourism even before more community-focused improvements that do 
not benefit tourism (Butler & Hinch, 2007).  The commitment to traditional palm-thatched 
roofing, despite the burden those roofs create, is in service to creating a pleasingly aesthetic for 
the tourists, one in keeping with tourist expectations.  This supports the findings in the literature 
where it is argued that there is pressure for cultures within tourism to conform to a pre-conceived 
image shaped by expectations from the outside, because "the more modern the locals become, 
the less interest they have for the occidental tourist" (Bruner, 2005, p. 224).   
Daily life of the village revolves around tourism and the village infrastructure has been 
organized to support that business.  While tourism generates cash and by all accounts gives the 
villagers an easier life than when its economy was based around agriculture, hunting and fishing, 
the current operation does not generate enough funds to meet village goals. Most specifically, it 
does not generate sufficient revenue to support a high school education for the village’s youth in 
Panama City, or the building and operation of a health clinic.  And while tourism generates cash 
for each family that participates, it is just enough for minimal purchases of basic necessities.  The 





approach to economic development that is often associated with traditional Indigenous 
communities (Butler & Hinch, 2007) but which does not always have the success rate of private, 
more entrepreneurial approaches (Altman & Finlayson, 1993; Wuttunee, 1992).  This latter 
approach has been found to generate more money but can also have a more negative impact on 
the socio-political structure of Indigenous communities.  At this time there is no evidence that 
Embera Drua has any interest in being other than a cooperative, their tourism project being run 
as the family business that benefits the village as a whole.  The challenge for Embera Drua then 
is how to continue operating as a collaborative while enhancing business skills and approaches to 
the tourism market.   
Tourism literature as discussed in Chapter II illustrates the many negative impacts of 
tourism on Indigenous communities, including consumerism and lifestyle changes, which are not 
easily separated from the more encompassing pressures of societal modernization and the impact 
of having money, regardless of how that money is generated (De Albuquerque & McElroy, 1999; 
Harrison, 1992).  Those modernizing impacts are certainly found at Drua where the three hours 
of electricity a night prompts purchases of DVD players and other electric items.  The cash 
generated by tourism is chiefly used for food, gasoline and other basics, but the temptation of 
modern consumer goods is no less strong here as it is throughout the world.  Another negative 
impact of tourism is the fear of commodification. Commodification is the process by which 
objects and activities come to be evaluated primarily in terms of their exchange value in the 
context of trade (Cohen, 1988).  The commodification argument is that while tourism may 
promote a renewed interest in traditional arts and social practices among local craftsmen and 
others, tourist purchases are fueled by a desire to possess a mark of their journey rather than any 





from traditional dances and songs being altered and used in public settings rather than the 
specific places and times for which they were originally created; ceremonies that were once 
meaningful, community events losing their contextual importance when performed outside the 
communal setting (i.e., for visitor display); and artisan goods no longer made with traditional 
materials or, conversely, that no longer represent traditional motifs or themes. Lanfant (1995) has 
argued that once heritage is transformed into a tourist product, its "cultural value" is transformed 
into a "commercial value," (p. 37) changing original meanings and relevance.  
This question of whether a cultural item or ritual loses its meaning for local people once 
it has been marketed and given a monetary value for outsiders is the subject of discussion in the 
tourism research.  Stronza (2001) asks, "Does the item become material property of the highest 
bidder rather than a spiritually, ceremonially, or in some other way a significant artifact of the 
host culture?" (p. 263). The traditional crafts sought after as souvenirs are an issue as well.  Take 
for example the molas of the Guna Indians of Panama,  an intricate appliqué of several layers of 
cloth which is both an article of clothing and a work of art.  The Guna are known as astute 
business people and molas are a huge piece of their tourism endeavors.  While the Gunas are a 
model of preservation of cultural traditions in their villages despite tourism, molas tell another 
story.  Historically, mola designs were based on traditional geometric patterns and abstract 
representations of Guna myths and legends.  But in an effort to produce molas of interest to 
international audiences, many mola makers are now designing jungle and sea scenes that 
represent the natural world of Panama.  While these are not traditional, they are popular with 
tourists and do represent a natural history of Panama.  On the other hand, I have also seen molas 





culture.  Traditions naturally evolve but there is no doubt that, in the interest of selling, Guna 
women who have never seen snow or celebrated Christmas now make these patterns. 
A similar conundrum occurs in Bali where woodcarving is a celebrated and honored 
cultural tradition.  Critics bemoan the proliferation of carvings sold to tourists that are of Disney 
characters, African masks and other motifs far from traditional Balinese subjects.  However, an 
alternative perspective is given by Balinese carver Wayan Sutedja who sells what he calls 
“unique designs" such as those mentioned above.  In an interview, with ethnographer, Michel 
Maas, Sutedja expressed pride in his sculptures and dismissed concerns that the modern subjects 
of his carving contribute to a loss of identity for Bali.   
There are cats with long necks, “African” masks, Egyptian figurines, “Swiss" dollhouses, 
and characters from “Tintin.”  Critics . . . say “Bali has sold itself to tourism and loses its 
identity.”  Balinese like Sutedja think differently. Sutedja is not ashamed about his 
sculptures.  This is wood cutting and it is a craft.  It is what Balinese are good at and have 
done for many centuries. (Maas as cited in Richards, 2007, p. 32) 
 A Guna mola maker might make the same argument about their appliqué:  no matter the 
subject, a mola is clearly still a mola, and nothing represents the Guna more.  The argument here, 
then, is one of perspective: traditional process over end product. 
At Embera Drua, the fact that their culture is being commodified is not seen as a 
negative. It is the value that tourism has placed on culture—artesania, dress, dance and    
music—that has led to revitalization in those areas.  That people want to see, hear, understand 
their traditions are a source of great pride.  They do refrain from sharing representations from 
Embera religion, though this seems to be both to protect the integrity of the Indigenous traditions 
and to avoid conflicts with the evangelical church.  They are careful to give honest representation 
to visitors regarding the changing nature of their traditions and answer questions openly and 
honestly.  They acknowledge in their presentation that when tourists are not in the village the 





and traditional.  Cultures and traditions evolve over time.  In a project like Embera Drua, a better 
distinction than authentic and inauthentic might be reclaimed (artesania), invented (new songs 
and dances, the halter tops of the women) and lost (botanica).   
Other negative impacts often associated with development of tourism are traffic, crime, 
prostitution and changes in land use (Hall & Lew, 2009; Moscardo, 2008; Wall & Mathieson, 
2006).  These negative impacts are not found in Embera Drua, likely due to the village’s 
remoteness and the fact that the regulations of Chagres National Park means that there is no 
opportunity for outsiders to come in and develop commercial enterprises and the damaging 
infrastructure that comes with it.      
Impacts on culture.  That tourism has been a revitalizing force for Embera culture in 
Embra Drua is without doubt.  Numerous examples of both regeneration of traditional cultural 
practices (music, dance and dress) and the production of "innovative cultural adaptations" 
(Theodossopoulos, 2011, p. 44) and enhanced craft products are found as core to the village’s 
tourism’s offering.  Many of the cultural features now at the center of the Embera Drua tourism 
program were less prominent or nonexistent during the era of subsistence agriculture, a situation 
that still remains in some of the remote Embera villages in the Darien according to my interview 
with Eliezer Caisamo. This supports Snow and Wheeler’s (2000) suggestion that while tourism 
might cause decay where Indigenous culture is relatively strong, where it is relatively weak, 
tourism can be an incentive for its regeneration.  
Issues relating to the question of authenticity, much debated in the tourism literature, are 
found in Embera Drua.  Many interviewed villagers discussed their feelings of pride when it 
came to sharing the Embera culture with visitors and pride at the realization that people come 





reinterpretation of dance and art also supports the experience found by researchers in Alaska 
(Bunten, 2010), Belize (Medina, 2003), Mexico (Greathouse-Amador, 2005) and Brazil 
(Grunewald, 2002) that tourism leads to a renewed celebration of culture, reclamation of 
Indigenous identity, and cultural and regional pride.   
The issue of dress perhaps represents best the extent to which the residents of Embera 
Drua continue to honor traditional culture in their tourism project while living a modern life.  
The clothing and decorations worn for tourists displays the most traditional form of clothing, and 
the villagers wear their traditional dress with pride, as noted in a number of interviews.  The 
colorful dress, body paint and jewelry of the Embera are featured on marketing literature to entice 
visitors searching for the exotic.  The idea of colorful Indians in other than Western clothes meets 
the expectations of these visitors (Conklin, 1997; Gow, 2007; Santos-Granero, 2009; 
Theodossopolous, 2012, 2013), yet it also represents an authentic component of the Embera 
culture and none of the villagers interviewed expressed a sense of exploitation of their cultural 
patterns in this regard. 
While proud of their traditional dress, on days when tourists are not present or when they 
travel to Panama City, Western-style clothing has become the norm causing some critics of tourism 
to question the authenticity of the tourism project.  The idea that to be authentic, traditional clothing 
must be worn every day is yet another manner of thinking of Indigenous people as trapped in a time 
warp of the visitor’s imagination.  The most recent scholarly literature acknowledges the deceptive 
nature of the authenticity versus inauthenticity discussion and, instead, promotes "a view of 
cultural presentations for tourists as part of a dynamic, evolving cultural process" 
(Theodossopoulos, 2011, p. 40).  In my view, this is the appropriate way to look at the issue in 
relation to the Embera and their tourism project.  The Embera are a dispersed people and in 





participating in the tourism experience call upon traditions of their childhood and the 
remembrances, if not the practice, of elders when they developed their programming.  Contrast 
this to the tourist mindset, often based on an idealized notion of authenticity founded in the idea 
of the "primitive" native living in the wild, an imagined past that belies the Embera’s 20th 
century experience.  Given the Embera’s openness to answering questions and the invitation to 
wander around and explore every part of the village, the lines between MacCannell’s (1976) idea 
of  "front stage/back stage," (p. 99) which delineates between the shown performance for the 
tourists versus the hidden areas and behaviors, are not easily defined.  For example, the Embera 
never claim that the way they are dressed for tourists is how they dress every day, and villagers 
will correct that impression if asked.   
While traditional ways of knowing, at least in terms of the botanical knowledge held by 
the El Botanico, have not been revitalized by tourism, it would be unfair to cite tourism as the 
cause for its diminishing use.  Panama offers free medical care to its citizens and increasingly 
villagers want the advice and cures of modern medicine.  In fact, in my opinion, the potential of 
ethno-botany as a niche market for diversification of the tourism project may be the motivation 
needed for the traditional knowledge to be passed down.  
McCarty (2003), in documenting the decline of native languages in the United States, 
argues that worldwide linguistic and cultural diversity is endangered by the forces of 
globalization. This may be a consideration for the Indigenous peoples of Panama, including 
Embera Drua.  In 1999, 19% of the Embera in Panama spoke only Spanish (Vakis & Lindert, 
2000), a number that has likely increased.  While Embera is the first language of those born in 
Embera Drua, Spanish is spoken by the majority of villagers, and classes at the local school are 





for future success.  This follows the pattern of the tribe as a whole.  Reports vary regarding the 
percentage of Embera in Panama who speak Spanish, but it is high, particularly among those 
under 30, and it is likely that the Embera-Choco language will be spoken by fewer and fewer in 
the future, even more so as the sole language.  While tourism provides another incentive for the 
Embera to learn other languages, it will not be the sole cause for the diminished use of the 
Embera language. 
It was immediately apparent from interviews that tourism has revitalized Embera culture, 
both in bringing back cultural traditions that were in decline as well as introducing new cultural 
products.  This positive impact of growth of the tourism industry has boosted Indigenous craft 
sales in Panama, evidence of the growing demand and interest of foreign tourists for "seemingly 
exotic, unique, and handmade objects produced in the global south" (J. Nash, 1993, p. 2).  While 
this was clearly the case with Embera crafts, clothing, music and dance, the impact on their 
language and traditional knowledge was more complicated.  While Embera traditional botanic 
skills and language have weakened, it is difficult to ascribe this negative impact to tourism.  The 
fact that tourism has not revitalized interest on the part of the younger generation has more to do 
with the exposure and access to Western medicine and health care provided by the government.  
Similarly, the introduction of Spanish in the schools is a decision of the Panamanian government 
and not a consequence of tourism.  When asked about other modernizing impacts, most people I 
interviewed said that it was "the city" and exposure to "city life" that impacted young people and 
gave them a desire to "be more modern."  In yet another paradox, tourism both gave them pride 
in their traditional ways and cash. 
An impacts chart (Table 5.1) summarizes my findings regarding the impacts of tourism 
















































Community involvement and governance. 
Western scholars generally agree that active community participation in the decision-
making process will benefit local communities.  However, in developing countries, such 
participation is difficult to put into practice because of shortcomings in structural and 
operational limitation in the tourism development process. (Marzuki, 2008, p. 227) 
The position that community involvement and local control is the best—and for some 
scholars the only—way to develop tourism projects is deeply ingrained in current tourism 
literature, particularly in terms of eco-tourism and the new forms of tourism represented in 





the basis for project funding and the focus of much international development efforts. Western 
scholars generally agree that active community participation in the decision-making process will 
benefit local communities (Aref, 2011; Ioannides, 1995; Kibicho, 2003; Marzuki, 2008).  Local 
control of a tourism project by Indigenous people themselves is one of the practices pointed to by 
researchers as leading to positive impacts on Indigenous cultures (Keller & Turek, 1999;                
V. Smith, 1989; Weaver, 2010).  Governance is a fundamental issue of community-based 
tourism in which the involvement of local people in decision-making and ownership or control of 
tourism, as well as the equitable distribution of profits from tourism ventures, is a hallmark 
(Mann, 2000).  However, without attention to developing or increasing the capacity of local 
people to make good decisions and have the skills to manage within an industry which may not 
be familiar, self-governance may not be as effective as is hoped.   
The question at hand is, how does the governance structure oversee or control the 
village’s self-governed tourist project?  The Cooperativa has its own legally mandated 
governance structure, including a president and governing board, and an oversight committee.  
All positions are publically elected at an annual meeting of the membership.  Any member of the 
village over 16 can choose to be a member of the Cooperative and anyone over 18 can run for 
elected office.  All are volunteer positions, though there is a small amount of money to cover 
expenses for transportation to Panama City for meetings.  While the Cooperative meets 
quarterly, daily decisions about the tourism project are made by the president, in consultation 
with board members, villagers and the Noko.  Recognized by the Panamanian government, the 
multi-service Cooperative full name is Tranchichi Embera Drua, RL Tranchichi Embera 
Chagres.  Tranchichi means leafcutter ants, the ubiquitous hard working, organized insects found 





provided by Cooperative Institute Autonomo Panameno (IPACOOP), villagers hope that they 
can avoid the management pitfalls of the nonprofit. 
These governing processes are accepted, but face-to-face discussions between people 
involved is preferred by villagers and there was bristling at the suggestion that the Noko or the 
Cooperativa could tell anyone what to do.  "We have free-will" was a statement said several 
times by a number of people I asked about decisions over everything from style of house to 
participating in the tourism project.  The governance process of both the village and the 
Cooperativa informs and gives voice to the collective but there is still a "no one can tell me what 
to do" feeling left over from the independent years as individual river dwellers.  Mariola, while 
applauding the organization and improvements brought by the Cooperative, says, "We are very 
individualistic and have really only recently lived and worked together in this way."  Those 
interviewed seemed more concerned with good decisions being made, decisions that “avanza el 
pueblo” (advance the people) whether they participated fully or not.    
While the Cooperative’s president and governing board concern themselves with the 
long-term management and planning of the tourism initiative they also need to be concerned with 
daily operations.  The general manager is an appointed unpaid position, responsible for 
organizing who works each day, how much food needs to be cooked, if extra piraguas need to be 
rented, and other logistics.  Daily tasks when tourists come include raking the trails, cleaning 
bathrooms, preparing and cooking the lunches, dancing, music, presenting, as well as operating 
and steering the boat.  Each role has a predetermined pay rate and those eligible for and desiring 
work are put on a list.  The general manager selects the needed number of people for each task 
depending on the number of tourists and they sign in for the day.  Those not selected are at the 





being placed by each name when payment is received.  When children are out of school and 
participating, they too sign in and are compensated, though at a much lower rate.  Sales of 
artesania, including baskets, jewelry and carvings go directly to the family selling them.   
The governance process provides leadership opportunities for residents. Given the 
village's size, many adult residents have either a current leadership position on the Cooperative 
or have had one in the past.  Several of the men interviewed have served as Noko as well.  A 
woman can be elected Noko, though thus far they have all been men.  Women do serve on the 
Cooperativa board and have leadership positions on several committees. 
This is what makes the study of Embera Drua so intriguing:  unlike many Indigenous 
tourism projects, the villagers  have control of their own tourism initiative.  They are not 
performing for a government or corporate interest; they do not travel to a staged faux village that 
merely performs Embera life. What they do and how they do it is decided collectively by the 
villagers.  This relatively unique position is precisely why the village is the focus of this study 
especially because they have been operating the tourism project for almost 20 years.  That said, 
dependence on external forces such as the National Park, tour operators, an unfamiliar 
governance structure with no associated funding, competition from other similar programs and 
global economic factors all have tremendous influence on the village’s success. 
This brief history of recent social and political changes within the Embera community is 
important because it is through the lens of these changes that community involvement and 
governance must be viewed.  It is a massive cultural change for a people to go from being 
independent households making all decisions for oneself and one’s family, to the communal 





is the operation of the Cooperativa, which creates a secondary leadership and decision-making 
structure within the village.   
It appears that the experience of Embera Drua is not unlike many community-based 
tourism efforts whereby outsiders have insisted on the implementation of elections and 
governance structure in recognition of the importance of local governance and representation, 
but these structures are completely unfamiliar to the tribe (Moscardo, 2008,  p. 6).  In this case, 
the implementation of a democratic governance structure was part of the evolving national 
politics regarding Indigenous representation in Panama and not related to tourism, though it has 
also been required by funders and for the organization of the nonprofit cooperative.  The 
residents of Drua have determinedly followed these rules, holding elections and filling specified 
positions (e.g. secretary, treasurer), whether they had the skills or understanding to perform these 
roles or not.  And, while the village makes decisions that impact their lives vis-a-vis the tourism 
project, what they clearly lack, as said by members of the village again and again, is the 
knowledge of tourism itself, the business and marketing skills most notably.  The imposition of 
foreign electoral structures and formal representative processes do not make up for the needed 
know-how or understanding to make these systems function optimally; in fact, they well might 
exacerbate the villagers’ frustrations. 
How to Move Forward: Capacity and External Relationships 
Community capacity. Embera Drua was selected for this study because its tourism 
project is governed by a village-run tourism cooperative.  However, Marzuki’s (2008) findings 
that such participation is often difficult to put into practice in developing countries because of 
structural and operational limitations is true in Embera Drua.  While decisions are seemingly in 





leadership and management, the largest concern being lack of capacity to manage and grow their 
resources appropriately.  
In this context, community capacity refers to "the levels of competence, ability and skills 
necessary to set and achieve relevant goals" (Balint  as cited in Moscardo, 2008, p. 9) and the 
"assets and attributes that a community is able to draw upon in order to improve their lives. It is 
the ability to define, evaluate, analyze and act on . . . concerns of importance" (Lavarack as cited  
in Moscardo, p. 9).  The lack of tourism knowledge is a critical barrier that not only directly 
limits the ability of locals to participate in tourism development, but also contributes to the next 
two barriers:  a lack of local tourism leadership and domination of external agents (Long & 
Nuckolls, 1994).  Many of the Embera Drua interviewed, particularly those in leadership 
positions, cited leadership resources and the need for increased community understanding of 
tourism as a business, mirroring themes found in the literature (Bourke & Luloff, 1996; Reid, 
Mair, & George, 2004). 
In their telling of the evolution of their tourism project, Embera Drua villagers repeatedly 
mentioned lack of capacity, both as explanations of past failures and as barriers to reaching their 
future goals.  Although no villagers expressed concern about the Cooperativa’s governance 
structure, its leaders cited lack of capacity as problematic and the tribe’s reliance on its few 
most-educated members was described as being a burden by those very individuals.     
Conflicts between community members, as has occurred in Embera Drua over the past 20 
years, appear as a common feature in almost all of the 329 case studies of tourism development 
in 92 countries reviewed by Moscardo (2005).  According to Moscardo’s research, power 
struggles were reported as leading to breakdowns in trust and relationships among community 





tourism, resulting in several members of the village who had played a key role in the tourism 
effort leaving the village.   
External relations.  While the tourism project has elevated the Embera Drua in the eyes 
of external parties, such as tour companies, NGOs, and government agencies, more 
understanding of and attention to these external relationships would benefit the Embera Drua 
with their future goals. The focus on and advocacy of self-governance and community control 
found in both the practice and the scholarship on community-based tourism can create unrealistic 
expectations in local communities new to tourism.  Tourism is a business, one with many 
interconnecting players including local, regional and national governments, the private sector, 
including tourism operators and the international tourist audience, all of which can contribute to 
the success of the local effort. Respecting community culture and sovereignty should not mean 
that communities operate without understanding the importance of the greater tourism network 
of stakeholders.  Alliances with tour operators and NGOs can influence everything from funding 
for village infrastructure to marketing of the tourism program.  And yet, again, issue of capacity 
and of trust are barriers to developing deeper relationships.  The costs of travelling to Panama 
City, the needed understanding of networking to build social capital, and the lack of necessary 
skills to participate effectively with external partners, are all obstacles to Embera Drua’s 
achievement of its goals.  Further, lack of understanding of business, social and political systems 
limits the ability to utilize alliances effectively.  For example, tour operators, who wield a great 
deal of influence both in how the village tour is marketed and indeed, over which village is 
visited by a tour group, are distrusted with the exception of a few Embera.  My suggestion that 
those few be asked to advise and give feedback on the village’s business plan was met with 





that the solution to some of the issues with operators could be solved by being more independent. 
is naïve and yet another reflection of their lack of understanding of the travel industry.  The 
Cooperativa’s board recently met to develop an Embera Museum to enhance their tourism 
offerings to visitors.  When I suggested that they might want to ask some of the operators and 
guides who bring large numbers of visitors to the village for their views, they reacted with 
surprise. 
Researcher Experience  
Limitations.  All research studies have limitations.  This study’s primarily revolved 
around the multiple languages involved, the lack of data and certain historical records, and the 
limitations of time-bounded field study.  Another limitation was the nature of my relationship to 
the village and villagers.  These four areas will be explored more fully below. 
Limitations of language.  Although my translator and liaison Mateo Mecha speaks both 
Embera and Spanish fluently and had enough English to troubleshoot with me when my Spanish 
was unsure, nuance can get lost in translation.  My Spanish was learned in Spain while my 
interviewees’ Spanish, their second language, was the Spanish of Panama, which is much more 
influenced by the Spanish of the Caribbean in pronunciation and was spoken with a mix of 
Embera words and vernacular unique to them.  While I am confident that our communication 
worked sufficiently well, it was at times more difficult than I had anticipated.  All translations of 
quotes in this research are mine, and were reviewed by participants in my ultimate visit to the 
village, though the review was a translation of the English. 
The lack of data and records. Background information for this study was sometimes 
limited by lack of specific data on the Embera living outside of the Comarca Embera-Woonan.  





living in the Comarca and those living outside of it.  My suspicion is that the Embera population 
living in Panama City has very different experiences and characteristics (language ability, 
education level, income level) than those living outside the Comarca in the Darien and those 
living in rural areas outside of the city, such as the villages along the Rio Chagres.  All of this 
made it difficult to obtain demographic information specific to Embera Drua and to draw 
conclusions about Embera Drua based on the more general data on the Embera in Panama. 
Another limitation was access to written records regarding the Cooperativa and the 
financial operation of the tourism project.  For years there was little to no records, those collected 
now for IPACOOP, the agency governing the tourism Cooperativa, are handwritten and in stacks 
of notebooks—an example of which is in Figure 5.1—and the pre-printed receipt book (Figure 
5.2)  that are a source of pride amongst the villagers for their professionalism.  
 

































Figure 5.2. Example of receipt form used with operators.  
Budget data were only made available for two of the last five years and these were for the 
operation of the Cooperative.  There are no records, as far as I am aware, of the craft sales that 
are such an important part of tourism revenue for the villagers.  This lack of recorded data made 
any deep analysis of the tourism’s project’s successes, financial viability, or volatility in 
response to certain changes impossible to assess.  
The limitations of time-bounded field study.  Another of the limitations is found in the 
short timeframe of my study, a total of three visits totaling 30 days.  While these short stays were 
sufficient to understand and assess the tourism project, and the time needed to adequately 
interview key villagers, it was only enough to get a glimpse of the daily life and culture of the 
Embera.  I was there during low season so tourists were not there every day nor were the groups 
particularly large.  While this meant villagers did have more time to spend with me, in fact, it 
would take years to fully understand village life and obtain a deep understanding of culture.  
Clearly, any outsider’s view of village life is limited; mine no more or less than others. 
My relationship to the village and villagers.  Another limitation was the selectivity of 





experienced no resistance to being in the village, given time constraints and language barriers, I 
could not develop relationships with every family and I also had to rely on Mateo to arrange all 
formal interviews.  
Given that Mateo was my entry to the village, as well as the primary translator during 
interviews, and that I stayed solely with his family, my understanding of and experience with the 
village was a heavily influenced by Mateo’s perspective and, as a village leader, his perspectives 
may have been partial.  Given his leadership role and his experiences with Panama City, Mateo 
may see things differently than villagers who rarely leave the village and have far more limited 
interactions with non-Embera.  Negotiating stays with other families might have given me 
different perspectives on family life and  the deep and rich informal conversations that I had with 
Delia and Mateo while eating meals and with other villagers. 
Unexpected findings.  While outside the articulated scope of this study, conversations 
with Embera Drua residents have piqued my interest in the concept of sustainable livelihood, as 
discussed in the literature on what is now being called  “pro poor tourism” (Ashley, Roe, & 
Goodwin, 2001; Tao, 2006). The essential idea is to show how tourism’s contribution to 
livelihoods can be enhanced by adjusting decisions on what is developed and in what ways that 
reflects people’s livelihood priorities.  This goes beyond tourism infrastructure and training to 
look at a broad assessment of local benefits, which vary according to the community’s situation.  
At Embera Drua, a clean and regular water supply and food security, are critical development 
needs.  While villagers told me the water quality was fine, merely "something that your (the 
author’s) stomach would not be used to," it became apparent over the course of my visits that 
villagers were constantly suffering from diarrhea and, on my third trip, the previously running 





Similarly, if the village had the ability to grow its own food, income received from 
tourism would not have to be spent at grocery stores in Panama City.  The land use issues at 
Embera Drua are related to National Park regulations and the villagers are in need of technical 
assistance from an agronomist to identify appropriate and healthy crops for the community.  It 
seems to me that development of village tourism projects must pay as much attention to the issue 
of sustainable livelihood as it does to tourism production.   
I was surprised to see how much of the lived experience of Embera Drua mirrored that of 
the experiences found in the academic research on Indigenous tourism (Butler & Hinch, 1996; 
Greathouse-Amador, 2005; Hunt & Stronza, 2014; Ireland, 2003; A. McIntosh et al., 2002; 
Notzke, 2004; Okazaki, 2008; Pettersson & Viken, 2007; Ryan, 1999, 2003, 2005; Stronza, 
2008; Stronza & Gordillo, 2008).  Especially after 20 years of doing tourism.  I was particularly 
struck by the issue of capacity given the length of time that the village has practiced tourism.  
Without an influx of training and investment I am not sure those issues will be addressed in this 
generation of leadership. 
Positionality.  I was aware from the beginning that I would need to be careful separating 
my role as a researcher from that of consultant or advisor, given my professional experience as 
an interpretive trainer and planner and indeed, my previous interactions with the villagers in 
those latter roles. After all, those tribe members whom I had met previously knew me first as a 
tourist and then, as a consultant and trainer.  Perhaps naively on my part, I did not consider the 
extent to which I would be asked for advice on marketing, business contracts, relationships with 
partners and allies, and all manner of operation of the tourism project.  And, I certainly did not 
anticipate the difficulty that I would have refraining from diving into consultant mode, a role far 





the villagers interacted with me and what they said or didn’t say to me.  And, my own desire to 
help may certainly have gotten in the way, although I tried hard to refrain from offering 
suggestions.  I am uncertain whether a doctoral student doing research made much sense to the 
villagers; from their perspective, my being there was probably seen as the opportunity to speak 
with a tourist/funder whom they trusted from past experiences.  I committed to the village that I 
would return post-graduation and share my thoughts and recommendations regarding both the 
business and programmatic aspects of the Embera Drua tourism project.  
 I was also very aware that I needed to be sensitive to, and aware of my position as a 
White, North American woman from a relatively affluent community.  Issues of cultural 
differences came up in interesting ways—my stories of my family’s beloved dog, Sascha, were 
received with skeptical amusement and I realized that, at times, my stories of the dog who hogs 
the covers were strange to people who don’t have beds.  The photos on my Kindle were a source 
of curiosity and questions from the villagers, especially photos of my travels.  I realized quickly 
that assumptions of geographical knowledge, cultural icons and wildlife associated with global 
locations that I might normally make, could not be made with these lovely people who have not 
travelled and have, in some instances, a limited formal education.  This did not affect the 
enthusiasm of their questions or their desire to look at the photos, but it did affect how I 
explained things.  Not only did my positionality impact things I said and did, but also how I saw 
things.  For example, my initial question, "how did tourism impact daily life?" could only have 
been asked by an individual who could bifurcate her life between work and school, or pleasure 
and work; since tourism was an all-encompassing factor in the village, there was no separation.  I 





The cultural differences and assumptions that came up in many instances are illustrative; 
none had negative results, but I certainly learned to be more sensitive and to think about how I 
talked about things.  One source of some discomfort was the issue of money.  The villagers often 
assumed that because I was North American, a tourist from the United States, I had disposable 
income.  They have become accustomed to generous visitors donating things and sending gifts, 
starting back with the soldiers in canoes who brought school supplies and continuing today with 
tourists that bring candy for the children, and shampoo and skin care products from their hotels 
for the women.  I was often asked if I could bring back items: a weed eater, a GPS unit, or 
loan/give cash for a child in Panama City, a sick relative, things for the children.  These 
conversations made me uncomfortable, particularly because I do not have the financial resources 
to say yes.  I understand that they see a lifestyle that seems rich.  That I am a student with a 
husband retired on disability—which I explained when presented with a list of things to bring 
back—was not understood.  The research agreement, which outlined compensation for 
everything from transportation in the piragua, accommodations, food and interviews, was an 
important tool for reminding villagers, including my liaison, that we had a set, agreed-upon 
prices for things.  Given the number of times that I had to reference the agreement, I am sure I 
would have been very uncomfortable without it.  Knowing now what I do about the village 
economy, I realize that some of the prices I agreed to in the agreement were at rates much higher 
than charged to other visitors.  I have no regrets although the steep charge for transportation each 
way in the piragua was so high that it influenced the number of times I could visit the village.   
Researcher reflection.  Thinking back to the early days of conceptualizing this research 
and re-reading my earlier coursework on community-based tourism, I am struck by how much 





Embera Drua tourism project has changed, so has my appreciation for the tenacity and dedication 
of the villagers to secure a sustainable livelihood for their families and to improve their quality of 
life.  The story of a small Indigenous village developing a new business to maintain their 
traditional way of life is motivating and interesting.  What I had not previously appreciated was 
the depth of the internal socio-political challenges experienced by the villagers, nor had I 
appreciated the challenges faced by villagers due to minimal formal education and business 
experience.  
 Doing this study with the people of Embera Drua was an honor.  As a novice researcher, 
the openness of the villagers to tell their stories and their eagerness to learn methods to improve their 
tourism product was inspiring.  
A real learning experience for me was to note the differences I encountered between each 
of my research trips in terms of interactions with the villagers and how village life changed 
according to factors such as seasonality of tourism, the weather, and whether or not school was 
in session.  Each of the three visits was productive in terms of data gathering and during each I 
gained a deeper knowledge of village daily life than in the previous visit.  For example, my third 
visit was designed to clarify a few areas of inquiry and present my findings to those interviewed.  
This visit occurred during the high season, with bigger tourist groups more times during the 
week.  During this visit, I was invited by villagers to participate and photograph several behind 
the scenes activities, such as the early morning preparation of the fish for the tourists’ lunch, a 
task that had not been mentioned on previous trips.  Just as I was more comfortable with the 
villagers each visit, I believe that they came more comfortable with my presence.   
While I was prepared for the physical challenges of living in the village and comfortable 





generous and inclusive and made every effort to answer my questions and provide opportunities 
to observe every aspect of the tourism project.  It was during the down time after the tourists left 
each day, that I sometimes encountered cultural differences.  For example, houses have no walls.  
It is the village’s cultural norm to allow those inside the house to acknowledge or not someone’s 
presence outside.  If there is no acknowledgement, those outside walk away.  Unaware of this, I 
was constantly saying hello and waving to those walking by, especially the children, which was 
basically inviting them to come in.  Mateo and Delia had a house full of children for much of the 
time I was there, and it wasn’t until the final visit that I realized that the noise and the crowd of 
children were not always welcome and that it was my greetings that were inviting them in.  This 
is but one example of how much I had, and still have, to learn.   
Researcher’s assumptions.  I chose Embera Drua as a study site based on an assumption 
of the village’s success with a self-governed tourism project, as defined by almost every 
measure.  I also assumed that the longevity of their tourism program meant an understanding of 
both the industry and business of tourism.  I now realize that both of these assumptions were, if 
not entirely wrong, incredibly naïve.  The 20 years of tourism experience was not seamless nor 
even consecutive; it has been filled with stops and starts caused primarily by conflicts, external 
and internal.  These experiences are not atypical to community-based tourism projects. 
I should have known better, but that is the strength of assumptions.  They often blind us.  
Many of the assumptions regarding governance and management of the business, both my own 
assumptions and those found in the literature, are culturally framed and culturally designed;  
even 'success' is culturally defined.  The very idea of an elected board, the committees, and 
community meetings that end in a vote are new to the Embera and have not resulted in increased 





can be as unsuccessful as the externally developed program that fails to consult the locals. 
Arnstein (1969) in the oft-cited participation typology, suggests that education is the first step 
before citizens can become involved in the next stage of the process.  Marzuki (2008) agrees 
noting that any public participation process needs to be planned systematically and include 
education up front in order to achieve its goals and objectives.  As Indigenous communities are 
introduced to Western-style participatory processes and are required to use these by national 
governments and grant sources, pre-education on both the process and the content is necessary.   
Farrelly’s (2011) study of  Bouma National Heritage Park in Fiji posits that the democratic 
decision making and formal structures imported by the government agencies and                        
non-governmental organizations involved in tourism development give the appearance of 
successful community involvement, but in reality cause conflict because these methods are at 
odds with culturally relevant ways of communicating.  I believe this is an accurate assessment of 
the situation of the Embera Drua as well.  
My Western-framed assumption regarding governance is mirrored throughout the 
literature, which is predominantly written by Western researchers often using as case studies 
tourism projects in Western-developed nations.   
Recommendations for Practice 
As identified by both the academic literature and this study’s interviews of the villagers, 
training is a potential solution to many of the needed growth areas for the villagers.  These 
training needs fall into three broad categories.  The first category is the business, communication 
and technical skills such as use of computers, basic writing skills, financial record keeping and 
grant-writing necessary for operating a competitive business.  The second training category is 





service and program content (birds, botany, history).  The third and perhaps most necessary 
category is an understanding of tourism itself.   
Sammy (2008) suggests that, in order to facilitate an understanding of tourism by those 
who have little or no experience with tourists or travelling, communities and their members 
should go on field trips to other community-based tourism sites.  This will expose them to 
tourism and the expectations created by the implementation of a tourism project and allow 
community members to have both the first-hand experience of being a tourist, and to explore the 
back stage from "management structure to maintenance of the facilities" (p. 80).  Discussion with 
the host community then allows visiting community members to learn from their peers.  Based 
on comments from villagers, I would suggest that such efforts include participation by multiple 
villagers, of both genders, and that the experience is formally shared and debriefed, upon return 
to their own village.  This debriefing might illuminate some of the concerns of villagers 
themselves about going to a new place; concerns about the food, physical requirements of the 
tours, and other issues that tourists coming to Embera Drua might also experience and how 
operators address those concerns. 
A second model that I believe would benefit projects like that of the Embera Drua, are 
partnerships between local Indigenous communities and private companies and/or NGOs as 
described by Stronza and Gordillo (2008) in their study of three ecotourism projects in the 
Amazon.  In these partnerships, the external partner provides investment, business and marketing 
skills, and experience as tourism operators, and the local Indigenous community provides "local 
knowledge, land, labor, and social capital" (p. 42).  In all three cases, the partners had a limited 
term agreement during which the community and the partner shared profits and at the end, 





is difficult to determine how or if this might have worked in the case of Embera Drua, given the 
complexities of the relationship with the Chagres National Park, this kind of partnership offers 
many potential benefits for small communities lacking the capacity to fully manage a tourism 
operation.  A third option, funding permitting, would be subcontracting those areas of knowledge 
or skills that are currently lacking to an outside source that would then mentor a villager to help 
develop internal capacity; this may still be an option for the Embera Drua.  
Recommendations for Future Study 
It was difficult to draw lessons from the analysis of the findings related to the impact on 
external relations, because of a lack of information from those sources.  A follow-up study that 
included interviews with government agencies, tour operators and tourists would add to the 
whole picture of Embera Drua as a tourism destination, but these external perspectives were 
outside the scope of this particular study. 
Another area for future study would seek out other cohorts of villagers.  Participants were 
selected based on their time in the village and with the tourism project, and were, with a few 
exceptions, people who were part of the founding of the village or who grew up in the village 
and experienced village life before tourism.  Their experience was influenced greatly by the 
years of relative isolation, subsistence agriculture and poverty, and may have produced a 
perspective different from that of younger villagers who have grown up con pan cada dia (with 
bread every day) and with more exposure to the city and modernity then their parents and 
grandparents.  A similar study of the 14- to 20-year-olds could be illuminating since their 
perceptions of tourism would not be influenced by comparison with life before tourism  These 






The goal of this study has been to make a space for the residents of Embera Drua to tell 
their story, to share the experiences and views of an Indigenous village with a self-managed 
cultural tourism program—its impacts on their daily lives and with participation and                  
self-governance.  My findings, particularly as they relate to cultural revitalization and the 
importance of capacity, are well-supported in the literature.  So too are findings regarding the 
need for capacity building within the community and the need for a more holistic approach to 
development. 
Ecotourism and other alternative models that spring from the concerns expressed about 
the negative and damaging aspects of tourism have now been around long enough to be studied 
and tested.  The implications regarding the need for capacity building and collaboration with 
external partners are clear.  While it still appears that there are more models of failure, or at least 
struggle, than success, there are examples, such as those cited here, that have addressed the 
barriers of cultural and educational limitations which lead to a lack of access to funds and other 
forms of support.  Increased education will increase opportunities for villagers individually as 
well as add to the village’s overall ability to respond to opportunities and to protect itself. .  
If tourism is seen as an economic development tool for Indigenous communities, then the 
investment in such development should be holistic and include investment in both community 
infrastructure and training in all aspects of tourism and tourism management.  Tourism is then 
more likely to be successful and the economic success generated can then support more than 
basic needs.  In Embera Drua, tourism brings bread every day, but with more holistic investment, 
perhaps tourism could generate more than bread; for example, increased support for education, a 





















Appendix A: Research Agreement  
Translated Research Agreement—Lethbridge & Embera Drua 
This is a research agreement between Amy Lethbridge, PhD student from Antioch 
University, USA  and the community of Embera Drua, Lake Alajuela, Chagres National 
Park , Panama.   
 
This agreement has been developed cooperatively and with approval of both 
representatives of Embera Drua and Ms. Lethbridge, with approval from Antioch 
University. The community of Embera Drua agrees to permit Ms. Lethbridge to do research 
on all aspects of the community’s tourism project, focusing on the lived experience of 
individual participants and the community as a whole.  Ms. Lethbridge will respect the 
sovereign values of the Embera and the Embera culture and will do no harm to any 
individual or to the community of Embera Drua. 
 
Research will be conducted between May and December, 2015.  All visits to the 
village will be with advanced notice and coordinated through the liaison, which will be Sr. 
Mateo Mecha. 
 
The Embera do not assume any liability by entering into this Agreement. 
 
Description of Research: 
 
This research informs the discourse on tourism’s impact on Indigenous culture and 
community by documenting the lived experience of members of the Embera Drua during the 
over 15 years during which the village has participated in tourism as a destination.  Of 
particular interest are the unanticipated impacts on daily lives of individuals, the village and 
the tribe.  Information will be gathered through observation, informal conversations and 
interactions and formal, semi structured interviews. Participants will have the opportunity to 
participate in design of questions as well as participate in analysis and summary of findings.    
The resulting case study will provide insight to funders and development specialists 
promoting Indigenous tourism projects by providing local people’s perspective for 
consideration in training and orientation in new Indigenous tourism projects along the 
Chagres River. 
 
Interviews will be done in Spanish with a translator provided for both researcher 
(English-Spanish-English) and villagers (Embera-Spanish-Embera).   
 
Interviews may last between one to three hours.  Breaks will be provided as 
requested. Snacks and drinks will be provided for those participating in formal interviews. 
 
Commitment of Amy Lethbridge: 
 
All participants in the research will be made fully aware of their rights and the nature 






All participants in the research process, including observation and informal and 
formal interviews, will participate voluntarily, and can decline participation and stop 
participation in interviews at any time. All participation will be with fully informed oral 
consent. 
 
 Any photography or digital video will be done with permission and knowledge of 
participants to protect privacy.  
 
Any participant who wishes to remain anonymous in their participation will be.     
 
All information and data gathered in the research process will be maintained and be 
made available upon request.   
 
The village tourism cooperative and/or individuals will be compensated for 
providing services during the research stays.  These are outlined in Appendix A to this 
agreement. 
 
After the first interviews have been summarized I will return to the village to share 
my findings and to discuss and analyze the research results with the community.  This will 
be an inclusive and collaborative process. After these changes, and information from follow 
up interviews, are incorporated there will be an additional opportunity to review.  
 
A copy of all work product including dissertation, videos and presentations on or 
about the project will be given to the community.  No research products, nor any traditional 
or Indigenous knowledge will be used for commercial purposes. 
 
All costs associated with the fulfillment of this contract are the responsibility of Ms. 
Lethbridge alone.  Antioch University is neither providing nor responsible for any monetary 
contributions to this research. 
 
Commitment of the Embera. 
 
The Embera are the owners of the communal cultural, natural, and biogenetic 
resources, and retains ultimate discretionary authority and final authority and responsibility 
for the approved research.  
 
A representative of the Embera Drua with the appropriate authority (designated by 
the community and related to the project) should represent the community to liaise with the 
project group and monitor the implementation of these guidelines and coordinate with 
Lethbridge in regards to logistics of research, facilitation of approvals and guidance 
regarding working with the village in the most appropriate manner. 
 
This agreement represents the appropriate approvals by all levels of the Embera 






The liaison will work with Lethbridge to identify appropriate and willing interview 




While these details may change with the agreement of both parties, the proposed 
research schedule is tentatively: 
 
September 2015 -  
 
During this week to ten day village visit Lethbridge will build relationships with 
community members, observe village during tourists visits and when there are no tourists, 
have informal conversations with village members, and identify interview subjects for 
formal interviews on subsequent visit. 
 
 Second visit for formal Interviews over a period of up to 10 days, 3 interviews a 
day, not necessarily consecutive days.  Researcher and translator may or may not stay in 
village overnight during this time.  Community gathering and participatory project during 
this time. 
Winter– Community meeting with participants to discuss analysis and findings, 
follow up interviews. Three or four days, not necessarily overnight. 
Late winter/spring 2016 - Final presentation of research to community. 
Attachment A— Research Agreement compensation 
Compensation 
 
It is understood that any costs associated with this research will be borne by Ms. 
Lethbridge.  The agreed upon costs are as follows: 
 
Round trip cost of transportation from Puerto El Corotu to village   $151.50  per trip. 
Cost of overnight accommodation in the village.  $15 per person per night  
 
Cost of meals $24.50 a day.  This breaks down to $ 3.50 for breakfast and $ 5.50 
each for lunch and dinner, plus $ 10 per day for the cook. 
 
Cost of a translator Embera/Spanish if necessary or requested. $90 per day.    
 
No compensation for informal conversations and interactions. However, the formal 
interview participants will be compensated in the amount of $10 an hour.   
 
Work produced during this research will be jointly owned by Ms. Lethbridge and the 
community of Embera Drua.  Ms. Lethbridge may use work product for future scholarly 
endeavors including articles, conference presentations and in future research projects. 
 






This Agreement may be terminated by the mutual agreement of both parties in 
writing.   
 
Mateo Meha Ruiz/ ID 5-705-2065 
Eneldo Ruiz—Noko de Embera Drua 
Johnson Menguisama—Presidente de la Cooperative Tranchichi Embera-Drua , R.L. 


























Appendix B: IRB Submission 
 
Title of Project:  Through the Lens of Embera Drua 
 
7. Source of Funding for the project (if applicable): n/a 
 
8. Expected starting date for project: 09/01/2015 
 
9. Anticipated completion date for data collection: 02/15/2016 
 
10. Describe the proposed participants- age, number, sex, race, or other special 
characteristics. (Up to 250 words): 
 
Participants in this study will be residents of the village of Embera Drua, Chagres 
National Park, Panama.  The 10–15 villagers interviewed will be residents who resided in 
the village prior to the implementation of a tourism project in 1994, all of which are 21 or 
older.  It is my intent to have close to an equal number of men and women interviewed and 
for there to be representation from as many of family groups possible. 
 
 11. Describe how the participants are to be selected and recruited: 
 
Participants who meet the requirement of having lived in the village prior to the 
implementation of the tourism project will be identified by village leaders and asked if they 
would like to participate. During the acclimatization/observation first visit I will be 
available to answer any questions and to build relationships with these potential 
participants.  
 
12. Describe the proposed procedures, e.g., interviewing survey questionnaires, 
experiments, etc. in the project. Any proposed experimental activities that are included 
in evaluation, research, development, demonstration, instruction, study, treatments, 
debriefing, questionnaires, and similar projects must be described. Continue your 
description on following page if necessary.  
 
I will engage in participant observation, interviews, and a community gathering.   
Participants are all residents of the community under study, but may or may not be 
active participants in the tourism project.  I will be staying in the village, with a local 
family.  Observation of daily life of the village will focus on the daily life of the village and 
the tourism project.  It will involve keeping detailed field notes, as well as photographs and 
video with appropriate permission. The field notes will be taken on a daily basis. The semi-
structured interviews will evolve from focused observations and will include open-ended 
and semi-structured questions.  The taped interviews will be transcribed and translated and 
be the primary data source of my study.   
All participants in the research will be made fully aware of their rights and the nature 
of the research and their involvement in it; 
All participants in the research process, including observation and informal and 





participation in interviews at any time. All participation will be with fully informed oral 
consent. 
 Any photography or digital video will be done with permission and knowledge of 
participants to protect privacy.  
Any participant who wishes to remain anonymous in their participation will be.     
All information and data gathered in the research process will be maintained and be 
made available upon request. 
 
13. Project Purpose(s) and Benefits:  
 
This research informs the discourse on tourism’s impact on Indigenous culture and 
community by documenting the lived experience of members of the Embera Drua during the 
over 15 years during which the village has participated in tourism as a destination.  Of 
particular interest are the unanticipated impacts on daily lives of individuals, the village and 
the tribe.  Information will be gathered through observation, informal conversations and 
interactions and formal, semi structured interviews. Participants will have the opportunity to 
participate in design of questions as well as participate in analysis and summary of findings.    
The resulting case study will provide insight to funders and development specialists 
promoting Indigenous tourism projects by providing local people’s perspective for 
consideration in training and orientation in new Indigenous tourism projects along the 
Chagres River. Indigenous tourism projects are implemented around the world, the stories 
and lived experience of the people most impacted have the potential to inform others when 
collaborating or forming future Indigenous tourism ventures. The stories of living with 
tourism gathered through narrative inquiry will add a local, personal perspective that have 
the potential to add to best practices and considerations in the implementation of projects. 
 
14. If participants in this proposed research may thereby be exposed to an 
elevated possibility of harm - physiological, psychological, or sociological, please 
provide the following information: 
a. Identify and describe the possible benefits and risks. 
 
Embera Drua is a small village and the tourism project is the village’s primary 
source of livelihood. Should a participant have a negative things to say about the project, or 
about the governance of the project this could create a sociological or political risk to the 
participant. This will be addresses by anonymity as requested for all or part of the interview.   
NOTE: for international research or vulnerable populations, please provide 
information about local culture that will assist the review committee in evaluating 
potential risks to participants, particularly when the project raises issues related to 
power differentials: 
The research agreement with the village requires both a liaison with the tribe and a 
local translator, whom I will rely on for understanding of any cultural or power issues that 
may be at play.  
 
14b. Explain why you believe the risks are so outweighed by the benefits 





discussion of why the research method you propose is superior to alternative methods 
that may entail less risk: 
The perspective of local people in tourism research is lacking. The proliferation of 
projects such as Embera Drua, funded by national governments and international aid 
agencies, should be a critical consideration in tourism planning.  Given that participation in 
the study is voluntary, and there is an option for anonymity, the benefits outweigh the risks.  
 
14c. Explain fully how the rights and welfare of participants at risk will be 
protected (e.g., screening out particularly vulnerable participants, follow-up contact 
with participants, etc.): 
After the first interviews have been summarized I will return to the village to share 
my findings and to discuss and analyze the research results with the community.  This will 
be an inclusive and collaborative process. After these changes, and information from follow 
up interviews, are incorporated there will be an additional opportunity to review.  
A copy of all work product including dissertation, videos and presentations on or 
about the project will be given to the community.  No research products, nor any traditional 
or Indigenous knowledge will be used for commercial purposes. 
 
15. Explain how participants’ privacy is addressed by your proposed research. 
Specify any steps taken to guard the anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality 
of their responses. Indicate what personal identifying information will be kept, and 
procedures for storage and ultimate disposal of personal information: 
 
Embera Drua is a small community and it will be impossible to hide who is 
participating in interviews.  However, if sensitive information emerges or there is any 
request from a participant that a particular piece of their interview be anonymous I feel is 
relevant to the study, the source of that information will be identified in the study as "one of 
the villagers." I do not anticipate this as an issue. Participants will also have the opportunity 
to review the interviews and ask that any piece or all of it be removed from the final study. 
All tapes and all related research materials will be kept in a secure file cabinet. Because the 
results from these interviews may be incorporated into my doctoral dissertation, these files 
will be kept until completion of my thesis.  
 
16. Informed consent statements, if one is used, are to be included with this 
application. If information other than that provided on the informed consent form is 
provided (e.g. a cover letter), attach a copy of such information. To submit or fax these 
documents, refer to the instructions in the next question.  
If a consent form is not used, or if consent is to be presented orally, state your 
reason for this modification below: 
 
Participants are Embera, or Choco, natives. Some speak Spanish, some speak Choco 
and some speak both.  A translator from the village who speaks Choco, Spanish and English 
will be present at all interviews. Literacy of potential participants is unknown, therefore 
consent forms, and introduction to the study and all materials, will be translated and 






17. If questionnaires, tests, or related research instruments are to be used, then 
you must submit a copy of the instrument, or a detailed description (with examples of 
items) of the research instruments, questionnaires, or tests that are to be used in the 
project. Copies will be retained in the permanent IRB files. To submit documents, go 
to end of on-line form to upload attachments. 
 
Please identify all attached documents.  




Through the lens of Embera Drua -- Amy Lethbridge 
 
These pre-determined set of questions are designed to prompt discussion about the 
experience of living with tourism at Embera Drua.  My overarching question for this 
narrative ethnographic case study is, simply stated: "how do the Embera Drua experience 
and assess the effects of their almost-two-decade tourism initiative on daily village life?    
 
Tell me a little bit about yourself (family group, when he/she came to the village, 
married/children? role in tourism project?) 
 
Tell me about your role in the tourism project. 
 
How do you feel about that role? Has that role changed over time? (There will be 
variations of this question for those who do not choose to participate in the tourism project).  
 
What roles have members of the village played in the development and governance 
of the tourism initiative?  
 
Tell me about your experiences during the development of the tourism project. 
 
Has governance of the project changed over time? Has that involvement been a 
positive or negative experience?  
 
Do villagers in Embera Drua find that involvement, in whatever form it exists, has 
been positive or negative for them? 
 
Did you participate in the initial discussions about whether the village should do 
tourism?  What were your feelings then?  Tell me about those discussions? How have the 
decisions been made (to expand, what’s offered, etc.) Do you feel like you have a voice in 
the tourism project?  Do you think that you have changed because of the tourism project? 
 







Tell me about the village before the tourism project was implemented. How has the 
village changed?  
 
Tell me about life in the village before tourism. Tell me about how your life has 
changed? 
 
What age were you when you came to the village/were you born in the village?  Tell 
me about growing up here.  Do you think it is different for the children growing up here 
now? How so? 
 
Are you involved in the tourism project?  Tell me about your involvement? Tell me 
about how your involvement has changed since the beginning. Tell me about the impacts of 
the tourism project on you and your family 
 
Tell me about the impacts of the tourism project on the community as a whole.   
 
Do you think that the traditions and cultures of the Embera have been impacted as a 
result of the tourism initiative? Tell me about that?   
 
Has the tourism initiative changed the knowledge and understanding of the residents 
of Embera Drua about their own culture?  Have you learned about your culture because of 
the tourism project (is this leading?) 
In what ways do you feel that the tourism initiative contributed to the revitalization 
of the Embera culture?  
 
 In what ways has do you feel it has not? 
 
Has the tourism initiative contributed to the economic growth and political position 
of the Embera within Panama? Do you think more Panamanian know about the Embera now 
that Embera tourism is so big?  How do you think Panamanians feel about the Embera?  Do 
you think tourism has changed those perceptions? 
 
Do you think that the success of the tourism project in Embera Drua has increased 
the tribe’s power within the Embera Tribe or with the Panamanian government? Do you 
think the success of Embera Drua has increased the villages influence in the tribe? 
 
What do you think about the tour guides who come here?  Do you think the village’s 
relationship with tour operators have changed?  How do you feel about the tour operators 












This informed consent form is for adult members living in the Indigenous village 
of Embera Drua in the country of Panama who we are  inviting  to participate in a 
research project titled "Through the lens of Embera Drua: The impacts of tourism on 
Indigenous village life." 
 
Name of Principle Investigator: Amy Lethbridge 
 
Name of Organization: Antioch University, PhD in Leadership and Change 
Program. 
 
Name of Project: Through the lens of Embera Drua: The impacts of tourism 




I am Amy Lethbridge, a PhD candidate for Leadership and  Change  at  Antioch  
University in the United States.  As  part  of  this degree, I am completing a project to 
explore the experiences and perspectives  o f  res iden ts  o f  Embera  Drua  who have  
l ived  in  the  v i l l age  s ince  the  format ion  of  Chagres  Nat iona l  Park  and  the  
implementa t ion  of  the  v i l l age  tour i sm pro jec t .  I am going to give you 
information about the study and invite you to be part of this research. You may talk to 
anyone you feel comfortable talking with about the research, and take time to reflect on 
whether you want to participate or not. You may ask questions at any time. 
 
Purpose of the research 
 
I hope that experience you share with me will be helpful to other villages, funders 
and decision-makers who are thinking about developing and/or implementing a similar 
Indigenous tourism project like the one at Embera Drua. This study wants to add Indigenous 
voices to the academic literature on Indigenous tourism. 
 
Type of Research Intervention 
 
This study will look at your experiences of the development, implementation and 
operation of the Embera Drua tourism project.  I will ask you about your experiences as they 
relate to the tourism project. Of particular interest are the unanticipated impacts on your 
daily life, the village and the tribe.  I will be gathering information through observation, 
informal conversations and interactions as well as formal, semi structured interviews.  
Your interview will be arranged at your convenience and is expected to last about 2 





assist in our conversation. With your permission it may also be videotaped.  Before 
finalizing my work I will return to the village and ask you to review my work for a chance 
to tell me if any perceptions, quotes or information is inaccurate. You may ask me to 
eliminate a part or all of video footage and I will do so. I will also send you a final copy of 
any work product he video piece for your permission to use it before any public 
dissemination.   The total time involved in conversational interviews and follow-up should 
be no more than 3 to 5 hours.   
 
Participant  Selection 
 
I am talking to people who lived in Embera Drua before the implementation of the 
village tourism project and who have live in the village over the last 19 years. 
 
Voluntary  Participation 
 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to 
participate. You may withdraw from this study at any time. If an interview has already taken 
place, you may request that the information you provided not be used in the research study. 
Confidentiality 
With your permission I will use your name and a descriptor in the study. If you 
prefer I not use your name I will assign you a pseudonym.  Descriptors will include your 
name, family relations, marital status, and age.  I also plan, with your permission, to use 
photos of you.  I will only use photos that you approve for inclusion.  All related materials 
including this Informed Consent Form will be kept in a secure file cabinet.  These files will 
be kept by me until after the publication of this study.   
 
Benefits and Risks 
I hope that through this interview you may develop a greater personal awareness of 
your own experience as a result of your participation in this research. The risks to you are 
considered minimal.  However should any line of questioning cause discomfort it can be 
stopped and eliminated from the interview at your request. In addition, you may withdraw 
from this study at any time (either during or after the interview) without negative 




No compensation for informal conversations and interactions. However, the formal 
interview participants will be compensated in the amount of $10 an hour. 
 
Future  Publication 
The primary researcher, Amy Lethbridge, reserves the right to include any results of 






Right to Refuse or Withdraw 
You do not have to take part in this research if you do not wish to do so, and you 
may withdraw from the study at any time without your job being affected. 
 
Who to Contact 
 
If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have questions 
later, you may contactAlethbridge@antioch.edu. 
 
If you have any ethical concerns about this study, contact Philomena Essed, Chair, 
Institutional Review Board, Antioch University Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Email: 
essed@antioch.edu. 
 
This proposal has been reviewed and approved by the  Antioch  International  
Review  Board (IRB), which is a committee whose task it is to make sure that research 
participants are protected. If you wish to find out more about the IRB, contact Dr. 
Philomena Essed. 
 
"Do you understand that you do not have to take part in this research study? Do you 
have any questions? I have been invited to participate in research about Indigenous tourism 
and my experience as a resident of Embera Drua which will involve an interview and 
participation in a focus group. 
 
I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the 
opportunity to ask questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been 
answered to my satisfaction.  I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study. 
 
Two copies of this informed consent form have been provided. Please sign both, 
indicating that you have read or someone has read this for you, you understand and agree to 
participate in this research. Return one to me and keep the other for yourself. 
 
_________________________________________________________________________N
Name of Participant       Date 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________          
Amy V. Lethbridge, Researcher      Date 
 
         Consent form read verbally in Spanish and/or Choco 
 
 
Appendix C: Template for Observation Notes 
 






Description of what is happening: 
 
 
Description of who is there: 
 
 
Sensory impressions: sights, sounds, textures, smells, taste  
 
 
Social impressions: social interactions, dress, leisure activity 
 
 
Tourism Project Activity/Tour Company. Number of tourists, etc 
 
 
Personal responses/reactions/observations  
 
 
Specific words, phrases, summaries of conversations, and insider language  
  
 
Questions about people or behaviors at the site for future investigation   













Appendix D: Participant Profiles 
Elias Ruiz and Alicia Caisamo 
 
                 Elias Ruiz                                Alicia Caisamo 
   
Elias Ruiz and Alicia Caisamo (Figure 24) are in their mid-70s.  Alicia Caisamo is the 
youngest child of Emiliano and Segundina, and her husband, Elias, is considered along with 
Emiliano to be a founder of Embera Drua.  They are originally from the community of Manene 
along Rio Balso in the Darien.  Elias is also the village Botanico, or pharmacist/medical expert.  
He and Alicia have five sons, Euclides, Eneldo, Angel, Ivan and Eliezer, four daughters-in-law 
and nine grandchildren, all of whom live in Embera Drua.  Elias, known as El Botanico, is active 
in the tourism project, leading medicinal plant walks and demonstrations on request.  He is 
always introduced to tourists as a villager founder during the presentations.  He participated in 
every tourist day during the time I was in the village.  Alicia participates in the tourism project 
by cleaning the restrooms, though over the years she has played many other roles.  Segundina, 
Emiliano’s widow and Alicia’s mother, still lives in the village with Alicia and Elias.  My 







     Adan Caisamo 
Adan Caisamo  (Figure 25) is his late 60s and is the third son of Emiliano Caisamo. Adan 
came to the Chagres as an adult, after working construction in Panama City with his father and 
brothers in the early 1970s.  He is married to Sonia and has five daughters, one son and nine 
grandchildren.  One son and two grandchildren live in Embera Drua.  Adan is the village 
historian, having written a history of Embera Drua which is on the village’s original website and 
which he proudly shared during his interview (http://www.trail2.com/embera/pueblo.htm).  Adan 
has advocated for education since the village’s beginning, volunteering as the village’s first 
teacher before there was a school building or teachers sent from the government, despite having 
only a sixth grade formal education himself.  He was at the forefront of organizing the building 
of the school in the late 1980s and continues to be an education advocate, now pushing for a high 
school.  In 1996, he served as the first village Noko, when a formal government structure was 
implemented.  I did not see Adan actively participate in the tourism project, though he is a 
supporter given the revenue it can bring to support and expand educational opportunities for 








Lugencia Bedoya (Figure 26), 63, is married to Alonso Caisamo and is the                     
daughter-in-law of Emiliano, and the mother of Marlina and Angelina.  She was originally from 
the community of Teca, Rio Balsa.  She has five children, three of whom live in Embera Drua.  
She is a Christian, the first person to specifically introduce herself as such, and is active with the 
church.  She is Pastor Valerio’s mother-in-law.  My formal interview with Lugencia took place 





Jose Caisamo and Raquel Chami 
	
            Jose Caisamo                         Raquel Chami 
Jose Casaimo, 42, is the son of Mamerto, the grandson of Emiliano.  He was born and 
raised in Embera Drua.  Raquel, his wife, is 35 and is originally from Rio San Juan Pequani, Rio 
Chagres.  They have four children, Johnny, Jimmy, Edwin and Edin.  Jose is very active in the 
tourism project and has taken several courses in Panama City to improve his own tour guiding 
skills.  He speaks enthusiastically about diversification and has ideas about a reforestation plan 
that would make use of traditional materials less burdensome.  Jose is a past President of the 
education and social welfare committee.  He is currently mapping the boundaries of the cultural 
activity zone of the National Park to aid in negotiations with the National Park Authority 
regarding some of the proposed diversification in the village. 
Raquel, Jose’s wife, dances and beads jewelry to sell to tourists, both skills that she 
learned after arriving in Embera Drua.  She remembers her initial reluctance to move from her 
parents to Embera Drua, but then saw that life was much easier in the village because of extras 





Both Jose and Raquel talk about how proud they are to be Embera and to have been part 
of the pioneering tourism effort that has brought Embera culture to people from all around the 
world.  My interview with Jose and Raquel took place on September 20, 2015.  
Alexi Mecha and Marlina Caisamo 
 
   Village Noko Alexi Mecha            Marlina Caisamo 
Alexi Mecha, 37, the current village chief (Noko), did not come to the village until 2003.  
He was raised in communidad Boca de Trampa, Rio Sambu in the Darien.  He came to visit a 
cousin of his mother’s, Elias Ruiz.  In the village, he met Marlina Caisamo, 10 years his junior 
and the daughter of Alonso and granddaughter of Emiliano.  Marlina was born and raised in 
Embera Drua.  Alexi and Marlina married and have three sons, Edwardo, Antonio and Edgar.  In 
addition to his role as Chief, Alexi is an experienced spear fisherman and trainer of hunting dogs.  
He participates in tourism by greeting the guests as the Chief when he is available to do so.  
Marlina’s participation in tourism is limited, saying she finds it very difficult while caring for 
young children, though she does beading work at night and knows how to make baskets and 
masks, something her mother taught her when she was a teenager.  Alexi supports the tourism 
initiative because of its potential to bring additional resources to the village.  Alexi has many 





vegetable gardening.  He feels the biggest challenge for the village is the lack of ability for the 
teenagers to attend high school.  "Sin educacion el pueblo no advanza." Without education the 
village will not progress. My interview with Alexi and Marlina took place on September 21, 
2015.  
Valerio Ruiz and Angelina Caisamo 
 
               Pastor Valerio Ruiz       Angelina Caisamo 
Valerio Ruiz, 39, is Elias’s nephew and is the pastor of the village’s evangelical church. 
Valerio is from Ipati Choco in the Darien.  Angelina, 38, is his wife and the daughter of Alonso, 
granddaughter of Emiliano.  She grew up in Embera Drua.  Both have spent time in Panama City 
as adults before coming back to Embera Drua.  In the early days of tourism, they both made 
crafts:  he carved boats and she made baskets and also worked as a cook. 
The couple has four children, Lisnette, Fernando, Esteban and Valeria.  When Valerio 
became a pastor in 2008, he stopped participating in the tourism project.  According to Valerio, 
the Reverend Don Rich, whose Oklahoma congregation built and financially supports the church, 
does not like church members participating in tourism.  Valerio is pragmatic and recognizes that 





parishioners from participating in the tourism project, despite Reverend Rich’s prohibition.  All 
three of his eldest children participate—Lisette does crafts and Jimmy and Johnny are musicians.  
"This gives them money for sodas, pocket money" says Valerio.  Both Valerio and Angelina 
have specific things they would like to see in the village, including a stand named for the village 
at the artesania19 market in Panama City, where villagers can sell their crafts.  They also would 
like tour guide training, English and computer classes offered to members of the village as well.  
Angelina wants to raise small farm animals, chickens, ducks and pigs.  She verbalizes a theme 
heard from many, "We want to depend on ourselves to eat. Tourism is for 'la plata' (cash)."  My 
interview with Valerio and Angelina took place on September 22, 2015.  



















Ivan Ruiz                                          Lesbia Mezua 
Ivan Ruiz, 35, is the son of Elias and Alicia, grandson of Emiliano.  He was born and 
raised in the village.  Lesbia, who came from Manane, Rio Balsa in the Darien to the village to 
visit a cousin 11 years ago, stayed to marry Ivan.  They have two daughters, Lilliana and Juliani.  
Ivan is on the board of the Cooperativa and in charge of promotion for the tourism project.  He 
                                                
19 Artesania is the Spanish word for hand-made arts and crafts, in the case of the Embera baskets, masks, 





greets the visitors and gives them the history and overview of the village.  Lesbia is the dance 
maestro, teaching and choreographing new dances to the women of the village.  Both are very 
committed to the tourism project and to making a better life for their girls, starting with saving 
money so that they can go to high school.  My interviews with Ivan and Lesbia took place on 
September 23 and October 23, 2015.  
Marielena Caisamo and Johnson Menguisamo 
	
Marielina Caisamo                           Johnson Menguisamo 
Marielena Caisamo is the daughter of Mamerto, granddaughter of Emiliano.  She was 
born in and grew up in Embera Drua.  She is married to Johnson Menguisamo, who is from the 
Lajas Blanca, Rui Chucunaque in the Darien.  They have three children and a grandchild.  Both 
have been very active in the tourism project and both have played leadership roles, with Johnson 
being the immediate past president of the Cooperativa.  They are temporarily living in the canal 
town of Gamboa so that their children can attend high school in the city, but consider Embera 
Drua home and plan to come back as soon as the youngest graduates.  Johnson has recently 
finished a university degree and secured his teaching credential, and as such, has achieved the 
most formal education in the village.  Even before finishing the degree, he was only one of two 





brings.  He is named for the outboard motor that came to his village just before he was born, 
transforming his people’s ability to travel from village to village by cutting the travel time 
significantly.  My formal interview with Marielena and Johnson took place on October 18, 2015.  
Eneldo Ruiz and Mariola Dumasa 
 
          Eneldo Ruiz        Mariola Dumasa 
Eneldo is the son of Elias and Alicia, the grandson of Emiliano.  As a young child, he 
traveled the Darien with his parents, before going to Panama City and eventually settling along 
the Chagres.  What little formal education he has, he received through the volunteer efforts of his 
Uncle Adan.  Beginning in his early teens, he worked as a hunter, which was "very hard and very 
dangerous."  At 16, he went to the Darien, to the village of  Ipati Choco, and brought back 
Mariola as his wife.  Eneldo is the immediate past Noko and current "Servicio Generales" of the 
Cooperative, similar to an operations manager.  Mariola is currently on the board of the 
Cooperativa.  Both are very honest about the struggles that come with  tourism, but say that, 
"The children do not have the struggles that we did" because "tourism puts money in our hands."  
They have three children.  My formal interview with Euclides and Mariola took place on October 





Euclides Ruiz and Leica Dogarama 
 
Euclides Ruiz     Leica Dogarama 
Euclides is Eneldo’s younger brother, son of Elias and Alicia, grandson of Emiliano.  His 
birth in 1978 was the first baby born in the village.  He began participating with the initial tourist 
groups as a child, much as his own children do today.  Euclides is a musician and serves as 
Secretary of the Cooperative Board.  He is also one of only three villagers who drives, and so 
provides transportation from the airport in Panama City to the village for visitors who book 
directly with Embera Drua.  Leica came to the village, at the age of 15, from Ipati Choco to 
marry Euclides in 1999.  She says, "I had no experience with anything."  At first, she did not 
want to participate in tourism, but it was the only way to make money.  She is now a cook and is 
on several committees of the Cooperative.  Euclides and Leica have three children.  My formal 





Eliezer Ruiz and Karina Pari Pari 
	
        Eliezer Ruiz     Karina Pari Pari 
Eliezer Ruiz, 31, is the youngest son of Elias and Alicia.  When he was younger, his 
tourism-related job was to work on the piragua, now he is a musician.  Eliezer has recently 
arrived back at Embera Drua after a time in the Panamanian National Guard.  His wife, Karina, 
was originally from Rio Balsa in the Darien before moving to Panama City as a teenager.  They 
have one son.  Both brought a very interesting insider/outsider view to the interviews.  Eliezer 
has recently returned to the village after six months away and Karina, who spent her teenage 
years in Panama City where she said her identity was as "an Indian," was not always a positive 
thing.  "Here," she says, "I am proud to be Embera."  My formal interview with Eliezer and 









Ramiro Caisamo is the son of Alonso and Lugencia.  He grew up in Embera Drua and is 
single.  Ramiro serves as the head of the oversight committee for the Cooperativa.  He is also one 
of the most experienced piragua captains in the village.  While hesitant to use it, Ramiro knows 







Appendix E: Permissions 
Figures 1.1 and 1.2: Google Permission Statement: From 
https://www.google.com/permissions/geoguidelines.html 
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